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Abstract: Fusion research requires high quality diagnostics to understand the
complex physical processes involved. Traditional analogue systems are complex, large
and expensive, and expansion of diagnostic capabilities is often impossible without
building a completely new system at considerable expense. Field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) technology can provide a solution to this problem. By implementing
complex functionality and digital signal processing on an FPGA chip, diagnostic
hardware can be greatly simplified and compacted.
In this thesis we describe the enhancements of two diagnostics for the MAST-Upgrade
tokamak using FPGA technology. Firstly, the design of the back end electronics for
the new divertor bolometer is described. Results of tests of the new electronics at
a number of sites, including lab-based testing and tokamak installations, are also
presented. We demonstrate the correct functionality of the electronics and illustrate
a number of important effects which must be taken into account when interpreting
bolometer data on MAST-U.
Secondly, we describe the new control and acquisition electronics developed for the
MAST-U divertor Langmuir probe diagnostic. Much of the analogue control circuitry
of the previous system has been upgraded to a digital implementation on an FPGA,
which results in a significantly more compact and cost effective design. Given that
MAST-Upgrade will feature around 850 Langmuir probes, these improvements are
extremely important to keep the diagnostic manageable. Again, results are presented
from the testing of the system at several sites, which both demonstrate the correct
functionality of the new system and provide information on the diagnostic behaviour
which needs to be accounted for when interpreting the probe data during MAST-U
experiments.
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Introduction
1.1 Nuclear Fusion
Demand for energy is increasing. Technological advancements and increasing popu-
lation mean global energy demand is predicted to rise by 30 % from today’s levels by
2040 [7]. This increased demand must be matched by an increased supply of energy,
with electrical energy estimated to represent between 40 % and 66 % of the addi-
tional energy demand. More electricity generating facilities are therefore urgently
needed.
Fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas, the major fuel sources for power stations for
over a century and still expected to meet about 84 % of energy demand in 2030 [8],
are no longer a long term option for electricity generation. Estimated reserves of
oil, coal and gas are expected to last for 35, 107 and 37 years respectively [8], and
so in only a few decades’ time a dramatic shift in methods of electricity generation
must have already occurred if we are to avoid catastrophic fuel supply shortages.
Furthermore, the implementation of the Paris Climate Agreement requires phasing
out fossil fuel use in order to reduce global temperature rises to below 2 ◦C [9]. We
therefore need to find alternatives to fossil fuels for electricity generation.
Several other methods of electricity generation are already used. Renewables such as
solar photovoltaic (PV), wind, wave, tidal and geothermal power promise carbon-free
electricity generation, but their reliance on suitable environments limits where these
technologies can be deployed and they have comparatively low energy densities [10].
Their output is also dictated by the local environmental conditions and so cannot be
adjusted to match demand. Technologies such as solar and wind are intermittent and
so must be paired with as-yet-underdeveloped energy storage solutions to smooth
variations in both the supply and demand of electrical power. Whilst they do have
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an important role in future carbon-free electricity generation, these renewables are
not the complete solution to the problem of provision of future energy.
Nuclear fission solves many of the issues encountered with renewables. Nuclear
power produces no greenhouse gas emissions, has an extremely high energy density
(so high power output power stations require very small amounts of fuel and have
a small physical footprint) and can provide a steady and predictable power output.
This makes it suitable to provide base load electrical power, but fission also has a
number of issues. Due to the potential for reactor meltdowns, new power stations
must have extremely robust and sophisticated safety systems designed in, which
greatly increases the capital cost of construction and decommissioning. This means
fission power stations take many decades to pay back the initial investment, which
generally restricts construction of these plants to state-backed enterprises. Crucially,
fission reactions produce long-lived intermediate level radioactive waste, which must
be safely contained for many millennia. Current estimated reserves of uranium fuel
are projected to last for another 150 years using current technology, though reactor
innovations could extend that significantly [11].
It is clear that no current technology will be suitable as the sole provider of humanity’s
future electricity needs. Fossil fuels simply must be replaced if we are to avoid
dangerous climate change, even if new reserves are found. Renewables and nuclear
fission have complementary strengths and weaknesses and so could form part of the
solution. However, another technology is being developed which promises to provide
the carbon-free, high power density of nuclear fission but without the meltdown risk
and the long-lived radioactive waste: nuclear fusion.
1.1.1 Physical process
Thermonuclear fusion is the process which powers the sun, and all other main
sequence stars in the universe. When two lighter nuclei come within the range of
the strong force, they fuse together to form a more massive nucleus. If the binding
energy of the products is greater than that of the reactants, there is a net energy
release.
Figure 1.1 shows the binding energies for a number of common isotopes. At low
atomic mass, the binding energy increases sharply with increasing atomic mass,
so fusion reactions between these isotopes release a large amount of energy. The
binding energy increase slows down above 12C and peaks with 56Fe, after which the
binding energy per nucleon decreases. Any fusion reaction involving isotopes with
an atomic mass above 56 amu will therefore result in net energy absorption, whereas
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Figure 1.1: The average binding energy per nucleon of a range of nuclei,
up to 238U. As the atomic mass increases from 1 to 56 the binding energy
generally increases, making fusion exothermic. Above 56, the binding
energy per nucleon decreases, making fusion endothermic and fission
exothermic. Reproduced from [12]
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Figure 1.2: The cross sections of the 3 most relevant reactions for ter-
restrial nuclear fusion. All involve a Deuteron (D), with the highest cross
section at the lowest energy being that of the reaction with Tritium (t),
to produce a neutron (n) and a 4He (α) particle. Reproduced from [13]
a fission reaction breaking these heavy isotopes into lighter products will result in a
net energy release.
In order to get close enough to fuse, nuclei must overcome Coulomb repulsion. Since
the Coulomb force is proportional to the product of the atomic numbers of the
reactants, it is the lightest nuclei which require the lowest activation energies for
fusion. Whilst heavier nuclei can fuse inside the cores of massive stars and supernovae,
the fusion of Hydrogen isotopes is most readily achievable here on Earth in a power
station and so it is on this that we focus our efforts.
Figure 1.2 shows the cross sections for the reactions most relevant to directly har-
nessing nuclear fusion power on Earth. The reaction with the highest cross section
is the Deuterium-Tritium (D-T) reaction, for which the cross section peaks at ap-
proximately 70 keV:
2D + 3T −−→ 4He + n (1.1.1)
The reaction produces a 4He nucleus and a neutron, with a net release of energy of
17.6 MeV. Conservation of energy and momentum imply that the Helium nucleus
carries 3.5 MeV and the neutron carries 14.1 MeV of this energy.
For densities nd and nt of Deuterium and Tritium respectively, the reaction rate is
given by [14]
Γ = ndnt〈σv〉 (1.1.2)
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Here, σ is the cross section and v is the relative velocity of the two species. To
maximise the cross section, the particles should have the energy which maximises
〈σv〉 and nd should equal nt (i.e. a 50/50 mix of D and T).
In an ideal reactor, the energy required to heat the fuel up to energies of around
70 keV would be completely supplied by the energy released from previous fusion
reactions (this is known as ignition). The heating power from fusion reactions
completely balances the power lost from the system when the following condition is
satisfied [14]:
nτE >
12
〈σv〉
T
Eα (1.1.3)
Here, n is the density of the fuel, T is the temperature and Eα is the energy of an
alpha particle produced by D-T fusion. The energy confinement time τE is given by
τE = W/PH where W is the thermal energy stored in the fuel and PH is the heating
power which must be applied to maintain this thermal energy.
For D-T fuel, Equation 1.1.3 has a maximum at T = 30 keV [14]. This means that
to achieve ignition the following more specific criterion must be met:
nτE > 1.5× 1020 m−3s (1.1.4)
This is known as the Lawson criterion. Meeting it is a requirement of any successful
fusion reactor.
1.1.2 An ideal energy source?
At first sight, nuclear fusion appears to be the holy grail of climate-friendly electricity
generation. No greenhouse gases are produced in the reaction, which will help in the
drive to minimise climate change. The energy density of the fuel is huge: 7 orders of
magnitude higher than fossil fuels and several times higher even than fission. This
means that a very small amount of fuel is required for high power output. Deuterium
is abundant in nature: it can be easily extracted from seawater. Tritium can be
produced from Lithium which is bombarded with high energy neutrons, allowing
a D-T fusion reactor to breed its own Tritium. Since Lithium is widely available,
the fuel for fusion can be readily obtained all over the world, and supplies will last
for millions of years. This greatly improves fuel security for nations with fusion
power stations, and does not limit fusion power generation to specific regions like
renewables do.
Unlike fission, the reaction products of fusion (Helium and a neutron) are non
radioactive. Power plant components will become radioactive due to neutron bom-
bardment, but the radioactivity is short lived and these components will be safe
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to recycle or dispose of conventionally within approximately 100 years [15]. This
greatly reduces the burden on future generations to look after our waste, making
fusion more environmentally responsible than fission. Furthermore, the nature of the
fusion reaction is such that a runaway reaction and hence meltdown is not possible:
only a small amount of fuel is in the reactor at any one time and the reaction is not
self sustaining, which improves operational safety compared with fission.
Fusion is however not without its challenges. Heating the fuel up to 30 keV (around
3.5× 108 K) and achieving sufficient confinement to satisfy the Lawson criterion
(Equation 1.1.4) is extremely challenging. The fuel must be contained within a
vacuum vessel which can withstand temperatures of only a few thousand degrees K,
requiring enormous temperature gradients within the fuel close to the vessel wall.
These drive instabilities which degrade the confinement and make it more difficult to
achieve the Lawson criterion. Plasma confinement methods which have got closest
to achieving the Lawson criterion (see Section 1.2) typically result in very high heat
fluxes to the vessel wall, which would cause significant melting in a commercial
reactor.
Even if we successfully get the fusion reaction going and sustain it, the 14.1 MeV
neutrons produced in the reactions must be dealt with. Structural components of
the reactor exposed to such high energy neutron fluxes will be severely damaged
and potentially transmuted into radioactive isotopes. A significant research effort
is underway to design materials which can withstand these conditions, but it is of
course difficult to perform experiments with high doses of fusion neutrons without
a working fusion reactor in the first place. The International Fusion Materials
Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) has been proposed as a source of neutrons with a
similar spectrum to fusion neutrons [16], as well as several designs for fusion reactors
designed to produce high neutron fluxes rather than net energy output [17], but
these are still some years away from being realised.
The Tritium required for the D-T fusion reaction does not occur naturally, and so will
have to be bred from Lithium. Whilst we are fortunate that a physical mechanism
exists for doing this, breeding enough Tritium to provide for the reactor is very
difficult. Extensive research is also being performed here, to optimise the designs of
breeding systems for future reactors [18].
Clearly then, achieving controlled nuclear fusion is a difficult goal. Dealing with the
extreme demands on a fusion reactor without requiring a plant that is prohibitively
expensive to build is challenging, and commercially viable fusion power stations are
still some way off. However, the promise of a clean, safe and reliable base load energy
supply using abundant fuel is an enticing one, and makes fusion perhaps the best
source of base load electricity in the future. Together with intermittent renewable
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sources and sophisticated energy storage solutions, fusion can help to provide for
humanity’s future energy needs whilst reducing the harmful effects of anthropogenic
climate change.
1.2 Plasma confinement
We described in Section 1.1.1 the need to heat the fuel up to energies of approximately
30 keV in order to achieve ignition of the fusion fuel. At at temperature of around
3× 108 K, this is several orders of magnitude higher than the melting points of
commonly available materials such as steel, which would be used to build the reactor
vessel. The fuel and the vessel are therefore far from being in thermal equilibrium,
so we must devise a way of keeping the fuel hot and dense enough to satisfy the
Lawson criterion whilst minimising energy transfer from the fuel to the vessel wall.
The required energy is also 2 orders of magnitude higher than the ionisation energy
of hydrogen (13.6 eV), so at this temperature the fuel is a fully ionised plasma. This
brings its own challenges: plasmas produce electromagnetic fields and are influenced
by electromagnetic fields, both internal to the plasma and externally applied. In
addition to the non-linear fluid dynamics described by the Navier-Stokes equation,
we must consider this electromagnetic response when attempting to understand and
predict the dynamics of a fusion plasma. We need a good understanding of such
plasma dynamics if we are to devise and implement effective confinement solutions.
Broadly speaking, the Lawson criterion described by Equation 1.1.4 can be satisfied
in two ways. Firstly, we can operate with relatively low densities n and aim for a
long confinement time τE. The fact that charged particles follow the field lines of an
externally applied magnetic field is exploited by applying such a field with the field
lines kept clear of the vessel walls. The plasma particles will follow these field lines
and be confined by them long enough to fulfil the Lawson criterion. This is known as
Magnetic Confinement Fusion (MCF), and is one of the most popular confinement
methods to be studied.
The other most heavily studied confinement method goes to the opposite extreme.
By using extremely high fuel densities, the confinement time can be made very short
whilst still satisfying the Lawson criterion. Indeed, the confinement time can be
made short enough that the rate of expansion of ignited fuel, which is limited by the
sound speed in the material, means that fuel is confined by its own inertia for longer
than the required confinement time. This requires densities of around 1027 m−3 to
achieve confinement times of around 1µs. Such a technique is known as Inertial
Confinement Fusion (ICF) [19].
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Most fusion research has been focussed on either MCF or ICF. There are private
companies investigating techniques using a combination of the two, such as General
Fusion’s magnetised target fusion [20, 21], and also other schemes such as Inertial
Electrostatic Confinement (IEC) [22] and muon-catalysed fusion [23], but these are
either at a much earlier stage of development or suffer from fundamental physical
processes which are believed to prevent them from producing net energy gain. MCF
appears to be the most likely to deliver the first commercial fusion power station,
with designs aiming for a demonstration power plant by the middle of the 21st
century [24], and it is this approach which we will focus on.
1.3 The tokamak
As described in Section 1.2, MCF exploits the fact that the electrons and ions in
the plasma follow magnetic field lines. Within MCF there are several approaches to
obtaining the magnetic field configuration necessary to confine a low density plasma
with a high enough confinement time to satisfy the Lawson criterion. The most
mainstream of these are the stellarator, which uses a toroidal magnetic field with a
rotational transform (the poloidal revolution of magnetic field lines as they travel
toroidally around the device) supplied by specially shaped external coils [25], and the
tokamak, another toroidal field concept but with the rotational transform supplied
by a poloidal field generated by a current in the plasma itself. We shall confine our
discussion to the tokamak.
1.3.1 Tokamak principle
The simplest way to confine a plasma magnetically is to apply a uniform field along
the axis of a hollow cylindrical vessel. The electrons and ions gyrate around the field
lines with a radius ρ given by the Larmor radius [14]:
ρ = mv⊥|Ze|B (1.3.1)
In Equation 1.3.1, m is the mass of the particle, v⊥ is its velocity perpendicular to
the field line, Z is the atomic number (-1 for an electron), e is the electron charge
and B the magnetic field strength. Applying a magnetic field in this way greatly
reduces transport perpendicular to the field lines, and could be achieved with a
simple solenoid. However, there is no confinement along the field lines, and so
particles would simply be lost at the ends of the device.
One way to reduce these end losses is to make use of magnetic mirrors. These exploit
the fact that a plasma has certain quantities associated with it that are constant.
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Bmin
Figure 1.3: The principle of the magnetic mirror. The two circles represent
magnetic field-producing coils, and field lines are shown running through
these coils. The motion of one particle following a field line with a helical
path is also shown. The magnetic field is higher at the ends than in the
middle, causing particles to be confined as long as their velocity parallel
to the field is not too large. Reproduced from [26]
One of these is the first adiabatic invariant,
µ = mv
2
⊥
2B (1.3.2)
From Equation 1.3.2 we see that as the magnetic field strength increases, so does
the perpendicular velocity of the particle. But a time-invariant magnetic field does
no work on the particle, so the total velocity v2 = v2‖ + v2⊥ remains constant. When
v⊥ reaches v, v‖ = 0 and so the particle cannot travel any further parallel to the
field line. Thus by having a magnetic field which varies from Bmin at the centre to
Bmax at the ends of a straight chamber, we can in theory linearly confine particles.
A particle will be confined if the component of its velocity perpendicular to the field
lines at the minimum magnetic field strength satisfies the following relation:
Bmax
Bmin
<
v2
v2⊥,min
(1.3.3)
This is represented graphically in Figure 1.3. Note also how the particle’s Larmor
radius decreases in the region of stronger magnetic field.
Particles which do not satisfy the relation in Equation 1.3.3 are said to be in the
“loss cone”, and will escape out of the ends of the mirror. Whilst initially this
may be only a small fraction of the total number of particles (especially for a large
variation between Bmax and Bmin), collisions within the plasma mean that eventually
most of the ions end up in the loss cone, and so escape confinement. Indeed, early
magnetic mirror machines did not have good enough confinement to be viable fusion
devices [26].
It is necessary to reduce the end losses from a magnetic mirror, and perhaps the
most effective way to do this would be to get rid of the ends altogether. Bending
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the chamber into a torus shape does just this, and does indeed eliminate end losses.
However, since the magnetic axis is no longer straight, this new geometry does cause
some additional problems.
The problems stem from the Lorentz force, mdv
dt
= Ze(E+ v×B). When there is
no electric field E present, and the magnetic field B is constant, we get the same
gyratory motion as before, with Larmor radius ρ given by Equation 1.3.1. However,
it can be shown quite simply from this equation [14] that when there is an electric
field, the guiding centre of the gyrations drifts with a velocity given by:
vd =
E×B
B2
(1.3.4)
This is known as the “E cross B drift”. So if there were any electric fields in
our toroidal device, the electrons and ions would both drift in the same direction,
perpendicular to both these fields, and escape confinement.
Unfortunately there are further guiding centre drifts which readily produce such an
electric field. If the magnetic field is not uniform, a simple linear expansion of the
Lorentz force equation assuming E = 0 and B = B0 + δB results in a drift, known
as the “grad-B drift”, with a drift velocity given by:
vd =
mv2⊥
2ZeB
B×∇B
B2
(1.3.5)
There is also a third drift, due to the curvature of the magnetic field. This arises
due to the centrifugal force the particles feel, and following similar derivations to
the above it can be shown that the “curvature drift” velocity for a magnetic field
with radius of curvature Rc is given by:
vd =
mv2‖
Ze
Rc ×B
B2R2c
(1.3.6)
If there are no currents present, we can assume that the B field varies with radius
simply as ∇B = −(B/R)rˆ. Then both grad B and curvature drifts are in the same
direction, and the resultant drift is given by:
vd =
m(12v
2
⊥ + v2‖)
ZeB
B×∇B
B2
(1.3.7)
We can see that this drift velocity is perpendicular to the magnetic field and its
gradient, but also depends on Z, the particle charge. This means that electrons and
ions drift in opposite directions, which sets up an electric field and so both species
experience the E cross B drift and move out of the plasma. We therefore need a way
to prevent the E field from developing in our toroidal geometry.
A tokamak solves this problem by introducing a poloidal magnetic field, in addition
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Figure 1.4: The magnetic field configuration in a tokamak. The toroidal
field is produced by a series of external coils in the poloidal plane. The
poloidal field is generated by a current induced in the plasma by a central
solenoid. The net effect is a helical field which causes guiding centre drifts
to cancel out over many toroidal revolutions. Reproduced from [28]
to the toroidal magnetic field. The result is that the field lines spiral round the device,
and so particles following them move between regions of high and low magnetic field,
as well as seeing different amounts of curvature. The guiding centre drifts cancel
themselves out as the particles travel around the device poloidally and toroidally.
This means that there is no charge separation, no electric field built up and no net
drift.
The toroidal field is produced by a series of coils in the poloidal plane surrounding
the device, with the result that the magnetic field is bent into a torus. The poloidal
field is produced by inducing a current in the plasma using a large solenoid through
the centre of the device, which acts as the primary core of a transformer with the
plasma itself as a secondary core. This setup is illustrated in Figure 1.4, along with
additional coils used to control the position and shape of the plasma. It is this
configuration which has so far been the most successful in magnetically confining
fusion plasmas, with the JET tokamak achieving the world record for controlled
fusion power at 16.1 MW using 25.7 MW of heating power (a fusion power gain of
Q = 0.63) [27].
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1.3.2 Tokamak Diagnostics
The tokamak’s magnetic geometry solves the problem of classical particle drifts, but
the design is still susceptible to other plasma instabilities, some of which are actually
caused by the requirement to drive large currents in the plasma. The transport of
energy out of the core plasma happens at a much higher rate than that predicted
simply by cross-field diffusion, which indicates that the transport is dominated by
neoclassical effects and turbulence [14]. Whilst a detailed discussion of the many
tokamak plasma instabilities and transport mechanisms is beyond the scope of this
work, it is clear that we need a good understanding of the physics of these plasmas if
we are to minimise transport and hence maximise the confinement time. An effective
suite of diagnostics is therefore essential.
There are many challenges to operating diagnostics in a tokamak environment.
Fusion plasmas are necessarily at extremely high temperatures, and so it is not
possible to physically insert any probe into the core of such a plasma without it
being destroyed. This limits physical probes to measuring the cooler edge regions
of the plasma. Any measurements of the core plasma must rely on emission of
electromagnetic radiation (or neutrons from fusing plasmas), which may either come
naturally from the plasma or be stimulated by plasma absorption of externally
applied radiation using active probing diagnostics [29]. The physics underpinning
these diagnostics can range from relatively simple classical electromagnetism to
extremely complex quantum and atomic physics. Often a “synthetic diagnostic”,
which predicts the diagnostic measurements for a simulated system with known
physical parameters, is needed to translate the measurements of the real diagnostic
into the physics quantities of interest [30].
Many plasma phenomena, particularly turbulence, occur on very short time scales,
sometimes less than 1 µs. Diagnostics must have sufficiently fast response times
to resolve these, but also sufficient sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratios to provide
meaningful results with the amount of input (e.g. photons) that can actually be
collected on these short time scales. It is also very difficult to make precise, accurate
measurements, even on longer time scales. Diagnostic measurements can suffer
from random fluctuations caused by plasma turbulence occurring on much faster
time scales than the diagnostic is designed for, which show up as noise on the
measurements if the fluctuations cannot properly be resolved. In addition, the many
power supplies required to produce currents in the magnetic field coils and power
plant systems can induce pickup in diagnostics which make electrical measurements
difficult. Mirrors and lenses used for optical measurements can become coated by
debris ejected from the walls by the plasma, and diagnostics installed on a tokamak
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with a D-T plasma hot enough to achieve fusion must be able to survive bombardment
by high energy neutrons.
Tokamaks may be operated in a high confinement mode, or H mode, which is
characterised by greatly reduced transport of heat at the edge of the plasma [14].
Whilst this is a useful way of increasing the temperature of the core plasma, H-
mode plasmas are susceptible to edge-localised modes (ELMs), a type of plasma
instability which results in periodic collapses in the edge confinement and the loss of
a significant fraction of the stored energy in the plasma in a very short time (typically
less than 1 ms). The high transient heat loads and particle fluxes from ELMs can
cause significant damage to the tokamak wall, for example by melting parts of it or
causing particles in the wall to be sputtered and enter the plasma as impurities. It
is crucial in a future commercial tokamak to suppress or mitigate ELMs to reduce
this damage, and for this we need a good physical understanding of how and why
ELMs occur. For this we need high quality diagnostic measurements to compare
with modelling predictions.
Even more serious than ELMs are disruptions: sudden and complete losses of plasma
confinement. These can be extremely dangerous: a huge amount of stored energy is
rapidly dissipated, causing large mechanical stresses and intense heat loads [14]. A
disruption in a reactor-scale tokamak could severely damage or destroy the device,
leading to expensive down time. Large disruptions therefore must be avoided in
large scale devices, and for this we need to be able to predict when a disruption is
likely to occur and apply some mitigation. Typically this involves injecting a large
amount of impurity gas to dissipate energy radiatively before the disruption occurs.
As well as being able to measure key plasma parameters in order to predict if a
disruption is imminent, we must make this information available quickly enough that
control systems can take the appropriate action to prevent a damaging disruption.
This places additional demands on diagnostics: they must be able to interact with
plasma control and protection systems.
The integration of diagnostics as sensors within a control loop has applications beyond
disruption mitigation. Finer control of the plasma, and hence higher performance,
can be achieved using feedback systems. For example, we can control the magnetic
geometry through varying the currents in the poloidal field coils to optimise the
positioning of the plasma and avoid vertical displacement of the plasma causing
disruptions, and we can mitigate heat loads on the divertor (see Section 1.3.3) by
moving the strike point (the position where the plasma exhaust contacts the wall)
back and forth. By controlling the amount of fuelling, where the fuel enters the
plasma and which gases (or pellets) enter the fuel, we can optimise the amount
of radiation emitted by the plasma to reduce the heat load on the wall without
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compromising the fusion performance, and also mitigate ELMs.
Looking forward to a commercial reactor, diagnostics will no longer be needed for
physics studies, and as few diagnostics as possible will be used in order to minimise
the number of ports required in the wall and hence maximise the amount of space
available for breeding Tritium. The remaining diagnostics will be required to act as
either safety monitors or sensors for control loops. We must therefore consider the
ability of newly developed diagnostics to fulfil these roles if we are to maximise the
longevity and usefulness of such diagnostics.
The need for a wide range of diagnostics covering all regions of the plasma, and
the different requirements and challenges faced by those diagnostics, means there is
no one diagnostic system which can measure all the physics of interest. The field
of plasma diagnostics is very broad, and we shall concentrate in this work on two
diagnostics in particular. The bolometer system used to measure power radiated
by the plasma is described in Chapters 2 and 3, and the Langmuir probe system
used to measure particle and heat fluxes in the edge of the plasma is described in
Chapters 4 and5. Both of these diagnostics are concentrated on the exhaust region
of the tokamak vessel, known as the divertor.
1.3.3 The divertor
We noted in Section 1.2 the very high temperature difference between the plasma
and the vessel. The need to keep the core plasma hot and the limits on pressure and
temperature gradients imposed by plasma instabilities [14] means that the plasma
at the edge of the device is at a very high temperature. The vessel wall consists of
many sensitive components used for heating, control and diagnosis, which must be
protected from the plasma.
Traditionally, protection of the wall was achieved using limiters: heat-resistant
structures protruding from the wall which defined the plasma boundary. However,
the close proximity of the limiter to the confined plasma meant impurities sputtered
from the limiter were able to readily enter the core, which resulted in unacceptable
radiative cooling. Additionally, high powered tokamaks would have edge plasma
temperatures too high even for limiters to withstand without being quickly destroyed.
The solution to these problems was the divertor concept. Using additional poloidal
field coils, a magnetic field null is created at a point near the plasma edge. This
causes the plasma particles travelling along field lines which connect to the wall
(open field lines) to be “diverted” away from the core so that they contact the wall
sufficiently far from the core to reduce impurity influx. The particles also travel
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further between leaving the closed field lines in the core and hitting the wall, and
this increased connection length helps the plasma to cool down and hence reduce
the heat load on the target. The magnetic geometry is shown in Figure 1.5, which
displays the magnetic flux surfaces at t = 50 s for pulse 92504 of the JET tokamak.
Similar to the limiters, the divertor target is typically made of materials which can
withstand high temperatures, such as graphite or tungsten. Even though the divertor
concept significantly reduces the heat loads on the target, the temperatures are still
extremely high for high-powered tokamaks. In fact, the predicted plasma exhaust
temperatures in commercial fusion reactors using conventional divertors is still too
high for existing plasma-facing materials to cope with, and this “exhaust problem”
is currently a key obstacle on the road to commercial fusion energy [31].
One way of mitigating the exhaust problem is the use of detachment. Detachment
occurs when the plasma exhaust is neutralised (either partially or fully) through
interaction with a cloud of neutral gas before it strikes the divertor target [32]. The
neutralisation process results in significant amounts of energy radiated isotropically
and is therefore extremely effective at reducing the heat flux on the divertor target
plates. This is hugely advantageous, and critical to prevent the melting of future
reactor divertors.
Maintaining the optimum amount of detachment is crucial: if the detachment front
(loosely defined as the upstream end of the strongly radiating exhaust region) gets
too close to the core plasma, pollution of the core by impurities can lead to severe
degradation of the plasma performance. On the other hand, if the detachment front
is too close to the divertor target, the heat load to the target will not be reduced
enough to prevent melting. Optimising the divertor configuration and operation to
enable the device to withstand the heat loads of the plasma exhaust for extended
periods of time is therefore vital for the successful deployment of a commercial fusion
reactor, and significant research is underway on this front.
1.4 MAST-Upgrade
MAST-Upgrade (MAST-U) is an upgrade to the Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak
(MAST), the UK’s fusion energy experiment based at Culham Centre for Fusion
Energy (CCFE) [33]. Its primary objectives are to contribute towards testing reactor
concepts (in particular exhaust solutions using a flexible divertor), adding to the
knowledge base for ITER, the world’s largest tokamak, currently under construction
in France, and exploring the feasibility of using a spherical tokamak as the basis for
a fusion component test facility (CTF) for prototyping and testing of future reactor
components [34].
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Figure 1.5: The magnetic flux surfaces (blue lines) in a tokamak divertor
configuration, viewed in the poloidal plane, for the JET tokamak. The
tokamak vessel, ports and coils are shown in light grey, with the first wall
(the plasma-facing wall) shown in red. The magnetic field null appears
as an X-shaped point in the flux surfaces (known as the “X-point”), with
the confined plasma following the closed flux surfaces above the X-point.
Plasma which lies on flux surfaces outside the last closed flux surface is
diverted down into the divertor chamber at the bottom of the device.
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1.4.1 Spherical tokamaks
A spherical tokamak (ST) differs from a conventional tokamak (such as that shown
in Figure 1.4) in that it has a smaller aspect ratio (the ratio of the major and minor
radii of the plasma) [35]. This promises several major benefits compared with a
conventional tokamak. The vessel itself is smaller for a given plasma volume, which
therefore makes the device cheaper to build. Since capital cost is likely to be a
significant fraction of the lifetime cost of a fusion power plant, this makes the ST an
extremely attractive proposition.
The compactness also enables good confinement with lower magnetic fields. Pro-
ducing the strong magnetic fields required to confine high temperature plasmas in
reactor designs typically requires superconducting magnets, which are expensive to
manufacture and must be cooled to cryogenic temperatures. Achieving a higher
plasma temperature with a lower magnetic field therefore makes the plant more
economically attractive.
A good measure of efficiency of the device in this regard is provided by the plasma
beta, which is the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic energy density [14]:
β = p
B2/2µ0
(1.4.1)
Higher pressures roughly correspond to higher fusion reaction rates (see [14] for
details), so tokamaks with higher beta will produce more fusion power for the same
cost of running the magnets. The START spherical tokamak at CCFE broke the
previous record for the maximum β value obtained in a tokamak, beating it by a
factor of 2 [36].
Spherical tokamaks are an exciting proposition for cheaper, more efficient fusion
reactors. However, they are not without their challenges. In particular, the tight
aspect ratio means there is very little room in the centre column for the solenoid
used to induce the plasma current, the toroidal field coils and sufficient protection
of these components from neutrons. The latter is a big problem for a reactor, where
continuous operation will result in extremely high neutron doses to the components in
the central column and likely shorten the life spans of these components considerably.
Methods of producing the plasma and driving plasma currents without the use of the
solenoid have been studied [37], which would free up a bit of space, but even so this
difficulty means that spherical tokamaks will likely see first use as component test
facilities where the central column can be replaced regularly, rather than commercial
reactors.
The second major challenge, and the one we are most interested in for this work, is
that the reduction in major radius reduces the wetted area of the divertor (the area
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of the divertor surface which is in contact with the plasma exhaust). The ST still has
the same amount of power to exhaust as a conventional tokamak, but the reduced
wetted area means that the heat flux at the divertor target is considerably higher than
for a similarly-powered conventional tokamak. Dealing with the heat load in a large
conventional tokamak is difficult enough; when that heat load is focussed onto the
smaller divertor of an ST the problem becomes even more challenging. Fortunately,
MAST-U has been designed to explore a possible solution to this problem, with its
innovative Super-X divertor, described in Section 1.4.2.
1.4.2 The Super-X divertor
As mentioned in Section 1.4.1, one of the major challenges of spherical tokamaks
is dealing with the very high heat fluxes at the divertor target. A novel divertor
configuration, known as the Super-X divertor, has been proposed to overcome this
difficulty [38]. This type of divertor features a number of enhancements to the
magnetic geometry of a standard divertor, which help to dramatically reduce the
heat flux at the target.
Significant poloidal flux expansion is a characteristic feature of the Super-X divertor.
The poloidal magnetic field is reduced, which causes the magnetic field lines to make
many more toroidal revolutions between the last closed flux surface (defining the
edge of the confined region) and the wall. This large increase in the connection
length facilitates greater cooling of the exhaust plasma. The flux expansion can be
seen Figure 1.6, which compares a conventional divertor to the Super-X in MAST-U.
The flux surfaces get further apart in the divertor chambers (top and bottom right)
as the poloidal field reduces.
As well as increasing the connection length, flux expansion helps to achieve detach-
ment. As described in Section 1.3.3, this is an important phenomenon which can
greatly reduce the heat flux to the divertor target using a strongly radiating neutral-
ised region in the plasma exhaust near the target. Flux expansion has been shown
to make control of the position of the detachment front easier [40], and so this new
divertor geometry provides exciting opportunities to implement feedback loops to
optimise the performance of a detached Super-X divertor.
Flux expansion is not unique to the Super-X. Other advanced divertor configurations,
such as the snowflake and X divertors, also employ this technique [41, 42]. However,
the Super-X divertor adds one further enhancement: it moves the strike points to
a larger major radius. Since the plasma wetted area scales linearly with the major
radius (and the heat flux is inversely proportional to the wetted area), this increase
in the major radius of the strike point has a significant effect on reducing the heat
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Figure 1.6: Comparison of conventional and Super-X divertor geometries
in MAST-U. The flux surfaces are shown as thick black lines, and the
first wall in the divertor regions are shown as slightly thinner black lines.
Cross sections of some key field coils are shown in brown: two coils in the
centre column near R = 0 are used to control the separation of the centre
column and the inboard side of the plasma, 4 large coils at Z ≈ ±0.5 m
and Z ≈ ±1 m are used to shape the core plasma, and numerous small
divertor coils between Z = ±1.5 m and Z = ±2 m are used to shape the
divertor plasma. Flux expansion results in the scrape off layer width δRm
at the mid plane broadening into a region of width ∆Rd and height ∆Zd in
the divertor. The Super-X configuration has the strike points at a larger
major radius and features significant poloidal flux expansion compared
with the conventional divertor, both of which result in a reduced heat
flux to the wall. Reproduced from [39]
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flux. In a spherical tokamak with a typically small major radius, the effect can be
dramatic. Figure 1.6 shows that in MAST-U the major radius of the strike point
is increased from approximately 1 m to 1.6 m, and this 60 % increase results in a
similar relative decrease in the heat flux.
MAST-U is the first tokamak to be designed specifically to operate with this exciting
new divertor concept. It is therefore vital that we have an effective suite of plasma
diagnostics to aid in physics studies related to the design, including verifying the
predictions made about the divertor’s performance and exploiting the large number
of shaping field coils in MAST-U to optimise the geometry and operation of the
divertor. Both the bolometer and Langmuir probe diagnostics described in this
thesis have key roles to play in this work.
1.5 Field-programmable gate arrays
We have seen in Section 1.3.2 that tokamak diagnostics must be able to acquire
data at high rates. With tokamak experiments running for many seconds at a time,
this equates to very large volumes of data. The acquisition, processing, transfer
and storage of that data has in the past required bespoke electronics and powerful
computational resources, which are often expensive and consume lots of power and
space. It would help greatly if the specific requirements of different diagnostics could
be implemented using relatively generic vendor-supplied hardware which can be
customised to meet those requirements. Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs)
promise exactly this capability.
1.5.1 The principle of FPGAs
An FPGA is a configurable logic chip, allowing users to design a circuit in soft-
ware to perform some desired function, and programme this design onto the FPGA
hardware. The architecture used to achieve this is shown in Figure 1.7. The chip
contains configurable logic blocks which can be programmed with suitable logic func-
tions including mathematical operations (addition, subtraction and multiplication),
multiplexers and registers (i.e. memory). These are connected by a configurable
interconnect, and by programming the switch boxes appropriately the different logic
blocks can be connected to produce a digital circuit with the functionality required
of the chip. This architecture means the FPGA vendor can ship a generic device in
bulk, but customers still end up with a highly specialised and optimised device after
programming.
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Figure 1.7: FPGA architecture, showing the configurable logic blocks
(CLBs), configurable interconnect and the input/output (I/O) buffers
(IOBs). The logic blocks implement user-programmable logic functions,
and the interconnect is programmed to connect these logic blocks together
to realise the required functionality. Modern FPGAs also contain spe-
cialised components such as high density memory (Block RAM), digital
signal processing (DSP) blocks and clock management tiles such as the
mixed-mode clock manager (MMCM). Adapted from [43]
Programming is typically done using a hardware description language (HDL) such as
VHDL [44] or Verilog [45]. These describe at a relatively high level the functionality
of the circuit, and then a synthesis tool is used to translate the HDL into the
required logic blocks and interconnects. Vendor-supplied software then maps this
onto the resources available on a specific FPGA chip and produces a bitstream, a
file which is loaded onto the FPGA to configure it at power-up. Using software
to design the system makes it significantly simpler and typically cheaper than a
bespoke analogue system. The chips are fabricated with technology similar to modern
central processing units (CPUs) and so can hold many millions of logic gates, which
also means that FPGA-based systems can be significantly more compact that an
equivalent analogue solution.
FPGAs are reconfigurable, meaning that any upgrades or bug fixes to the design
can be easily implemented without having to order new hardware. This provides
much more opportunity for development than an analogue circuit design, or even
an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC). Although it is possible to develop
a more optimised design using an ASIC (since the hardware is not generic), once
the design is programmed onto the ASIC it is fixed. As such, any bugs that are
later found mean that new hardware has to be produced. Since ASICs or analogue
circuits lack the flexibility required in an experimental environment, FPGAs are a
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promising avenue for development in fusion plasma diagnostics.
The parallel architecture of an FPGA makes it suitable for extremely high perform-
ance data processing for certain applications. For example, digital signal processing
(filtering, Fourier transforms etc.) can be performed on an FPGA at a higher rate
than a single-thread CPU could manage, even at the lower clock speeds at which
FPGAs run compared with CPUs. This results in significant power and cost savings
if substantial processing of raw data is required, which is an important advantage of
FPGAs compared with CPUs. As an added bonus, many applications require large
amounts of raw data but produce much smaller quantities of relevant processed data.
By performing this processing on an FPGA chip as it is produced, the data transfer
and storage requirements are greatly reduced.
However, FPGAs are not necessarily suitable for all applications. Programming an
FPGA using a hardware description language is extremely time consuming, even
though there are some vendor-supplied and third party tools available to help with
this. The generic nature of FPGAs means that the design is never fully optimised,
so faster or more complex designs could be implemented with more specialised
hardware at the expense of the FPGA’s flexibility. The low clock speeds of FPGAs
compared with CPUs means that tasks which cannot be effectively parallelised run
more slowly on an FPGA than on a CPU. And importantly, the learning curve for
FPGA development is considerable, so significant staff investment is required to
implement more complex functionality.
For these reasons, FPGAs are typically used as one component of a more com-
plex system. Tasks which do not require high parallel performance or deterministic
timing can be performed much more simply by writing software in familiar program-
ming languages or by using widely available libraries. Extremely specialised and
demanding requirements may be implemented using custom-built hardware. The
FPGA provides a tool to implement a wide range of functionality with good perform-
ance and low costs in both development time and capital, and can offer significant
improvements in many areas.
A particularly interesting FPGA chip has been produced by Xilinx [47]. Named
the Zynq-7000, it combines the power and flexibility of an FPGA with a dual core
ARM CPU and a number of standard peripheral interfaces, as shown in Figure 1.8.
This means that we can use a single chip to implement functionality best suited
to an FPGA, such as hardware interfacing and digital signal processing, and also
functionality best suited to a processor. For example, we can run an embedded
Linux operating system on the CPU with TCP/IP networking for easy interfacing
with the system, and the CPU can control the FPGA functionality. This combines
the best attributes of both technologies
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Figure 1.8: Schematic of the Zynq architecture. The FPGA program-
mable logic is combined with a processing system featuring an ARM dual
core CPU, interconnect and peripheral interfaces. Reproduced from [46]
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1.5.2 Xillybus
Whilst the Zynq chip mentioned in Section 1.5.1 provides a lot of power and flexibility
to the programmer, the complex architecture does make it more difficult to fully
exploit the available technology. In particular, transferring data between the FPGA
programmable logic (PL) and the ARM processing system (PS) at the high speeds
required for high sample rate data is challenging. Implementing the required interface,
despite being a relatively standardised one, requires a significant amount of effort and
is an additional steep learning curve on top of the more general FPGA development
learning curve. There are no vendor supplied or freely available solutions which are
sufficiently general to enable a turnkey data transfer system suitable for all required
applications.
A commercial solution is available however: Xillybus [48]. It provides an FPGA
intellectual property (IP) core to enable high bandwidth data transfer between the
Zynq PL and PS using direct memory access (DMA). The IP core (analogous to a
software library) is included in the HDL design of the FPGA PL and is paired with
a Linux device driver. The interface is through standard first-in, first-out (FIFO)
buffers on the PL side, which are an extremely common component in FPGA design
and so should be familiar to FPGA engineers, and character device files on the
Linux side which can be accessed using the standard system I/O functions (read,
write, seek etc.). This greatly simplifies the transfer of data from FPGA to processor
and enables developers to concentrate on the application-specific parts of the design
instead.
Xillybus was originally designed for communication over PCI-express, for use with
FPGAs which did not feature a processing system. However, support for the Zynq
chip was added with the Xillinux distribution, an Ubuntu-based Linux distribution
which includes the Xillybus drivers and a skeleton FPGA design. We can there-
fore utilise the power of the Zynq chip without worrying about the difficulties of
implementing the DMA-based data transfer from software to hardware.
1.6 FPGAs and fusion diagnostics
It is clear that FPGAs have the capability to help overcome the significant challenges
faced by tokamak fusion plasma diagnostics. Their highly parallel architecture and
ability to route data quickly make them ideal as data acquisition devices. The
flexibility of being able to program many different designs onto the same type of
FPGA also makes them ideally suited to controlling the wide range of diagnostics
required for a successful tokamak experiment, whilst the generic nature of the chip
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and the move from analogue to software-based digital circuit design significantly
reduces the cost and space requirements for these highly complex devices. This
is particularly important in the research environment of a tokamak, where cubicle
space for diagnostics may be limited.
The fact that the FPGA design can be modified during the lifetime of the device is
particularly advantageous. The nature of experimental work means that changes to
functionality including enhancements and bug fixes are often required, and the ability
to reuse the hardware and only make changes to the design in software has numerous
benefits. It again reduces hardware costs, and also enables quicker deployment
of enhancements by removing the need to replace and re-commission hardware,
particularly if only small changes are required. A diagnostic can be “upgraded” by
simply installing new firmware in the short time between two experimental shots if
need be.
CCFE has therefore chosen to use FPGA technology in a number of its diagnostics.
To enable consistency across different systems, the Xillybus IP describes in Sec-
tion 1.5.2 has been used to transfer data between the FPGAs and CPUs, either
embedded in the same chip (on Zynq-based devices) or in a dedicated PC connected
to the FPGA with PCI-express.
In this thesis we shall discuss the design and implementation of two such systems.
We have produced these two diagnostic systems in order to investigate whether we
can produce significantly smaller and cheaper diagnostic electronics by replacing
functionality previously provided by analogue components with FPGA technology,
and whether this can be achieved whilst providing additional capabilities and without
compromising the performance of the diagnostic. Chapter 2 describes the design of
an FPGA-based control, data acquisition and processing module for the MAST-U
bolometer system, which consists of arrays to measure radiated power in the main
chamber and the Super-X divertor. Due to the ongoing construction of MAST-
Upgrade, the system was tested at several other sites and the results are presented in
Chapter 3. We then describe the design of a new Langmuir probe module to measure
plasma particle and heat fluxes in the divertor in Chapter 4, and again present results
from the installation of the system on two other fusion-relevant devices in Chapter 5.

Chapter 2
Design of the Bolometer diagnostic
In this chapter we describe the principles and design of the bolometer diagnostic. The
physical basis of the diagnostic is explained, as well as the instrument’s requirements.
We then proceed to describe the design of the system, including the hardware, FPGA
firmware and associated software.
2.1 The bolometer principle
Measurements of the power loss due to radiation in fusion experiments is crucial
to understanding both the physics and engineering challenges associated with high
temperature plasmas. In many such plasmas, the radiated power can be of com-
parable magnitude to the power deposited by the plasma at the strike points [29].
Indeed, for high power fusion devices such as ITER and DEMO, a high fraction of
the exhaust power must be radiated away in order to avoid melting parts of the
vessel [40].
Emission from the plasma is dominated by bremsstrahlung in the fully ionised core
and line radiation from partially-ionised impurities and hydrogen near the edge [14].
Whilst in principle all emission sources could be measured using spectroscopy and
integrated to calculate the total radiated power, this is impractical due to the large
number of different energies at which radiation is emitted. It is far simpler to use
a diagnostic which is able to measure the total radiation over the wide range of
energies that are emitted from the plasma, with a sensitivity which is reasonably
constant across this range. We use bolometers for this purpose.
There are several different designs of bolometer, each with their own advantages and
disadvantages. Absolute extreme ultra violet (AXUV) photodiodes are often used,
as they have a very fast (sub-µs) response time. However, these photodiodes suffer
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from low responsivity at energies below around 100 eV, which are important at the
plasma edge and in the exhaust region [49].
Resistive bolometers are also used, which have a flat responsivity for radiation
energies ranging from visible and UV radiation to soft X-rays, and also benefit
from improved neutron hardness [50]. These sensors are typically slower, with
characteristic response times of several hundred ms. Similarly, infrared imaging
bolometers feature a foil which is heated up by the plasma radiation, and the
temperature rise of the foil is measured by imaging the infrared emission with a
camera. Whilst this technique potentially allows for a large number of lines of
sight by treating the foil as an array of pixels, early designs demonstrated a much
lower sensitivity limit than that achievable with resistive bolometers [51]. The good
responsivity profile and high sensitivity makes resistive bolometers a good choice for
MAST-Upgrade’s bolometer system.
2.1.1 Resistive bolometers
Resistive bolometers consist of a metal foil absorber in thermal contact with a
resistor. Radiation from the plasma heats the foil, which in turn heats the resistor
and therefore increases its resistance. By measuring this resistance change, and with
knowledge of the heat capacity of the sensor and the rate of change of resistance
with temperature, we can calculate the power absorbed by the sensor.
Each bolometer sensor provides a single measurement of the total power emitted from
all points in its viewing angle. In order to obtain spatially resolved measurements, we
therefore need many sensors. Arrays of sensors view the plasma through an array of
pinholes to form a bolometer “camera” with many pixels. For good spatial resolution
the viewing angles must be small, which means that the sensors only absorb a small
fraction of the total plasma radiation. This in turn means the temperature change
of the absorber (and hence the resistance of the resistor) is very small. We therefore
need a way to measure very small changes in resistance with high precision. The
Wheatstone bridge circuit is ideally suited to this kind of measurement [52].
The resistive bolometer sensors used on tokamaks use such a circuit [53]. By applying
a large voltage Vdr across one diagonal of an almost-balanced bridge and measuring
the small voltage V across the other diagonal, we can calculate the bridge imbalance.
Figure 2.1 shows how the bolometer sensor does this in practice. The sensor features
4 resistors in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. Two resistors on opposite sides of
the bridge are arranged so that they are in thermal contact with the foil absorber
and so heat up when radiation is incident on the sensor: these are the “measurement”
resistors Rm. The other two resistors are shielded from the radiation and so maintain
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Figure 2.1: The bolometer circuit, a Wheatstone bridge, showing the
measurement and reference resistors Rm and Rr respectively. The meas-
urement resistors are in thermal contact with the absorber foil which is
exposed to the plasma, whereas the reference resistors are shielded from
plasma radiation.
constant temperature (and therefore resistance): these are the “reference” resistors
Rr.
When there is no radiation incident on the sensor, the Rm and Rr resistors have the
same resistance R, the bridge is balanced, and we measure 0 V output. When radi-
ation heats the absorber the measurement resistors are heated, and their resistance
increases by some small amount ∆R. This unbalances the bridge, and results in a
finite measured voltage V which is given by:
V
Vdr
= R + ∆R2R + ∆R −
R
2R + ∆R =
∆R
2R + ∆R
≈ ∆R2R
(2.1.1)
In the final approximation in Equation 2.1.1 we have assumed ∆R  R, which is
reasonable as long as the resistance change is small. In principle, only one resistor
needs to change to unbalance the bridge. However, having two measurement resistors
doubles the output voltage and so improves the signal-to-noise ratio. This is because
the noise is typically dominated by electrical pickup in the cables and noise intrinsic
to the bolometer electronics, which is unaffected by the addition of a second pair of
resistors.
It should be noted that strictly speaking the bolometer only measures directly the
temperature rise of the foil. Usually, this temperature rise is due almost entirely
to the foil absorbing radiation from the plasma, which is what we want to measure.
However, there are other sources of energy which can heat the foil in addition to the
radiation. For example, in high neutral pressure environments high energy neutral
particles, produced through charge-exchange processes with the plasma, can impact
on the sensor and impart their energy, heating the sensor. No distinction can be
made between sources of heating, and so if care is not taken to account for the
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contribution of these additional heating effects then the power calculated from the
measurements may be an overestimate.
2.1.2 AC synchronous detection
It is challenging to measure the very small bolometer output voltage V in the noisy
environment of a tokamak. In particular, DC voltage measurements suffer from 1/f
noise, which dominates over irreducible sources of noise such as Johnson noise and
shot noise and is due to fluctuations in the resistivity of the bridge resistors [54, 55].
To overcome this, we apply an AC excitation voltage Vdr to the bridge, and measure
the amplitude of the output voltage at the same frequency as the excitation voltage.
All other frequency components in the output are considered noise and discarded.
This reduces the 1/f noise and so improves the signal quality.
Consider an excitation voltage with a frequency ω, of the form Vdr = |Vdr| sin(ωt).
The bridge output voltage due to the resistance imbalance has an amplitude A and
a phase φ relative to the excitation voltage:
V = A sin(ωt+ φ) (2.1.2)
We want to obtain just the amplitude A. We can accomplish this by mixing the
output voltage with a reference signal of the same frequency as the excitation voltage
and integrating over a full number of periods:
I =
∫ 2npi
0
V sin(ωt) dωt
=
∫ 2npi
0
A sin(ωt+ φ) sin(ωt) dωt
≈ A2 cos(φ)
(2.1.3)
The final approximation is accurate as long as A is approximately constant over the
integration period.
This quantity is known as the in-phase component of the signal. It is now independent
of the modulation frequency ω (the signal has been “demodulated”), but still depends
on the relative phase of the bridge voltage and the reference voltage.
Traditionally, bolometer electronics have used this method with the Wheatstone
bridge sensor [53]. To overcome the dependence on the phase, they have measured or
calculated the phase difference between the bridge output voltage and the reference
voltage and manually applied this phase shift to the reference signal before mixing,
which ensures φ = 0 and means I depends only on A. However, this relies on
the phase remaining constant for all subsequent measurements, which is by no
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means guaranteed since changes to cable stresses and temperatures can affect the
phase. With no way of measuring the phase to check that it is indeed constant, this
introduces an additional systematic error into the measurements.
This systematic error can be removed by introducing an additional reference voltage
of the same frequency as the first, but a quarter of a period out of phase. This gives
us the quadrature component of the signal:
Q =
∫ 2npi
0
V cos(ωt) dωt
=
∫ 2npi
0
A sin(ωt+ φ) cos(ωt) dωt
≈ A2 sin(φ)
(2.1.4)
We can now combine Equations 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 to get a measure of the amplitude
which is independent of phase:
A = 2
√
I2 +Q2 (2.1.5)
The phase itself can also be trivially calculated from Equations 2.1.3 and 2.1.4:
φ = tan−1
(
Q
I
)
(2.1.6)
This method of using both the in-phase and quadrature components is known as
quadrature detection. It has not been used in bolometer systems before, but the
digital signal processing power available with the FPGA used in the new system
makes this method feasible, and provides a large benefit by reducing the systematic
error associated with assuming a constant phase.
2.1.3 Calculation of absorbed power
Once the resistance change has been calculated from the ratio of the measured and
applied voltages, we can calculate the temperature rise which gives rise to that
resistance change. The temperature rise is determined by the change in resistance
per degree temperature change, θ, defined as θ = αR where α is the temperature
coefficient of resistance and R is the resistance. Thus the change in the temperature
Tm of the measurement resistor for a given resistance change is:
∆Tm =
∆R
θ
= 2
α
(
V
Vdr
)
(2.1.7)
In Equation 2.1.7 we have used Equation 2.1.1 to relate the resistance change to
the output voltage. The change in temperature of the measurement resistor is itself
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the circuit typically used to calibrate bolomet-
ers. The bolometer sensor, shown as the red rectangle, has its reference
resistors short circuited and is placed into a second Wheatstone bridge.
Two resistors R match the parallel resistance of the two measurement
resistors, and a variable resistor is used to fine tune the bridge balance.
DC heating is applied and the bridge output voltage measured.
determined from the incident power:
Cm
d∆Tm
dt = Pbol − Cm
∆Tm
τ
(2.1.8)
Here, Cm is the heat capacity and τ is the cooling time, the time taken for ∆Tm to
reduce to 1/e of its original value once the heating power has been removed.
We can now combine Equations 2.1.7 and 2.1.8 and solve for the absorbed power
Pbol. Defining the sensitivity S = Vdrθτ/2RCm, the power is given by:
Pbol =
1
S
(
A+ τ dAdt
)
(2.1.9)
Equation 2.1.9 is remarkably simple, depending on only two calibration parameters
S and τ and the bridge output voltage. We have used the symbol A for the bridge
output voltage to highlight that it is in fact the amplitude output from the AC
synchronous detection, and not the raw AC measured voltage, which is used to
calculate the power.
2.1.4 Calibration
The traditional method for calibrating resistive bolometers calculates the sensitivity
S and the cooling time τ in different ways. To calculate the sensitivity, we simply
heat the measurement resistors with a known heating power and measure the voltage
rise. In the absence of a well-defined amount of on-demand radiation, Ohmic heating
is typically used to perform in-situ calibrations of bolometer sensors [56].
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Figure 2.2 shows the circuit used to apply this Ohmic heating. The reference resistors
in the bolometer sensor are shorted out, so that current will only flow through the
measurement resistors. The shorted sensor is then placed in a second Wheatstone
bridge, with 3 other resistors (one of which is a variable resistor) which have a
resistance approximately equal to that of the shorted sensor, R = Rm/2. A small
DC voltage V1 is applied and the variable resistor is adjusted until the bridge is
as balanced as possible, i.e. the measured output voltage V (V1) is as close to 0 as
possible. Then a larger DC voltage V2 is applied, and the output voltage V (V2)
is measured. The current through each measurement resistor is Im = V/Rm, and
therefore the net applied ohmic heating is given by [57]:
POH =
V 22 − V 21
4(Rm||Rm) (2.1.10)
We have in Equation 2.1.10 used (Rm||Rm) as the resistance of the sensor with the
reference resistors shorted out, which is in fact the resistance of the two measurement
resistors in parallel.
We can then simply divide the measured voltage rise V (V2)− V (V1) by this Ohmic
heating to calculate the sensitivity. However, the sensitivity depends on the voltage
used to drive the bridge, which during normal operation is different to the DC voltage
used in the calibration. We must therefore scale the sensitivity by the ratio of the
normal drive voltage and the DC calibration voltage:
S = 2× V (V2)− V (V1)
POH
× VRMS
V2
(2.1.11)
The RMS voltage VRMS accounts for the fact that an AC excitation voltage is used
in measurements and a DC voltage in calibration, and the factor of 2 accounts for
the fact that during the calibration the two measurement resistors were effectively
just one resistor with resistance (Rm||Rm). In normal measurements these resistors
will be separated by a reference resistor and each will have resistance Rm, which
doubles the bridge imbalance [58].
The cooling time τ is typically calculated by simply measuring the voltage (which
is proportional to the temperature different for a given bridge resistance) as the
power incident on the sensor suddenly drops from a finite amount to zero. The
voltage reduces exponentially after the power is removed, and the time constant τ
is calculated from this exponential decay curve. This method does of course rely on
being able to supply a sudden removal of radiated power once the bolometer sensor
is installed on an experiment. For tokamaks, the most useful source of this sort of
radiation evolution is a disruption, though requiring a disruption in ITER or DEMO
to calibrate bolometers is simply not an option, due to the damage to the vessel
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disruptions in such large machines would cause.
It is important to note that the calibration procedure is carried out using a DC
excitation voltage, whereas measurements in normal operation use an AC excitation
voltage and synchronous detection. There will therefore be AC effects in the meas-
urements which are not accounted for in the DC calibration, such as attenuation
caused by the resistance and capacitance of cables. Giannone et. al. have derived
a more complete version of the bolometer equation 2.1.9 which accounts for the
effects of cable capacitance and resistance [57]. However, this equation is much more
complex and depends on variables which are measured indirectly, so is in practice
quite difficult to work with. Often the simpler form, Equation 2.1.9, is used instead,
perhaps with empirically measured correction factors.
2.2 Hardware
The design of the electronics for the resistive bolometers described in Section 2.1
has changed little in recent years from the design described in [53]. An AC signal
generator is connected across one diagonal of the bolometer bridge to provide the
excitation waveform. Across the other diagonal of the bridge a lock-in amplifier is
connected: this consists of a phase shifter to match the phase of the excitation and
output voltages, a voltage mixer and a low-pass filter to integrate the signal over
multiple periods of the excitation wave. The use of the phase shifter means that
only the I component of the signal (Equation 2.1.3) is output, and it is assumed
that the phase φ remains constant at 0; no independent measurement of the phase
is made. The mixer and low-pass filter consist of analogue electronics components,
and in some designs multiple filter bandwidths are available by routing the signal
through different sets of circuit components corresponding to different analogue low-
pass filters. Calibration using the DC method described in Section 2.1.4 may be
performed by hand using separate power supplies and voltage meters. Alternatively,
some electronics units come with a calibration module which can be connected to
the bolometer sensor instead of the amplifier and which calibrate the sensor in a
more automated way, although only one channel at a time can be calibrated in this
manner.
These bolometer electronics systems are widely used in today’s tokamaks, including
both JET and MAST (pre-MAST-Upgrade). However, they have a number of
limitations. The extensive use of analogue electronics components makes the units
large and expensive: the JET electronics requires an entire cubicle for 24 bolometer
channels. Analogue circuit components are often prone to failure, particularly as
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the systems age, and this can seriously affect the availability of the diagnostic.
Furthermore, there is only limited flexibility afforded by these analogue components:
changing between a pre-determined set of filters may be possible (at the cost of
additional analogue circuitry to provide these filters), but these filters must be
specified at the time the hardware is ordered. The AC excitation frequency is also
fixed; this precludes the possibility of shifting the frequency to avoid strong sources
of line noise in the tokamak environment.
We sought to determine whether we could produce significantly more compact bolo-
meter electronics, at lower cost, using FPGA technology. We also investigated how
the use of FPGA technology could make the device more versatile, for example by
providing much finer control over the low-pass filter used and the ability to vary the
excitation frequency. Furthermore, we wanted to know whether the use of digital,
rather than analogue, signal processing using the FPGA would enable bolometer
electronics to be integrated into future real-time control systems.
The new bolometer electronics has been developed in a partnership between Culham
Centre for Fusion Energy (CCFE) [59] and D-TACQ Solutions Ltd [60]. The system
is modular, and is based upon an 8-channel hardware module called the BOLO8
which features digital-to-analogue (DAC) and analogue-to-digital (ADC) converters
to supply and measure the bridge voltages. The BOLO8 uses an ELF connector, a
D-TACQ extension of the FMC standard [61], to connect to a D-TACQ ACQ2106
carrier board supporting up to 6 ELF modules. This carrier features a Xilinx Zynq 7-
Z030 FPGA with integrated ARM processor, 1 GB of DDR memory, gigabit Ethernet
and 4 high-speed SFP serial fibre ports. The hardware is shown in Figure 2.3. During
development of the prototype BOLO8 an ACQ2006B carrier was used instead of
the ACQ2106, since the latter was not ready for production at that point. The
ACQ2006B features a smaller 7-Z020 FPGA and does not have the SPF fibre ports,
but was sufficient for testing the prototype BOLO8.
Figure 2.4 shows how the various parts of the system interact. The FPGA stores the
AC excitation waveform, a sine wave, which is converted into an analogue voltage by
a DAC on the BOLO8 module and drives the Wheatstone bridge in the bolometer
sensor. The (AC) output voltage due to the bridge imbalance is then digitised by an
ADC on the BOLO8, and the AC synchronous detection is performed on the FPGA.
The calculated amplitude A and phase φ are transferred to a Linux operating system
running on the ARM CPU, and stored in RAM. A web server runs on top of the
operating system, facilitating communication with the system using the standard
HTTP protocol. This allows configuration, status checks, firmware upgrades and
system debugging to be performed, and also enables readback of the data stored
during each shot. The clock and trigger from the central timing system are fed in
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Figure 2.3: Top: the BOLO8 module, showing the 4 RJ-45 connectors to
connect to 8 sensors, the long black ELF connector for connection to the
ACQ2106 and 8 of the inductors used in the LC filters. The 8 channel
module is extremely compact compared with previous analogue genera-
tions. Bottom: 6 BOLO8 modules in an ACQ2006 carrier, providing 48
channels in a 1U, 19-inch form factor. Reproduced from [62]
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Figure 2.4: Diagram showing the interaction between the bolometer
sensor, BOLO8 module, FPGA programmable logic, ARM CPU and
MAST data acquisition infrastructure (DATAC, clock and trigger). The
FPGA logic and the ARM processor of the Zynq chip are contained in the
D-TACQ ACQ2106 carrier, which hosts several BOLO8 modules. The
arrows show the direction of data flow.
to the FPGA directly, exploiting the deterministic timing of FPGA programmable
logic to ensure an accurate time stamp for each voltage sample recorded during the
shot.
The ACQ2106 carrier is an existing D-TACQ product, but the BOLO8 module was
developed specifically for the MAST-Upgrade bolometer diagnostic. Figure 2.5 shows
a high level schematic of the module, together with its connections to the Wheatstone
bridge of the bolometer sensor. In addition to producing the AC excitation voltage
with its main DAC (labelled with a sine wave in Figure 2.5) to drive the bridge, and
measuring the output voltage with its main ADC (labelled with a V in the figure),
the BOLO8 was also required to calibrate all 8 bolometer sensors simultaneously.
The procedure it uses, described in Section 2.2.1, requires some additional hardware:
an additional DAC to apply a DC voltage offset for heating the resistors (shown as
the voltage source on the right of Figure 2.5) and an additional ADC to measure the
current flowing through the resistors (labelled I in the figure) in order to calculate
the applied Ohmic heating power.
To prevent the offset DAC amplifier’s 50 Ω output impedance from causing a voltage
drop across the bridge, and also to reduce the noise induced in the voltage ADC
measurement by the offset DAC, LC notch filters were placed between the offset DAC
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VOSV
I
Figure 2.5: Schematic of the BOLO8 module, showing the DACs, ADCs
and offset circuitry and how these connect to the Wheatstone bridge
circuit of the bolometer sensor. The ADC for measuring the bridge
voltage is marked V. The current flowing through the bridge resistors is
measured by an “ammeter” I, consisting of an ADC measuring the voltage
drop across a 0.12 Ω shunt resistor. The main DAC which provides the
AC drive voltage is shown as an AC source (although it is also capable of
providing a DC offset during calibrations) and the offset DAC is shown
as the voltage source VOS. LC notch filters and Schottky diodes reduce
the impact of noise from the offset DAC output on the main ADC.
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of the spectra of raw ADC voltage measurements,
with and without the Schottky diodes isolating the offset DAC. Although
the LC notch filter does reduce the noise from the offset DAC around
20 kHz, the additional isolation by the diodes reduces it by a further
10 dB and is effective throughout the entire measurable frequency range.
Smoothing using a median filter and a moving average filter has been
applied to the spectra to remove individual line noise sources, for clarity.
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and the ADCs. These have inductance and capacitance L = 10 mH and C = 6.8 nF
respectively, which provides maximum isolation at 19.3 kHz, close to the 20 kHz
design frequency. However, it was found during testing that these notch filters did
not provide sufficient isolation to reduce the noise on the main ADC measurement
to the 30 nV/
√
Hz specified for the BOLO8. To remedy this, Schottky diodes were
added. During measurements, the offset DAC outputs a negative voltage, which
reverse biases these diodes and causes them to have an extremely high impedance
which provides excellent isolation of the offset DAC from the voltage ADC. During
calibration, the offset DAC outputs a positive voltage, which passes through the
Schottky diodes with a small voltage drop to bias the bridge. This resulted in a
substantial reduction in the noise floor, as shown in Figure 2.6. The same effect
could have been achieved by isolating the offset circuitry with mechanical relays,
but there was not enough space on the BOLO8 boards for 16 of these relays, so the
much smaller diodes were used instead.
2.2.1 New calibration procedure
The traditional bolometer calibration procedure described in Section 2.1.4 has sev-
eral disadvantages. Shorting out the reference resistors typically requires manually
plugging the sensor into a separate circuit board. This is time consuming, and manu-
ally balancing the calibration bridge can be very fiddly. In addition, it is difficult to
accurately gauge the final voltage V (V2): the voltage does not really level off after
the bridge has reached equilibrium, because the sensor housing starts being heated
and this further increases the output voltage.
These factors make manual calibration of the bolometer sensor a difficult and time
consuming operation, which in turn reduces the frequency with which the sensors
are calibrated and adds additional uncertainty to the calibration parameters. Some
of these problems can be mitigated by using an automated in-situ calibration unit,
but this requires more complex electronics and still requires physically modifying
the circuit, which leads to higher risk of mechanical failure. It also does not solve
the biggest source of uncertainty in the calibration: the fact that the calibration
is performed with a DC excitation voltage but measurements are made using an
AC excitation voltage. Thus the AC effects present when the bolometer is operated
normally are not actually measured by the calibration, and have to be estimated
and corrected for.
The new BOLO8 solves these issues with a new calibration procedure, which is
shown in Figure 2.7. Instead of physically shorting out the reference resistors, a DC
voltage offset VDC is applied across both diagonals of the bolometer bridge circuit.
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Figure 2.7: Electrical setup of the BOLO8 calibration procedure, showing
the application of a DC voltage VDC in addition to the AC excitation
voltage VAC . The DC voltage is applied by both DACs such that there is
only a voltage difference across the measurement resistors: current flows
through these and Ohmically heats them, whilst the reference resistors
are unheated.
The voltage is such that there is zero voltage difference across the reference resistors
(so no current flows through them), but there is a voltage difference VDC across the
measurement resistors which causes a current to flow through and Ohmically heat
them. In addition to the DC bias, the AC excitation voltage VAC is applied as usual,
and the bridge output voltage amplitude is measured as the measurement resistors
Rm are heated.
The DC bias is provided by the BOLO8’s offset DAC across points 1 and 4 in
Figure 2.7, and by adding a DC offset to the main DAC between points 2 and 3.
The voltage drop across the diodes is accounted for by outputting a higher voltage
with the offset DAC than the main DAC, such that after the voltage drop across the
diodes the DC voltage measured by the main ADC is the same as that programmed
into the offset DAC. As an example, with a 1 V DC bias VDC at the bridge, the offset
DAC is required to produce 1.51 V, though the additional voltage required due to
the diode drop varies with the desired voltage VDC .
Rather than rely on knowing the value of the measurement resistors Rm, we directly
measure the current flowing through the bridge with a dedicated current-measuring
ADC, labelled I in Figure 2.7, in order to calculate the applied Ohmic heating. The
position of the current-measuring ADC is such that it measures the current IDC
through only one of the resistors Rm, and hence half of the total Ohmic heating.
The total heating power applied by the DC voltage is therefore given by:
POH = 2VDCIDC (2.2.1)
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Using this and the measured bridge voltageV = Aeiφ, which consists of the amplitude
A and phase φ, calculating the sensitivity is simple:
S = V(VDC)−V(0)
POH
= V(VDC)−V(0)2VDCIDC
(2.2.2)
Note that we must subtract the complex bridge voltages, rather than just the
amplitudes. This is because the any measured voltage in the absence of applied
power, due for example to cross talk in the cables and intrinsic mismatches in the
bridge resistances, may have a different phase to the actual signal of interest which
must be accounted for.
By measuring the bridge output voltage after the Ohmic heating is switched off,
we can calculate the cooling time. This is done the same way as in the traditional
calibration method, by fitting an exponential decay to the cooling curve, but has
the advantage that it does not require an external source of power to be applied and
suddenly removed (such as a tokamak disruption).
Importantly, this calibration procedure is performed with an AC excitation voltage,
unlike the traditional DC calibration method. This means that AC effects due to
resistance and capacitance in the system are already present in the measured output
voltage, and therefore do not have to be accounted for with correction factors. The
sensitivity and cooling time constants calculated with the AC method therefore
correspond more directly to the values in Equation 2.1.9 than the corresponding
values calculated with DC methods.
2.3 FPGA design: Xillybus version
As shown in Figure 2.4, the FPGA chip in the ACQ2106 carrier is responsible
for producing a digital version of the excitation voltage, and performing the AC
synchronous detection in quadrature on the measured bridge output voltage. It is also
responsible for managing the production of the DC bias voltage during calibration,
synchronised between the main and offset DACs, and must handle the SPI interfaces
to the main DAC, offset DAC, main ADC and current-measuring ADC. Finally, the
FPGA programmable logic must be able to communicate with the ARM CPU in
order to transfer measured data and get and set control and status registers.
D-TACQ initially provided an FPGA design for the ACQ2106 (and ACQ2006B)
which simply read raw data from the main (voltage) and current-measuring ADCs
and allowed writing data to both DACs through a basic Linux operating system
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running on the ARM CPU. However, proper synchronisation of the two DACs on
each BOLO8 for the calibration, and the implementation of the AC synchronous
detection, required adding additional logic to the FPGA design. The D-TACQ
firmware architecture design as it was when development of the bolometer firmware
started would have required extensive modification to support this extra functionality.
To achieve consistency with other FPGA-based diagnostics being developed at CCFE,
the decision was made to instead base the FPGA design around the Xillinux infra-
structure [48]. This is an Ubuntu-based Linux distribution for Zynq devices which
uses the Xillybus IP FPGA core to provide high speed data transfer between the
ARM PS and FPGA PL. More details about the Xillybus IP are given in Section 1.5.2.
Xillinux is supported out of the box on several Zynq-based FPGA boards, and comes
with a skeleton design which demonstrates the data transfer capabilities of Xillybus
using its streaming and memory mapped interfaces. Porting the system to the
ACQ2006B and ACQ2106 carriers required modifying the processor configuration
in the FPGA design, generating new first and second stage bootloaders with the
new processor parameters, modifying the device tree which describes the hardware
for the Linux kernel to include additional hardware present in the D-TACQ carriers
and finally re-compiling the kernel. The modifications of the device tree and kernel
were required because the D-TACQ carriers contain several inter-integrated circuit
(I2C) devices, responsible for controlling things such as fan speed and power supplies,
which are not present in the Xillinux-supported boards. Additionally, the BOLO8
itself contains I2C devices to control ADC gains, main DAC voltage output ranges
and enabling and disabling both the main and offset DACs. These I2C devices were
required due to the limited number of pins available on the BOLO8’s ELF connector.
Some of the drivers for these devices were not available in version 3.12 of the Linux
kernel, which Xillinux uses, so version 3.14 was used instead. This required further
changes to the device tree, since some of the device tree syntax changed between
these two kernel versions.
After some effort, and with support and advice from D-TACQ, Xillinux was suc-
cessfully ported to the ACQ2006B and later the ACQ2106. We could now add the
FPGA logic to turn a simple DAC/ADC board on a carrier into a working bolometer
system. Development was done using Xilinx’s Vivado development environment,
using a mixture of VHDL code and Xilinx-provided IP cores. The processor config-
uration and PS-PL communication infrastructure were implemented using Vivado’s
IP-integrator tool. D-TACQ had already provided the VHDL code for handling
the SPI interfaces of the DACs and ADCs, and this code could be plugged in to
the Xillybus design with minimal modification. However, the logic to supply the
required data to the main and offset DACs and to receive, process and transfer the
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data output by the ADCs still had to be provided.
To simplify the code and ease maintenance, the design was split up into different
modules, each responsible for only a subset of the required functionality. The modules
and their connections are shown in Figure 2.8. Some modules are simple, whereas
others are more complex and contain multiple sub modules. The functionality of
each module is as follows:
PS Block Diagram
This module contains the Zynq Processing System (PS) instance and the AXI infra-
structure required to connect it to the Xillybus core. It is made up of high-level IP
cores designed in Vivado’s IP integrator.
Xillybus IP
This is the Xillybus IP core which interfaces between the processor’s AXI bus and
the Xillybus streaming and memory-mapped interfaces. It runs in the processing
system’s clock domain, which is separate from the rest of the FPGA modules, so
any communication between the Xillybus IP and the control and data signals must
be done through clock crossing buffers such as FIFOs or block-RAMs.
Xillybus Interface
This module receives the streams of processed voltage and current data and interfaces
to the Xillybus IP through standard FIFO buffers with independent read and write
clocks.
Control Interface
The control module handles the Xillybus memory-mapped interface used for getting
and setting control registers and reporting the status of the system. Control signals
are buffered in a block RAM, which ensures they cross from the Xillybus clock
domain to the FPGA PL clock domain safely. A small finite state machine (FSM)
is responsible for synchronising the contents of the RAM, which are written to and
read from by the processor via Xillybus, with the control registers connected to other
modules on the FPGA.
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PS Block Diagram
Clock and trigger Xillybus IP Xillybus Interface
Acquision control Control Interface Signal Processing
BOLO8 Hardware Interface Wavegen
Vsin, Vcos
Vdr
Control, status Filtereddata
FIFO data
streams
Acquisition enable
ADC data
BOLO8 BOLO8 BOLO8 BOLO8
DATAC SoftwareClock Trigger
Figure 2.8: The modular design of the FPGA firmware, showing which
modules send data to and receive data from which other modules. Al-
though there is much two way communication between modules, the
arrows show the logical flow of data between the modules, and the key
pieces of data which are communicated. All the logic on the FPGA chip
is inside the dashed box, and the external interfaces to the BOLO8 cards,
DATAC data acquisition system software and central timing are also
shown.
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Clock and trigger
This module takes as inputs the hardware clock and trigger supplied by the MAST-
U central timing system. The trigger source is a fibre-optic input from the MAST
central timing system, which is converted to an electrical 3.3 V LVCMOS signal
using an adapter box and then connected to the ACQ2106 with an HDMI cable.
This trigger input is connected directly to the FPGA’s programmable logic to enable
precise timing of the start of the acquisition. The trigger is buffered to reduce
glitches in the signal and to bring it into the same clock domain as the rest of the
FPGA logic.
The external clock is similarly sourced from a fibre input from the central timing
system and converted to a 3.3 V LVCMOS electrical signal carried over the same
HDMI lead as the trigger, directly to an FPGA I/O port The external clock is buffered
using the dedicated MMCM clocking resource of the FPGA, which produces the
clocks needed to drive the main DAC (66.6 MHz) and the ADCs and signal processing
logic (100 MHz). A Xillybus Lite interface, which provides a simple memory-mapped
interface in both software and FPGA logic, is used to configure the clocking logic.
It has its own clock, which allows hardware configuration even if the external clock
is lost: the system can be switched to use an internal clock in this case. This is
intended to be used mainly for development and debugging purposes because losing
the external clock will normally also mean losing the external trigger, which will
render the diagnostic unusable for MAST-U shots.
Acquisition control
This module receives commands to arm the system for acquisition, or trigger the
system through a control register set by software. It sets a control register which
enables readback from the ADCs, and hence data output from the signal processing
and calibration modules to the Xillybus interface. Acquisition can be manually
aborted through software, otherwise it runs until a preset number of samples have
been sent to the Xillybus interface.
Wavegen
The Wavegen (waveform generator) module handles the AC excitation and DC bias
voltage generation. The AC excitation wave is stored as a sine wave in a block RAM,
which functions as a look-up table (LUT). Initially, the sine wave was stored as a
16-bit signed integer in the range −215 to 215−1, which corresponds to ±20 V output
by the main DAC. However, in order to allow applying the DC bias voltage on top
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of the AC excitation, the range was reduced by a factor of 18/20. This allowed
applying a DC bias of up to 2 V without having to reduce the amplitude of the AC
excitation whilst still remaining within the output range of the main DAC.
The frequency of the excitation voltage is controlled by the rate at which the look-up
table is traversed. The address to read from the block RAM is incremented by a
fixed amount each clock period, and the RAM output is registered and sent to the
DAC each sample period. For improved frequency resolution, the read address is
taken from the top 10 bits of a 27-bit counter. 10 bits were chosen to enable packing
the waveform into a single block RAM resource on the FPGA (which can hold 1024
16-bit values) whilst still giving acceptable resolution of the sine wave drive/reference
voltage waveform. With a clock frequency fclk and a counter increment step size S,
the frequency of the AC excitation wave is given by:
fdr = S × fclk/227 (2.3.1)
The step size S is a 16-bit unsigned integer, and the FPGA clock frequency fclk
is 100 MHz. This enables drive frequencies from 0 kHz to 48.8 kHz with 0.75 Hz
resolution.
The DC bias voltage is stored in a control register set by software. This module
outputs the DC bias to the offset DAC, and adds the DC bias to the AC drive for
the main DAC when the bias is positive. Due to the Schottky diodes, no bias is
added to the AC drive when the DC bias is negative, and the voltage drop across
the diodes when the bias is positive is compensated for by reducing the DC bias
added to the AC drive. These calculations must be performed in the FPGA logic to
ensure the bias is output to both main and offset DAC simultaneously.
The output of the sine wave LUT is sent to the signal processing module as well as
to the main DACs, to be used as the in-phase reference in the quadrature detection.
To get the quadrature phase reference wave, a second simultaneous read of the RAM
is made. The address for this read is set to the address of the first read plus one
quarter of the depth of the RAM, modulo the RAM depth. This produces an output
with a phase shift of exactly pi/2 relative to the first output, without using any
additional FPGA resources.
BOLO8 Hardware Interface
There is one hardware interface module per BOLO8 connected to the ACQ2106. The
MAST-U system has 32 channels, which requires 4 BOLO8 modules. Each module
contains the sub modules provided by D-TACQ to handle the SPI interfaces to the
ADCs and DACs. This serial interface controls the start of the conversion between
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Figure 2.9: Flow diagram showing how the AC synchronous detection is
performed on the FPGA. The in-phase and quadrature phase references
sin(ωt) and cos(ωt) are mixed with the voltage signal and integrated using
a low pass filter. The conversion from Cartesian to polar coordinates is
performed using a CORDIC to output the amplitude A(t) and phase
φ(t).
analogue and digital voltages and the transfer of the digital voltages between the
FPGA and the ADCs and DACs. The conversion latency is less than the sampling
period for all DACs and ADCs. The main DAC requires a small initialisation
sequence on start-up, which is provided by a small finite state machine. The current-
measuring ADC’s SPI logic was initially designed by D-TACQ under the assumption
that it would be polled by software. The interface module contains a small amount
of logic to enable sampling the current ADC at a regular 200 kSPS rate instead, for
use in the signal processing module.
The data is output from this module to the signal processing module, which is by
far the most complex module. It is discussed in detail in Section 2.3.1.
2.3.1 Digital Signal Processing
The digital signal processing module is responsible for performing the AC synchron-
ous detection in quadrature, extracting the DC voltage offset from the raw voltage
ADC measurement and outputting the measured DC heating current at the same
sample rate as the processed voltages. Data arrives from the 4 BOLO8 sites in the
design in parallel, but must be multiplexed into a serial stream for data processing.
This is accomplished using a “site multiplexer” module, which takes the data from
the four sites, buffers it and outputs a serial stream of all 32 channels from the four
sites.
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Figure 2.9 illustrates the process by which the AC synchronous detection is performed.
The bridge output voltage measured by the main ADC is multiplied by the in-
phase (sine) and quadrature phase (cosine) references, which is the digital equivalent
of mixing the signal and references. The integration over a number of periods,
according to Equations 2.1.3 and 2.1.4, is performed using a digital low pass, finite
impulse response (FIR) filter. These filters are built using the Xilinx FIR Compiler
IP included in Vivado, and feature reloadable coefficients which allows the filter
response (cut-off frequency, roll-off width and ripple) to be customised. Filters can
be designed using standard software tools, and the coefficients loaded into the filter
before every acquisition if desired. A higher cut-off frequency gives better time
resolution in the output data, but also reduces noise suppression. Higher cut-off
frequency filters are thus suitable for large, fast events such as ELMs, whereas for
smaller but slower radiation fluctuations a lower cut-off frequency is more suitable.
The reloadable filter coefficients allow the system to be optimised according to the
expected features of interest in the next shot.
For maximum resource efficiency, a single FIR filter is used for the I and Q compon-
ents for all channels, which are multiplexed through the same path. This requires
that the FPGA clock frequency is at least 2 × Nchan times the sample frequency,
where Nchan is the number of physical channels (8 per BOLO8). With a 100 MHz
clock frequency and 1 MHz sample frequency, this is enough for up to 50 channels,
which is 2 more than can physically be connected to an ACQ2106.
Further efficiency improvements are obtained by downsampling the filtered data.
The ADC samples at 1 MSPS, which can easily resolve the AC excitation frequency
of around 20 kHz, but the temperature (and hence amplitude) modulations of interest
are heavily suppressed above a few hundred Hz due to the finite cooling time of the
bolometer sensor. The digital FIR filters are typically set to around 1 kHz cutoff
frequency, which is expected to be high enough to resolve all features of interest
in normal operation without introducing too much noise. The FIR filters are able
to heavily suppress noise above the cutoff frequency (60 dB attenuation in the stop
band is typically used), so the significant oversampling of the excitation frequency
by the ADCs does not lead to any increase in noise in the output. To reduce the
possibility of aliasing, the filtered A and φ are sampled at 10 kHz which allows for
filter cut-off frequencies of up to 5 kHz. The reduction by a factor of 100 in the
sample rate greatly reduces the amount of data output by the FPGA which needs
to be stored and further processed, which means physicists wanting to analyse the
data save both time and computing resources.
The downsampling enables more efficient resource usage by the FIR filter in the
Xilinx FIR compiler core. By combining a chain of downsampling filters, we can
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reduce the number of coefficients needed in each filter to provide the requested
frequency response. As an example, a filter with 2000 coefficients at 1 MSPS will
produce a Kaiser-Bessel windowed sinc low pass filter with a roll-off width of about
1 KHz. A filter this size will use a large amount of FPGA resources, and for systems
with large numbers of channels it may not be possible to fit the design onto the
FPGA.
Downsampling first to 250 kSPS will allow a filter with only 500 coefficients to
achieve the same roll-off width, and a substantial saving on FPGA resources. Half-
band decimators, which have a cut-off frequency of 1/4 the sample frequency (and
hence 1/2 the Nyquist frequency), are particularly efficient since half of the filter
coefficients in these filters are 0, and no FPGA resources are needed at all to process
these coefficients. The digital signal processing (DSP) system in the bolometer
therefore employs 2 half band decimators connected in series, each of which also
downsamples the signal by a factor of 2, followed by the final low-pass filter with
reloadable coefficients which outputs at 10 kSPS. The extreme resource efficiency
here allows us to filter a 1 MSPS input signal down to a few kHz with a roll-off
width of only 0.1% of the original sample frequency, which is extremely good for
noise suppression, and to do this for as many channels as it is possible to fit onto
the available hardware.
The filtered and downsampled I and Q are converted to polar coordinates A and φ by
a CORDIC [63], which are then sent to the Xillybus interface to be transferred to the
processor and stored in RAM ready for readback. Optional offset correction can be
applied before the CORDIC stage by storing values of I(Pheat = 0) and Q(Pheat = 0)
(i.e. just due to cross talk and intrinsic bridge imbalance) from the calibration in
a look-up table with one entry each for I and Q for each channel. These values
are then subtracted from the I and Q of each channel in the multiplexed stream as
they exit the final FIR filter. Although the offset subtraction and conversion from
Cartesian to polar coordinates can be easily performed in software, they will need
to be performed on the FPGA for any future use in a control loop. The real-time
power calculation, described below, is intended to be used in this way in future,
and so required the offset subtraction and CORDIC rotation to be implemented.
Implementing the same processing for the voltage therefore provides a symmetry in
the processing which will ease maintenance. Currently, voltage offset subtraction is
not applied on the FPGA (the LUT entries for I and Q offsets are all set to 0), but
is calculated in post-shot analysis.
The calculation of the DC voltage is very similar to the synchronous detection. It
uses the same low-pass filter chain to remove the AC excitation from the output
voltage, but does not of course mix the signal with a reference (indeed, mixing with
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a reference is what causes the DC offset to be removed in the synchronous detection).
Since the FPGA clock frequency is not high enough to multiplex the DC voltage
along with the I and Q components through a single filter, the DC voltage follows
a parallel path through the filter chain.
The DSP module also contains logic to average the 200 kSPS current measurements,
in order to remove the AC component and leave only the current due to the DC bias
voltage, which is used in the calibration. The current is typically averaged over the
entire heating time when calculating the Ohmic heating (see Section 2.2.1), so high
noise suppression using a dedicated FIR filter is unnecessary. For ease of processing,
the current is output with the same sample rate of 10 kSPS and the quadrature and
DC signals, so all that is needed is averaging to reduce aliasing. As such, the current
data is simply summed over 20 input samples and the accumulated result is output
at 10 kSPS. This summation therefore gives the mean current multiplied by 20; the
multiplicative factor is accounted for in the scale factor used to convert the output
data from raw counts to mA.
Finally, the signal processing module contains a filter path to output the calculated
power in real-time. The path is exactly the same as that shown in Figure 2.9, but
the low-pass filters are replaced by a special deconvolution filter. This FIR filter is
capable of both integrating the signal as required in Equations 2.1.3 and 2.1.4, and
differentiating the signal as required in the bolometer formula (Equation 2.1.9).
To illustrate this, we note that filtering with the FIR filter is equivalent to performing
a discrete convolution between the filter coefficients F and the input signal V . For
example, consider the in-phase component:
I = F ∗ V sin(ωt) (2.3.2)
Now, the in-phase component of the power signal is given by:
PI =
1
S
(
I + τ dIdt
)
=
{
1
S
(
1 + τ ddt
)}
I
=
{
1
S
(
1 + τ ddt
)}
{F ∗ (V sinωt)}
=
{
1
S
(
F + τ dFdt
)}
∗ (V sinωt)
= G ∗ (V sinωt)
(2.3.3)
We have here used the fact that the derivative and convolution are linear operators,
and so their order can be swapped.
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It can be seen that the deconvolution filter G is produced by taking a low-pass FIR
filter kernel F , adding it to its own derivative multiplied by the cooling time τ and
then dividing the result by the sensitivity S:
G = 1
S
(
F + τ dFdt
)
(2.3.4)
The filter design can be done using software running on a CPU, which is much simpler
and more flexible than division and differentiation on the FPGA. The same filter G
can be used to produce the quadrature component of the power, PQ = G∗ (V cosωt),
meaning only one filter G is needed for each physical channel. The deconvolution
FIR filter implemented in this design has approximately 1 ms latency, which means
calculated power values are available on significantly shorter time scales than the
characteristic cooling time of the bolometer sensors (typically 10’s or 100’s of ms in
vacuum).
A deconvolution filter has already been used in previous generations of bolometer
electronics to calculate the power from the voltage amplitude A [53], since it smooths
as well as differentiates the signal and hence reduces the noise level in the output.
However, in that case the filter was applied in software post-processing. It would
not be practical to design an analogue filter with the required frequency response,
particularly when the calibration parameters S and τ are different for each channel
and subject to change, and this has limited the ability of previous generations of
bolometer electronics to provide a real-time power output. However, the power of
the digital FIR filter on the FPGA allows us to design a filter with any frequency
response with relative ease, and therefore allows us to perform this deconvolution in
real-time in hardware, which is essential for any future integration of the bolometer
system into a control loop.
2.3.2 Jetblack software interface
Once the FPGA firmware was designed and implemented, software was required to
control it. Initially this consisted of a set of simple shell scripts run manually whilst
logged on to the Linux OS, to handle reading back data, setting control parameters
and arming and triggering the device. This worked fine for simple lab testing of
the device, and was used for the tests with a bolometer sensor excited by a laser
and held in a vacuum chamber at the York Linear Plasma Institute described in
Section 3.1.
For routine operation on MAST-U, or indeed any other complex experiment, a more
sophisticated and automated software package was required though, since it would
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be impractical to have somebody manually configure and operate the diagnostic
for every single shot. Since each experiment seems to use a different method for
communicating with diagnostics, the software will inevitably be slightly different for
each site at which it is installed. The first tokamak the system was installed and
tested on was JET (see Section 3.2), and so the software was developed with JET
in mind.
All JET diagnostics are controlled centrally by the General Acquisition Program
(GAP) [64]. Communication between GAP and the diagnostic uses the HTTP
protocol [65], including configuration, status reporting, arming the device and reading
data back after each JET pulse. The ability to abort the pulse is also required. To
reduce duplication of effort, a Python package called Jetblack has been developed by
C. Hogben [66], which acts as middleware between the HTTP requests from GAP
and the software to control the diagnostic.
Diagnostics are implemented as plug-ins for the Jetblack middleware, and these
plug-ins must implement certain functions which are called when the system receives
particular HTTP requests. The function l3state() reports the state variables of the
diagnostic: its configuration parameters and status registers. Similarly, l3params()
takes configuration parameters as input arguments and sets them on the diagnostic.
In order to improve readability, the configuration parameters are given in physical
units, which are converted to register settings by the plug-in before being written to
the FPGA registers. For example, the excitation frequency fdr is given in Hz and
converted to the LUT address counter step size S using Equation 2.3.1, and the DC
bias voltage for the calibration is given in V and converted to the required offset
DAC register value. The filter cut-off frequencies for the low-pass and deconvolution
filters are given in Hz and the filters are designed by the plug-in, the latter only after
a calibration is performed to provide the sensitivity and cooling time parameters for
each channel’s filter, before being loaded into the FPGA’s FIR filters.
Other plug-in functions are called at specific points throughout the shot cycle. At the
beginning, the initialise command is received, and the software ceases any previous
data collection if it is still ongoing (which will only occur if there were errors in the
previous shot’s acquisition cycle), clears the previously collected data and initialises
the data storage for each channel, as required by Jetblack. This means that at the
start of each shot the device is in a well-defined state, independent of any control
flow errors which may have occurred in the previous shot.
After this the arm command is received. This causes the plug-in to first run a
calibration, which consists of arming the device, using the software trigger to start
data collection and then applying the DC bias voltage for heating for the configured
duration. A small delay before the start of heating enables easy measurement of the
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bridge output voltage offset, which can be checked against the offset calculated by
fitting the cooling curve.
Once the calibration data has been taken, the cooling curve is automatically fitted to
these time traces using a non-linear least squares curve fitting procedure to calculate
the calibration parameters. The amplitude and phase time traces during cooling are
converted to Cartesian I and Q time traces, each of which is fitted to a decaying
exponential:
V (t) = V (VDC)e−t/τ + V (0) (2.3.5)
The V (VDC) and V (0) parameters are used to calculate the sensitivity using Equa-
tion 2.2.2. V (VDC) is the measured equilibrium voltage with DC Ohmic heating of
the sensors (equal to the voltage at the very beginning of the cooling curve), and
V (0) is the offset voltage which is measured with no applied heating (the asymptote
of the cooling curve). In Equation 2.2.2 the voltages are given as complex values:
these consist of the fitted parameters for the real (I) and imaginary (Q) time traces.
The cooling time τ is measured by both traces: it should be the same for both I
and Q fits, and any difference indicates the uncertainty on the fit of τ .
These calibration parameters are then used to design the deconvolution filters for
the real-time power, which are then loaded onto the FPGA, and to apply the offset
corrections to the PI and PQ signals before they are rotated by the CORDIC. For
simplicity no errors are included in the voltage data used in these fits, since the
errors are not needed for designing the deconvolution filters and applying the optional
offset correction. More complete error analysis and fitting can also be performed in
post-processing to obtain more detailed statistics.
Once the deconvolution filter and offset loading is complete, the software opens for
reading the Xillybus virtual device files from which the voltage and power data are
read, and waits until the FPGA sends the end-of-file signal to close these files at the
end of the pulse (or if the pulse is aborted). Finally, the system is armed again, ready
for the hardware trigger which signifies the start of the JET pulse. After the end
of the pulse, the readback data is organised into separate channels and written to
in-memory files, which the Jetblack middleware then serves upon receiving readback
commands for each channel from GAP. The system then returns to an idle state in
preparation for either a configuration update or the next pulse.
2.4 FPGA redesign: BOLODSP module
The Xillybus-based FPGA design described in Section 2.3 was initially developed
because the FPGA firmware supplied by D-TACQ to operate the BOLO8 did not
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Figure 2.10: The specified user-programmable DSP interface, showing
the sideport buses which carry data from the hardware modules and the
AXI control bus. Data arrives from the ADCs on the AI Sideport In bus,
can be optionally processed by the module, and is passed on to be sent
to the CPU on the AI Sideport Out bus. Data to be sent to the DACs
arrives from the CPU on the AO Sideport In bus, and is sent out to the
DACs on the AO Sideport Out bus.
have provision for the necessary digital signal processing. However, D-TACQ ex-
pressed interest in making modifications to their FPGA architecture to enable user-
programmable digital signal processing, including for the bolometer application, and
this resulted in my collaboratory project with D-TACQ in 2015 to implement this.
The result was an interface specification for a generic DSP module, which was kept
isolated from the rest of the system and so could be written without any knowledge
or concern for how the BOLO8 (or indeed any other D-TACQ hardware module)
was controlled.
Figure 2.10 shows the resulting interface. Data from the hardware sites is aggregated
onto sideports, which are qualified with a data valid signal and a pre-defined bit
field status bus indicating the source/destination and type of the data, among other
things. Data from ADCs is transmitted on the AI (analogue input) sideport, and
data destined for DACs is transmitted on the AO (analogue output) sideport. The
DSP module intercepts these sideports, optionally modifies the data according to
the signal processing requirements of a particular application, and then passes the
data on to the next destination of the sideports. The module can be controlled and
configured using an industry standard AXI-4 control bus, which is accessed through
software using a simple customisable driver provided by D-TACQ.
With this infrastructure in place, we could adapt some of the modules from the
Xillybus firmware to the new interface and use D-TACQ’s FPGA architecture in-
stead of a custom designed Xillybus one by writing our own user-programmable DSP
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module, known as BOLODSP. The Xillybus interface and the hardware interface
modules were no longer needed, nor the clocking and acquisition control, as all this
functionality is provided as standard by D-TACQ’s existing firmware. Generation of
the data for the main and offset DACs must however be performed in the BOLODSP
module because of the required synchronisation of the DC offset between the two
DACs during calibration, so the Wavegen module from the Xillybus firmware was
incorporated into BOLODSP. This meant that the AO Sideport In data was dis-
carded, and the main and offset DAC data generated inside the module was output
on the AO Sideport Out bus. The control interface was adapted to use the AXI-4
interface rather than the Xillybus memory-mapped interface.
Most of the complexity in the Xillybus firmware was contained in the signal processing
module, and this required only minor modifications to work with the new D-TACQ
interface. The stream of input data from the main and current-measuring ADCs on
the sideport was slightly different and so some reorganising of the data was needed.
For maximum flexibility system was designed to process 48 physical channels, with
extra dummy channels automatically added into the data stream if not all 48 channels
were present on the sideport. The dummy channels were removed before the data
was output on the AI Sideport Out, making the process transparent to the rest of the
system. This enabled the same FPGA image to be used on any ACQ2106/BOLO8
system, regardless of the number of installed BOLO8 modules, and the number of
channels used could be configured on a shot-by-shot basis, as well as a system-by-
system basis, using D-TACQ’s standard software tools.
The BOLODSP module contains the same signal processing capabilities as the
Xillybus design: the AC synchronous detection in quadrature with FIR filters of
configurable bandwidth, averaging of the current measurements to remove the AC
excitation variations, calculation of the DC bias component of the voltage and the
real-time power calculation using deconvolution filters of configurable bandwidth.
With the inclusion of the waveform generation logic it resulted in a very specialised,
yet highly configurable, bolometer FPGA module. Setting and readback of the
control registers using the D-TACQ driver are performed by custom shell scripts,
which integrate with D-TACQ’s standard tools for configuration and data collection
on a shot-by-shot basis. Custom scripts to run the calibration procedure and design
the filters in software are provided, as well as a program to perform least squares
fitting of the calibration curves to get the sensitivity, cooling time and offsets. The
latter can be run after a calibration to design the deconvolution filters, which are
loaded onto the FPGA before the upcoming shot if real-time power output is desired.
Re-factoring the bolometer system design to use D-TACQ’s DSP interface has nu-
merous advantages compared with keeping the existing Xillybus design. By using
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the existing BOLO8 hardware control and FPGA to CPU data communication
provided by D-TACQ, the future support requirements are reduced: we are now only
responsible for supporting the signal processing module, and any issues with the
BOLO8 or generally setting up the ACQ2106 to acquire data throughout a shot can
be dealt with by D-TACQ directly. In addition, the user interface for the bolometer
is now much more similar to the rest of the D-TACQ product line up. This makes
the use of the system at other institutions (many of whom already have D-TACQ
data acquisition systems) more attractive, since they are more familiar with how the
system works and adaptation to other tokamak infrastructure is simpler. Indeed,
the ability to integrate with other institutions has resulted in both EPFL (which op-
erates the TCV tokamak) and PPPL (which operates the NSTX spherical tokamak)
purchasing the bolometer system from D-TACQ, and using the BOLODSP module
intellectual property under license (at no cost) from Durham University.
2.5 Improvements over previous systems
The new bolometer electronics features several improvements over previous analogue
versions. These improvements stem from both the design of the BOLO8 hardware
module and use the use of the Zynq FPGA/ARM combination.
The high quality, high bandwidth ADCs on the BOLO8 provide accurate, low noise
measurements of the bridge output voltage to be used in the signal processing. The
use of digital signal processing on the FPGA greatly reduces the physical complexity
of the system, by removing the need to use analogue components for the filtering.
Since analogue components are subject to degradation over time, the switch to digital
processing improves the reliability and robustness of the system. Furthermore, the
use of a digital FIR filter enables a vastly superior frequency response compared
with an analogue filter, which results in greatly improved noise attenuation in the
output. The frequency response of the filter can be finely configured, with both the
bandwidth and attenuation specified to far greater precision than would be achieved
using analogue components with finite tolerances. Unlike analogue filters, the time
delay through a digital FIR filter is determined exactly by the number of coefficients
in the filter and the sample rate, and is independent of the filter bandwidth. This
removes any uncertainty in the timing of individual data points caused by variation
in the filters used, and further simplifies post processing. The power of the FIR filter
has been further exploited by designing a deconvolution filter to both smooth and
differentiate the input signals and produce a real-time measurement of the absorbed
power, which is impossible to do with analogue filters.
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The new calibration procedure made possible by the BOLO8 hardware, and imple-
mented in both firmware and software, is also a significant improvement over the
previous procedure. By simultaneously driving the bridge with an AC excitation
voltage and Ohmically heating the measurement resistors with a DC bias voltage, we
can calibrate the sensor in conditions much closer to those encountered during nor-
mal operation. In particular, AC effects such as phase shifts and cable attenuation
are already present in the calibration measurements and are therefore automatically
accounted for when calculating the calibration parameters. This removes the re-
quirement to apply estimated correction factors to calibration parameters that have
been calculated using the DC method, which reduces the systematic errors involved
in the measurement.
The calibration procedure is completely automated and requires no mechanical
switching to modify the bolometer circuit. It can also be performed on all bolometer
sensors connected to each BOLO8 simultaneously, making the calibration of an
entire array of bolometers fast enough to be performed on a regular basis, such
as before every shot rather than every few months. This not only enables the
production of data using accurate, up-to-date calibration parameters, but the large
number of calibrations provides better statistics and so reduces the uncertainty on
the calibration parameters and hence on the calculated power; this is demonstrated
in Section 3.4.3.
Not only does the new system offer tangible improvements in the quality of data, it
accomplishes this in a much more compact, smart design. Running a Linux operating
system on the electronics unit makes it much easier to configure and monitor the
device using standard tools, and provides greater flexibility in the operation of the
system and its integration at multiple sites. Implementing much of the system
functionality using an FPGA chip rather than bespoke hardware also results in a
much more compact system, which fits in a 1U 19 in rack and has a significantly lower
cost per channel than previous generations of bolometer electronics. For comparison,
the bolometer electronics at JET takes up an entire cubicle for 24 channels.
In the following chapter, we present results obtained with the new electronics at
a number of different sites, including targeted lab-based work to improve our un-
derstanding of the bolometer measurements and installation on tokamak devices
to demonstrate the correct operation of the system. Through these tests we illus-
trate the improved performance of the FPGA-based system and demonstrate the
operational flexibility the system is capable of.

Chapter 3
Results from the Bolometer
system
In this chapter, we describe the installation of the newly designed bolometer system
at several sites. A brief introduction to the setup at each site is given, and the results
of measurements made using the diagnostic are discussed. The primary purpose of
these tests ranged from demonstrating the correct operation of the bolometer system
in a tokamak setting, to quantifying the absolute accuracy of the system.
For the tests at the York Plasma Institute (Section 3.1), JET (Section 3.2) and TCV
(Section 3.3), the Xillybus-based FPGA firmware and software, described in Sec-
tion 2.3, was used. The successful implementation of D-TACQ’s user-programmable
DSP interface during my Collaboratory Project (undertaken as part of the Fusion
Centre for Doctoral Training programme) in Summer 2015 enabled the development
of the BOLODSP firmware, described in Section 2.4, which was no longer reliant
on the proprietary Xillybus interface and provided better integration with the rest
of D-TACQ’s firmware architecture. This makes the BOLODSP design more eas-
ily portable to other institutions, and it was this firmware that was used in the
PPPL tests (Section 3.4). The BOLODSP firmware design will also be used for the
MAST-Upgrade bolometer system for consistency with systems purchased by other
institutions.
3.1 Lab-based measurements at the York
Plasma Institute
The Revision A prototype of the BOLO8 (which did not feature the Schottky diodes
and had lower impedance LC filters) in a D-TACQ ACQ2006B carrier was taken
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to the York Plasma Institute, for testing with a gold foil bolometer sensor of the
type to be used in MAST-Upgrade [53]. This was the first time during development
that an actual bolometer sensor had been used: previously a Wheatstone bridge on
a breadboard was used if the drive and measurement voltages needed to be related
(e.g. to test the signal processing), otherwise oscilloscopes and waveform generators
were used. The sensor was installed in a vacuum chamber to enable studies both
in air and in vacuum. Radiated power was simulated with a 5 mW laser, with a
wavelength of 660 nm; this monochromatic directional source meant we had a good
idea of the power we expected to measure as the reflectivity of gold is well known and
the beam angle is small. This work was carried out in March 2015, in collaboration
with Matt Reinke during his time at the York Plasma Institute.
Since gold has a reflectance of 96.27% at 660 nm [67], the power absorbed by the
foil from the laser was extremely small. This made precise power measurements
difficult, particularly with the Revision A prototype, which did not have the isolating
Schottky diodes described in Section 2.2 for noise reduction. It did however expose a
resolution limitation in the FPGA design, as described in Section 3.1.1. Subsequent
tests of a foil bolometer and laser, performed at PPPL and described in Section 3.4,
used a blue laser instead of a red one, which resolved the issue of high reflectance.
3.1.1 Comparison of FPGA and software signal processing
To test the AC synchronous detection (described in Section 2.1.2) performed on the
FPGA, both the processed output voltage and the raw voltage, directly measured
by the BOLO8’s ADC, were recorded. The AC synchronous detection was then per-
formed in software with floating-point precision using the raw signal, to produce the
amplitude. This was compared with the processed signal output by the FPGA; the
two were expected to be identical to within numerical precision. For this prototype
system, the filtered data was the same width (16 bits) as the raw ADC input data.
Figure 3.1 shows the comparison between the two processing methods for a calibration
shot. This shot was performed by acquiring a fixed 1 s of data, with 0.6 s of ohmic
heating achieved by applying a 0.5 V DC bias, and then switching off the DC bias
voltage for the remaining 0.4 s and letting the bolometer cool down whilst continuing
to measure the voltage. Despite the good quantitative agreement between the
processing methods, it is clear that there is significant bit noise in the FPGA-
processed data, which does not exist in the floating-point data.
This result was initially surprising, since the BOLO8’s ADCs have 16 bit resolution
and it was thought that this would therefore limit the absolute resolution of the
system, and so the floating-point processing would have the same quantisation error
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of floating-point (software) signal processing with
fixed-point (FPGA) DSP for a calibration shot. Although both methods
produce similar results, there is significant quantisation noise present in
the fixed-point data which is not present in the floating-point data.
as the fixed-point processing on the FPGA. We can explain this by noting that
the quantisation error on each individual sample is randomly distributed. During
the filtering process, many successive samples, after being multiplied by a filter
coefficient, are added together. This causes the quantisation error to partially cancel
out, and results in a smaller quantisation error (and therefore higher bit resolution)
for the processed data.
The use of a low-pass filter in the processing also increases the bit resolution. The
ADC has a fixed amount of noise, equivalent to just under 1 LSB in the 16-bit
measurement, and the noise spectrum is constant across the entire frequency range,
at around 40 nV/
√
Hz. The total noise-equivalent power is the product of this noise
floor with the square root of the bandwidth. By filtering the signal, we reduce the
bandwidth, and therefore the noise, which again results in higher resolution than
the raw ADC data could provide.
It seemed prudent, therefore, to increase the number of bits in the filtered output
data. This was used in part in the design of the multi-stage FIR filters described in
Section 2.3. Since today’s common CPUs can work with 16- or 32-bit words (but
nothing in between), the final processed data should be output with 32-bit resolution.
Even though the actual bit resolution is less than 32, there would be no PC memory
or computational savings achieved using any output data less than 32 bits wide,
compared with simply using 32-bit data. Whilst some resource savings could be
made on the FPGA by packing samples (e.g. 24-bit samples into 32-bit words), these
savings are minimal compared to the available resources on the FPGA and do not
justify the added complexity of packing and unpacking the data.
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Figure 3.2: Histogram of the quantisation errors using the 16-bit precision
filter output shown in Figure 3.1, and using 32-bit precision output. The
latter data comes from a calibration run performed as part of firmware
development back at CCFE, still using the same bolometer design, with
the revised BOLO8 board (including the noise-suppressing diodes). The
difference between the fixed-point processing on the FPGA and the float-
ing point processing performed on a CPU is substantially smaller when
the data is output with 32-bit precision.
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As such, the revised prototype’s filters were designed to output the processed data in
32-bit precision, which gave comparable results to the floating point calculation. This
can be seen in Figure 3.2, which shows the quantisation errors of the cooling curves
for two calibrations. The 16-bit data is taken from the last 400 ms of Figure 3.1, and
the 32-bit data from a calibration performed back at CCFE after the York tests as
part of further firmware development. The latter run used a 1 V DC bias voltage
and 18 V excitation voltage, so the bridge output was larger; the data from this run
plotted in Figure 3.2 is taken from the last 450ms of the cooling curve since this is
of a similar magnitude to the 16-bit data.
3.1.2 Calibration dependence on bias voltage
A test was also performed to measure the effect of bias voltage on the calculated
calibration parameters. As described in Section 2.2.1, the calibration process in-
volves applying a DC bias voltage across both diagonals of the sensor’s Wheatstone
bridge to ohmically heat the measurement resistors. Increasing the DC bias voltage
produces more ohmic heating, which in turn results in a bigger signal to be used
in the calibration calculation. Whilst in theory we would want the largest possible
signal (for the best possible signal-to-noise ratio), we must ensure that the measured
calibration constants are not changed when using significantly larger ohmic heating
power than the expected plasma-radiated power.
A series of calibrations were performed, both in air and in vacuum, at a range of
bias voltages from 0.5 V to 8 V. All calibrations applied the DC heating for 0.6 s,
followed by 0.4 s of cooling, with a 20 kHz excitation voltage frequency. At this stage
of the diagnostic’s development, the excitation voltage in shot mode (i.e. normal
measurements, without applying the calibration DC bias) was run at full amplitude,
meaning there was no headroom to add the DC bias. As such, all of these calibrations
used an excitation voltage in calibrations with half the amplitude of that used in
shot mode: 10 V instead of 20 V. This allowed a DC bias of up to almost 10 V,
but the change from 20 V to 10 V drive amplitude for the calibration meant that
conditions were not identical between calibration and measurement, which detracts
from the new calibration method’s advantage of being closer to real world use than
the old DC calibration method.
The cooling time was calculated by using a least-squares curve fitting method to
fit Equation 2.3.5 to the last 0.4 s of the data, as described in Section 2.3.2. The
sensitivity was calculated using the fit data, the measured DC bias voltage and the
measured current in the manner described in Section 2.2.1. Error bars are derived
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Figure 3.3: Calibration dependence on bias voltage, in air. Both the sens-
itivity and cooling time vary with bias voltage by statistically significant
amounts, though the relative changes are small.
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Figure 3.4: Calibration dependence on bias voltage, in vacuum. Although
the absolute values are larger, the relative variation of sensitivity and
cooling time are similar to what was measured in air (Figure 3.3).
from the quoted standard deviations of fit parameters reported by the fitting routine
and the standard deviations of the voltage and current time traces, as appropriate.
Figure 3.3 shows the results of the bias voltage scan in air. There is some variation
in sensitivity, which reduces by around 7% between the lowest and highest bias
voltages, most likely due to the increased sensor temperature. However, the cooling
time changes very little, only increasing by about 1%.
Figure 3.4 shows the same test done in vacuum, at 4× 10−5 mBar. The sensitivity
variation has doubled, and the cooling time variation has increased by a factor of 10.
Since this sensor is slower to cool down in vacuum, and therefore reaches thermal
equilibrium at a higher temperature, this result supports the hypothesis that the
increased sensor temperature affects the calibration.
This test shows that the DC bias voltage should be chosen carefully, since the system
is slightly non-linear (we shall see this again in Section 3.4.5). The sensors have a
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resistance of around 1.2 kΩ, which means that a 1 V bias applies just under 1 mW
to the sensor. This is roughly what is expected to be absorbed by the horizontally-
viewing bolometer array’s channels in the MAST-U Super-X divertor chamber [68].
The vertically-viewing array’s channels are expected to receive substantially more
power, but these sensors have been designed specifically for high power measurements,
so we expect that the calibration values will be more stable with hotter sensors in
these cameras. Keeping the DC bias at 1 V has the added advantage that the ADC
can be set to its highest gain setting (and therefore highest sensitivity), where the
maximum voltage it can measure is 1.25 V. The small bolometer signals expected
during shots mean this gain setting will be used during shot mode, so keeping the
same gain setting during calibrations makes the calibration procedure even more
similar to the shot measurement procedure.
3.1.3 Calibration dependence on pressure
The final major outcome of the tests in York was the measurement of the calibration
parameters’ dependence on pressure. Since conduction by gas provides an effective
means of transferring heat away from the bolometer sensor, the cooling time reduces
as the gas pressure increases. The sensitivity depends on the cooling time and so is
also reduced. However, the bolometer equation, Equation 2.1.9, relies on constant
calibration parameters. In the Super-X divertor, where neutral pressure is expected
to be significantly higher than the main chamber [69], this may cause a substantial
change in the calibration parameters compared with the calibration done in vacuum
before each shot. Consequently it is important to estimate the likely effect of higher
neutral pressure on the calibration parameters.
A range of calibrations were performed at varying pressures, from air pressure
(approximately 1000 mBar) down to a high vacuum of 2× 10−5 mBar. For each
calibration, the cooling time and sensitivity were calculated. All calibrations used
1 V DC heating for 0.6 s, followed by 0.4 s of cooling, with a 20 kHz drive voltage of
10 V amplitude.
Figure 3.5 shows the variation of cooling time with pressure, as calculated from
these calibrations. There is little variation at very low pressures from 10−5 mBar
to 10−2 mBar, and also little variation at pressures above 102 mBar. However, in
the range 10−2 mBar to 101 mBar the cooling time varies dramatically, by almost a
factor of 3.
Figure 3.6 shows the sensitivity at the same pressure values as Figure 3.5. The
sensitivity depends on physical properties of the sensor (which are invariant at
different pressures), and on the cooling time, so it is no surprise to see the same
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Figure 3.5: Variation of cooling time with pressure. The cooling time is
fairly constant at very low and very high pressures, but varies significantly
at intermediate pressures.
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Figure 3.6: Variation of sensitivity with pressure. As expected, the
sensitivity behaves in a similar way to the cooling time.
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behaviour as the cooling time. This does however provide a useful check that the
calibration is producing reasonable results.
The variation of the calibration parameters with pressure has important consequences
for MAST-Upgrade. As previously mentioned, the new closed divertor will experience
significantly higher pressure than the main chamber. As such, even though the main
chamber is predicted to have a neutral pressure of around 10−2 Pa (10−4 mBar), the
divertor is predicted to have a neutral pressure of 1 Pa to 10 Pa, or 10−2 mBar to
10−1 mBar [69], which is where the sensitivity and cooling time begin to reduce
substantially from their vacuum values.
This test shows that bolometer measurements made in the divertor must be con-
sidered along with the measured or expected neutral density. This is particularly
important if the measurements are to be used for real-time control in the future, as
it may require a slightly more complicated control loop, if the pressures are shown
to have a big impact on the calibration during typical MAST-U diverted plasmas.
There are several neutral pressure gauges to measure the pressure, but none situated
very close to the bolometers: the closest is two sectors away in the lower divertor
(and so will require assuming the pressure is toroidally symmetric), and there is also
a pressure gauge in the same sector as the bolometers but in the upper divertor
(which will require assuming up/down symmetry) [70].
3.1.4 Summary of York tests
The tests in York demonstrated for the first time that the new electronics were able
to make realistic and usable measurements using an actual bolometer sensor, similar
to the type to be used in MAST-Upgrade. The small filtered output signal was found
to be limited more by the bit resolution than by analogue noise, and this resulted in
modifications to the firmware to increase the bit resolution of the signal processing
pipeline.
The variation of calibration parameters with bias voltage provides insights into how
to optimise the novel calibration procedure itself. We have shown that applying
high ohmic heating changes the sensitivity and cooling time. However, the more
fundamental issue is having to reduce the amplitude of the excitation voltage to
perform calibrations, whilst still keeping it as large as possible in normal operation to
increase the signal size. After these tests, it was decided change the firmware design
slightly: the waveform used for the excitation voltage was scaled down, to produce
only 18 V out of the maximum 20 V range. This then allowed calibrations with 1 V
DC bias, which are similar to the expected power loadings for the horizontal divertor
bolometers, without hitting the positive rail on the main DAC producing the drive
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voltage. As a bonus, the 1 V DC bias does not saturate the main ADC at 1.25 V
gain, which allows us to perform calibrations using the highest ADC resolution, and
indeed the same resolution that will be used in the shot. Overall, this calibration
procedure is much more representative of normal measurements, and so is expected
to be more accurate.
Finally, we measured a significant variation of the calibration parameters with pres-
sure. Knowing the pressure range in which the calibration varies significantly will
allow us to treat the divertor bolometer data with more care, and in conjunction with
neutral pressure gauges in the divertor region. It would be interesting during the
initial MAST-Upgrade campaigns to perform experiments looking at the bolometer
measurements in the divertor to better quantify this effect in MAST-U plasmas.
3.2 Installation on JET
In the summer of 2015, the bolometer electronics were installed on JET, connected to
8 reserved channels of the KB5V vertical bolometer diagnostic [71]. These reserved
channels had been installed in-vessel along with the 24 active channels of KB5V, but
were not used during routine operations. This combination of existing sensors and
new electronics became the KB5F diagnostic.
The installation on JET enabled us to test the system in the environment of a large,
complex experiment requiring significant automation of the diagnostic, and alongside
an already established bolometer system, none of which we present in the tests in
York. This was the first time the new electronics had been installed on a tokamak,
so the primary purpose of the installation was to demonstrate reliable operation
and production of good quality data in a tokamak environment. This was certainly
achieved: the diagnostic produced data for well over a thousand JET pulses during
the C35, C36 and C37 campaigns, and associated restart periods, over the course of
2015 and 2016.
The other aim of the installation was to compare the quality of the data with that of
the existing JET bolometer electronics. Since the cabling and sensors were the same
for both systems, any improvements in the signal quality could only come from the
BOLO8’s electronics and the use of digital signal processing on the FPGA instead
of analogue filters on the existing JET electronics.
Figure 3.7 shows the lines of sight of the existing and new diagnostics. The fields of
view are achieved using an array of pinholes which image onto the bolometer foils.
The spatial resolution of the KB5F channels is very poor, which means that it is not
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Figure 3.7: Lines of sight of the existing (KB5V) and new (KB5F) vertical
bolometer diagnostics, shown within the JET vacuum vessel (light grey).
The first wall (the plasma-vessel boundary) is shown in red. Although
represented by 1D lines, each channel actually views a cone which extends
half way to each neighbouring channel. The spatial resolution of KB5F
is much lower than KB5V, though there are some channels which overlap
(such as 3 and 26), which allows for comparisons between the two systems.
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really possible to explore novel physics with the diagnostic. Instead we must content
ourselves with general comparisons with the existing electronics.
There is at least some overlap between the channels. For example, KB5V channel 3
and KB5F channel 26 share almost exactly the same line of sight, as do channels 7
and 28. What Figure 3.7 does not show is that the lines of sight have a finite width,
with each channel’s view extending half way to the neighbouring line. The KB5F
lines of sight are more widely spaced, so although the viewing directions are the same,
the channels do not see exactly the same amount of plasma. It is possible to account
for this using tomography, but for quick data verification and noise level analysis it
is sufficient to choose channels with only similar lines of sight. Channels 3 and 26
have similar spacing as well as similar viewing angles, and viewed a reasonably large
amount of radiating plasma (compared with channels 24 and 32 for example), which
made these two channels good candidates for comparisons.
Some of the work below, in particular the voltage comparisons in Section 3.2.1 and
the power comparisons using tomography in Section 3.2.4, were published in [72].
3.2.1 Direct voltage comparison
After verifying that the diagnostic was correctly armed, calibrated and triggered,
the first test of signal quality was a direct comparison of the measured voltages from
KB5V and KB5F.
Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of the two diagnostics for JET pulse 89481, for the
two almost-overlapping channels 3 and 26. The KB5V electronics were programmed
with a filter bandwidth of 200 Hz, whilst the KB5F electronics used a 1 kHz filter.
KB5V also has a high gain amplifier (in this case, the gain was 100), whereas KB5F
does not, so the traces use different axis scales for plotting at approximately the
same size on the figure.
There are several points to note about Figure 3.8. Firstly, and reassuringly, the
overall form of the two voltage traces is similar, as expected for two channels with
similar views. This gives us some confidence that the clock and trigger inputs to
KB5F are working properly.
It also is apparent that, despite KB5F having a higher bandwidth than KB5V, the
overall noise level is lower on the newer system. This can be seen particularly in
the periods before and after the plasma (−10 s to 0 s and 32 s to 40 s respectively),
and also in the region of relatively steady plasma radiation from 12 26s. Between
37 s and 39 s, when the voltage levels are almost constant, the KB5F channel has an
RMS noise of 1.3µV, whereas the KB5V channel has an RMS noise of 1.7µV (after
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of KB5V (blue) and KB5F (orange) raw output
voltages. The measurements are in good qualitative agreement, and the
KB5F trace features lower noise despite using a higher bandwidth filter.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of voltage magnitude spectra of KB5F and KB5V,
for a shot where both channels were set to use 1 kHz filters. The noise
levels are significantly lower for KB5F, especially at higher frequencies
above the cut-off frequency, though there is a strong line noise source at
around 1 kHz.
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dividing by the factor 100 gain in the KB5V amplifier). This is due both to better
ADC performance and the improved noise suppression of the FPGA’s digital filter
over the analogue filter on the old system.
The noise improvement can be further highlighted when KB5V is set to the same
1 kHz bandwidth as KB5F, as was the case in JET pulse 89434. Figure 3.9 shows
a comparison of the spectra of the two systems, during a period at the start of the
plasma where the radiation was relatively steady. It is clear that KB5F has much
better attenuation above the 1 kHz cutoff frequency, and also lower noise below it
(the spectra were scaled to account for the different gains of the two systems).
Furthermore, the KB5V trace in Figure 3.8 slows a slight drift of approximately 1 mV
in the offset (the voltage reading for zero input power) at the start and end of the
trace, whilst the KB5F trace has no offset drift, or at least a drift smaller than the
noise levels in the trace. This could be due to several factors. KB5V measures only
the voltage amplitude of the demodulated bolometer signal, assuming a fixed phase
which is compensated for manually in advance. Any change in the phase throughout
the shot (due to forces or temperature variations in the cables, for example) could
cause an apparent reduction in the signal, which would show as an offset drift. KB5F
does not have this problem, since it measures both the amplitude and phase and so
we can check whether the bolometer signal’s phase is indeed constant throughout
the pulse, and hence definitively account for offset drifts due to phase drifts. In this
case however, no significant phase drift was measured. Of course, it could also be
the case that the very old KB5V electronics amplifiers are just not as stable any
more, and some offset drift due to imperfections in the electronics is occurring.
Overall, the raw voltage measurements are encouraging: the system produces data
which is qualitatively in agreement with the established diagnostic, and with lower
noise levels even at higher bandwidths.
3.2.2 Optimisation of drive frequency
One notable feature of Figure 3.9 is the sharp peak at 1 kHz in the KB5F spectrum.
This is not present in the KB5V spectrum, so it cannot be due to radiation. It is
therefore most likely pickup in the long cables running from the bolometer sensors
at the top of the JET vessel in the torus hall down to the diagnostic electronics in
the basement.
Even though the cable routes are the same for KB5V and KB5F (and should therefore
both experience this pickup), KB5V operates at 50 kHz drive frequency, whereas
KB5F initially operated at 19.3 kHz drive frequency, the resonant frequency of the
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of voltage spectra of KB5F and KB5V, with
KB5F 18 kHz drive frequency. The strong line noise source at 1 kHz which
can be seen in Figure 3.9 has gone, and the only line noise source now
is an alias of the 18 kHz drive frequency at 4 kHz which it is below the
noise floor in the pass band (up to 1 kHz).
LC filter in the calibration circuitry. The presence of the 1 kHz feature therefore
suggested a strong line noise source at either 18.3 kHz or 20.3 kHz. It could also be a
higher frequency which has been aliased down to 1 kHz due to the 10 kHz sampling
rate, but the size of the peak given the strong frequency attenuation of the digital
filter makes this unlikely.
The new system has the flexibility to adjust the drive frequency. Through trial and
error, we arrived at 18 kHz as a suitable drive frequency. The resulting spectra, again
for a relatively steady radiation at the start of the plasma in pulse 89543, are shown
in Figure 3.10. There are no longer strong noise sources far above the noise floor in
the 1 kHz pass band. The peak at 4 kHz is an alias of the 2ω frequency component
from the signal and reference wave mixing during the AC synchronous detection. It
actually has a very low noise power, since it too is below the noise floor in the pass
band.
Figure 3.11 further illustrates the difference, through the duration of a JET pulse.
It is clear from these spectrograms that the line noise is a steady source which is not
related to the plasma. We can see that the move to 18 kHz removes the 1 kHz line
noise, and the resulting 4 kHz line is only around the same amplitude as the noise
floor in filter’s pass band (itself clearly visible up to around 1.5 kHz).
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Figure 3.11: Spectrograms for 19.3 kHz drive frequency (left) and 18 kHz
drive frequency (right). The line noise sources can be clearly seen, and
since both persist throughout the shot they cannot be coming from the
plasma radiation.
Nearly all JET pulses from 89456 onwards were measured with a drive frequency of
18 kHz as a result of these measurements.
3.2.3 Power calculation
Once we had a reliable voltage measurement, the next step was to produce an
absorbed power calculation using the data from the new electronics. Ultimately,
plasma physicists are not interested in the raw output from the diagnostic, but
rather the measured physical quantity, so it is important to demonstrate that KB5F
is able to provide this with at least as good quality as the established KB5V.
KB5F benefits from a fast, automated calibration procedure, as described in Sec-
tion 2.2.1, which is capable of calibrating all channels simultaneously. This means
we are able to perform a calibration before every pulse, to ensure the calibration
conditions are as close to those in the pulse as possible. Using experience gained
from the York vacuum chamber tests in Section 3.1, the calibration used a 1 V DC
bias with an 18 V amplitude drive voltage, the same amplitude as was used in the
pulse.
Initially the sensor was heated for 0.5 s and cooling was measured for a further
0.5 s. Whilst this provided reasonable estimates of the sensitivity and cooling time,
the calculated offsets were found to be slightly larger than those actually measured
during the 10 s prior to JET plasmas. Increasing both the heating and cooling
measurement times to 1 s greatly reduced this offset discrepancy, and gave more
confidence in the sensitivity and cooling time estimates too.
In order to calculate the power using the bolometer equation 2.1.9, we must differ-
entiate the signal. Since differentiation amplifies high frequency noise, we must also
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smooth the differentiated signal to avoid greatly reducing the signal-to-noise ratio
of the power measurement compared with the raw voltage measurement. This has
traditionally been achieved by smoothing with a filter function which also differenti-
ates the signal [53], and indeed this is the method the real-time power output from
the FPGA uses.
In contrast, the BOLO/KB5V PPF data, which is the go-to data source for the
line-integrated power measured by KB5V and is used as input into the tomography,
employs a different method. This uses a non-linear smoothing method, developed
at JET by Gottardi [58], whereby the amount of smoothing is determined using a
hyperbolic tangent:
ysmi =
1
3
k=i+1∑
k=i−1
yk+ tanh
alevel ×max
 dy
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
xi
,
dy
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
xi+1
×max( dydt
∣∣∣∣∣
no−ELMs
)
×
yi − 13
k=i+1∑
k=i−1

(3.2.1)
Here, alevel is the compression factor for the hyperbolic tangent, and ysmi is the
smoothed signal. The amount of smoothing depends on the time derivative of the
signal: if the derivative is large (e.g. because of an ELM) compared to a reference
derivative computed when the plasma is roughly steady state, the argument of the
hyperbolic tangent is 1 and so no smoothing is applied, since the smoothing terms
cancel and leave the original signal. If the derivative is small then the argument of
the hyperbolic tangent is small, and so the output is dominated by the smoothing
terms.
The advantage of smoothing using Equation 3.2.1 is that we can apply significant
smoothing to small fluctuations, which are assumed to be just noise, whilst large
transient features (primarily ELMs) are not smoothed. Smoothing the ELMs would
reduce the measured peak height and hence cause us to underestimate the amount
of power radiated during an ELM. However, the nonlinear nature of this smoothing
method does affect the frequency spectrum in a way which is difficult to predict, and
makes it much more difficult to examine smaller fluctuations which are genuinely
interesting features rather than just noise. For this reason, analysis of the MAST-U
data will use the traditional deconvolution filter approach instead.
For the purposes of the JET tests however, looking for new physics was not the
priority. Instead, the desire to compare as directly as possible the new and exist-
ing systems lead to implementation of Gottardi’s smoothing method on the KB5F
voltage data, and the calculation of absorbed power using this smoothed voltage
in Equation 2.1.9. The choice of parameters used in the smoothing algorithm was
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of in-situ electrical and mercury lamp measures
of KB5 bolometer sensitivities. Although the two calibration methods
agree well for channels 1 to 24, there is a discrepancy of roughly a factor
of 2 between the methods for channels 25–32. These are the channels
used by KB5F. Reproduced from [73]
based on those used in the production of the BOLO/KB5V PPF data, however the
amount of smoothing (specified by the number of passes across the trace using the
smoothing algorithm) was doubled, to account for the doubling of sample rate with
KB5F. This should produce data with a similar total amount of smoothing, although
the effective “bandwidth” of the processed signal may be slightly different due to
the non-linear nature of the smoothing.
Direct comparison with the BOLO/KB5V data was further complicated by the fact
that it is actually the line-integrated intensity, rather than the absorbed power, which
is calculated. The intensity is calculated from the absorbed power by considering
the viewing angle subtended by the sensor. This is characterised by the étendue, the
solid angle of the sensor as seen from the source integrated over the sensor’s surface,
which accounts for the effect of the aperture and collimator in each bolometer camera.
If the étendue of the system is E and the absorbed power P , then the intensity is
given by:
I = 4piP
E
(3.2.2)
The étendue of each channel of KB5F is stored in the KB5 geometry file, and so
was easy to retrieve. However, calibrations of all 32 vertical bolometer sensors with
a mercury lamp showed a marked difference between the sensitivity as calculated
using the in-situ (i.e. ohmic) calibration method, and by illuminating the sensor with
a mercury lamp [73]. This can be seen in Figure 3.12, taken from [73], which shows
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of intensities as measured by KB5V and KB5F,
for two overlapping channels. There is good agreement between the two,
and noise levels are comparable. After accounting for the time delay in
the KB5V data, the times of the ELMs matches up well.
that the in-situ and lamp calibrations agree well for channels 1 to 24, but differ by
a factor of approximately 2 for channels 25 to 32 (the KB5F channels). The report
attributes the difference in sensitivity to reflections in the collimators for the KB5F
channels, effectively increasing the amount of plasma (or lamp) that they are able
to view. To account for this, and allowing for the lack of an exact étendue value
which accounts for these reflections, the effective étendue used in Equation 3.2.2 was
simply doubled for the KB5F channels.
Once this étendue factor was accounted for, we could directly compare the BOLO/KB5V
output with the intensity as calculated from the KB5F voltage. Figure 3.13 shows
an example, for the two channels 3 (KB5V) and 26 (KB5F) with similar lines of
sight, during an H-mode phase of a JET pulse. We can see reasonable quantitat-
ive agreement (allowing for the slightly different viewing geometries), and similar
noise levels (which we would expect, since both traces have had the same smoothing
applied).
Furthermore, the times of the ELMs, which are clearly visible in both channels,
match up well. Care must be taken when directly comparing the times of the ELMs,
since the KB5V electronics introduces a small time delay in its analogue filters,
and this time delay is different depending on the filter bandwidth used. The time
delay had already been estimated for the most commonly-used filter frequencies, by
comparing the times of the measured peaks in BOLO/KB5V with the measured
peaks of Be-II impurity radiation [74], so we needed to subtract the estimated time
delay from the KB5V measurements before comparing with KB5F. Of course, since
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Figure 3.14: Intensity calculation during a disrupted pulse, for two chan-
nels viewing different amounts of divertor radiation. Again, the ELMs
are clearly visible, more so than in Figure 3.13, and a large spike in power
is observed just before 54 s as the plasma disrupts. Interestingly, the
intensity appears to go negative immediately after the disruption, before
decaying away to 0 after about 1 s.
KB5F uses digital filtering on the FPGA, the time delay is known exactly and is
independent of the filter bandwidth, so is automatically accounted for in the software
which produces the time vector for these plots.
Comparisons of the intensity in pulses which disrupted showed an interesting effect.
Figure 3.14 shows one such pulse, which disrupted just before 54 s. The channels
shown here had the same line of sight, but very different viewing angles (channel 28
views the entire divertor at once, whereas channel 7 views only the horizontal target),
so quantitative comparisons should be avoided. Qualitatively, both channels do show
that immediately after the disruption the radiated power appears to go negative,
before increasing back to positive values and then decreasing to nothing. This
apparent negative power measurement is actually most likely due to a reduction
in the cooling time of the sensor, caused by an increase in the neutral pressure
immediately after the disruption. As shown in Section 3.1.3, an increase in neutral
pressure causes a decrease in cooling time. Thus, the rate of decrease of voltage
as the sensor cooled was more rapid than it would have been had the cooling time
stayed constant, as assumed in the bolometer equation 2.1.9, and this manifests
itself as a negative power reading. This illustrates the importance of understanding
the neutral pressure when interpreting bolometer readings.
All the power and intensity calculations done so far in this section have taken
the voltage amplitude output by the FPGA and performed the smoothing and
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of the real-time intensity calculation performed
on the KB5F FPGA with the BOLO/KB5V PPF post-processing calcula-
tion. The real-time signal shows higher noise levels since it has not been
smoothed using Gottardi’s method; it instead uses a 1 kHz deconvolution
filter. Otherwise, the agreement between the two channels is good: the
ELMs occur at the same times and the relative inter-ELM intensities
are as expected given that channel 28 views the entire divertor whereas
channel 7 views only part of one tile.
differentiation in software. The FPGA also has a deconvolution filter which can
directly output the power absorbed on the sensor, which is described in Section 2.3.1.
There is presently little to be gained from using this real-time power output, since it
is intended to be used in a control loop and this was out of scope for the tests on JET.
However, it was still instructive to check the output of this real-time calculation,
which was recorded along with the voltage data in the JET data store. Indeed,
several bugs in the real-time calculation part of the firmware were fixed during the
JET tests, including dealing with filter overflow, designing the system to use separate
filter coefficients for each channel (to account for the different sensitivity and cooling
time of each channel) and improving the on-FPGA offset correction.
Figure 3.15 shows the intensity for KB5F’s channel 28 during a high power, high
performance pulse near the end of campaign 36, once the firmware bugs in the real-
time power calculation had been fixed. The intensity was calculated by simply taking
the real-time power calculation and scaling it by the reflection-corrected étendue
factor, for comparison with the output from the KB5V channel with a similar line
of sight. There is more noise in the real-time signal, since the bandwidth was set at
1 kHz and used the deconvolution method rather than Gottardi’s smoothing method.
Some smoothing could easily be applied in a control loop if required, and for the
real-time signal the noise is less important than the latency. More importantly still,
the real-time plot contains the same features, at the same recorded time, as the
post-processing plot, and successfully resolves even the high frequency ELMs. This
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shows that the system is capable of producing a reliable real-time output which
could be used in a control loop.
3.2.4 Tomography comparison
So far, any quantitative comparisons between the new and existing electronics have
only been approximate, since the two systems do not share exactly the same viewing
geometries. Even channels, such as 3 and 26, which have the same central line of sight
do not have the same size viewing angle, and so will see slightly different amounts of
plasma. We can account for the different viewing geometries using tomography: by
taking a tomographic inversion and integrating its emissivity profile along the exact
line of sight of any particular channel, we can calculate what that channel should
have measured. We can then compare this “back-calculated” intensity measurement
with the actual measurement to make a quantitative comparison which no longer
suffers from the uncertainty due to the viewing geometry.
Tomography solves the system of equations describing the power fi absorbed by the
ith bolometer sensor, as a function of the emissivity g(x, y) and a geometric function
Ki(x, y) which takes into account the viewing geometry of the sensor [75]:
fi =
∫∫
g(x, y)Ki(x, y)dxdy (3.2.3)
Solving this equation for g(x, y) numerically requires discretising Equation 3.2.3,
producing a grid of points on which the emissivity is calculated. The discretised
equation is of the form:
fi =
∑
j
Kijgj (3.2.4)
Where Kij is a geometric matrix, derived from the geometric function Ki(x, y), and
gj is the emissivity at each point on the grid.
Tomography inverts the above equation to solve for the emissivity at each grid
point gj. Often there are many more grid points j than sensors i, which means the
inversion is an ill-posed problem. There are several methods available to solve this
problem, some of which are described in [75], but these are out of the scope of this
work, since tomographic inversion has already been implemented and routinely used
on JET.
Once the emissivity gj at each grid point has been calculated, we can use Equa-
tion 3.2.4 to calculate the expected measurements on each sensor fi. This is done
as a matter of course by the JET tomography code in order to check how good the
reconstruction actually is, as one constraint when solving Equation 3.2.4. However,
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Figure 3.16: Tomographic reconstruction of emissivity profile for a single
time slice. Strong emission can be seen in the divertor region near the
X-point and in the outer scrape off layer (to the right of the X-point),
and to a lesser extent in the core at around R = 2.5 m and Z = 0 m.
the calculation is only done for the channels used in the reconstruction, which ob-
viously does not include the KB5F channels. We therefore needed to perform the
same calculation for these channels.
The geometry matrixKij is stored in a configuration file used by the JET tomography
code, and includes the matrix elements for the KB5F channels. The emissivity gj at
each grid point is not stored in the PPF data file that contains end-user tomography
results (the emissivity profile g(x, y) is stored instead), but after examining the
tomography code we were able to locate a code output file on the analysis machines
for each pulse containing gj. Using this is significantly simpler than projecting
g(x, y) back onto the grid points of the Kij geometry matrix, and also reduces the
numerical error involved in doing so, at the cost of retrieving the data from an
“unofficial” location.
Figure 3.17 shows the comparison of the measured and back-calculated intensities for
one time slice of JET pulse 89548, the emissivity profile of which, calculated using
tomography, is shown in Figure 3.16. Channels 1 to 24, to the left of the left-hand
dotted line in Figure 3.17, correspond to the 24 vertical sensors in KB5V. Channels
33 to 56, to the right of the right-hand dotted line, correspond to the 24 horizontal
sensors in KB5H, the horizontal bolometer array which together with KB5V and
KB5F makes up the entire KB5 system. The channels between the two dotted lines
are the KB5F channels. Channel 32 has been omitted from the plot, since it was
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of measured intensities and intensities back-
calculated from the tomographic reconstruction, for all KB5 channels.
The KB5V channels 1–24 are shown on the left, and the complimentary
KB5H horizontal bolometer channels 33–56 are shown on the right. The
KB5F channels 25–31 are shown between the two dotted lines (channel
32 is not shown as it was broken). The agreement between the measured
and back-calculated intensities is as good for KB5F as it is for the KB5V
and KB5H channels.
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found to be broken, most likely due to the gold foil absorber delaminating from its
substrate.
Clearly, the agreement between the measured and back-calculated intensities is just
as good for the KB5F channels as it is for those KB5V and KB5H channels which
have not been used to constrain the reconstruction. This is despite the KB5F data
not being used at all in the tomography, in order to avoid biasing the result in favour
of the KB5F readings. This is the most convincing evidence yet that the KB5F
diagnostic is producing data of comparable accuracy, and in good agreement with,
the already established and heavily used JET bolometer system, but with better
time resolution and lower noise levels.
3.2.5 Total power calculation
The total radiated power is an important physics quantity. It can be calculated by
integrating the emissivity profile g(x, y), calculated using tomography, over all space.
However, this is frequently impractical, since the tomographic inversion is extremely
time-consuming: each time slice can take upwards of 30 minutes to perform, and a
pulse can consist of many hundreds of time slices of interest. For experimentalists
wanting this quantity to inform the setup of their next pulse, this tomography method
is far too slow. Even worse, the ill-posed nature of tomography means that each
reconstruction must be inspected by hand to ensure it is suitably free of artefacts,
and sometimes multiple runs with different channels included and excluded may be
needed to avoid producing inaccurate tomograms.
Instead, a good approximation of the radiated power can be made using a weighted
sum of the individual intensity measurements. This is much less computationally
intensive than a full tomographic reconstruction, and so can be performed for every
sample period of the entire pulse. It is also less sensitive to artefacts, meaning its
production can be automatic.
The weighted summation method of calculating the total power is described in [76].
Essentially, the line-integrated intensity measurements are summed, with weights
determined by the “distance” between lines of sight in a projection space in which
all lines of sight are parallel:
P ≈ 2piR0
∑
i
f(pi, ξ = const)∆pi (3.2.5)
Here, R0 is the major radius, f(pi, ξ) is the measured intensity and pi is the impact
parameter (closest distance to chosen origin) of channel i. ξ is the angle between
the line of sight and the horizontal, which is the same for all channels in projection
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Figure 3.18: Calculated total power for a high performance JET pulse,
as calculated by KB5F and by the inter shot analysis code to produce
BOLO/TOPI. The two calculations are in fairly good agreement, with
KB5F being slightly lower due to lower spatial resolution and incomplete
coverage of the plasma cross section. The ELM power peaks are higher
in the KB5F calculation because the electronics uses a higher bandwidth
filter and less smoothing is applied.
space. ∆pi are the differences in the impact parameter between the ith and (i− 1)th
lines of sight, and become the weights in the weighted sum.
The total power calculated in this way depends on the choice of origin. For JET
divertor plasmas, the X-point is chosen as the origin, and the impact parameters are
projected onto lines of constant ξ and scaled to account for the non-circular cross
section. Details of the scaling for the impact parameter can be found in the KB5
PPF manual [58].
We used this calculation method to provide a fast estimate of the total power,
based on the measured intensities from the KB5F channels. The BOLO/TOPI
PPF data signal provided by the JET inter-shot bolometer analysis code performs
this weighted sum calculation with X-point scaling, using a selection of the KB5V
channels connected to the incumbent JET bolometer electronics, so provided a
good benchmark against which to test our new system. The inter-shot code which
produces BOLO/TOPI must calculate the line-integral power on each sensor from
the individual voltage measurements and then calculate the total power, which means
the result is not available until around 10 minutes after a JET pulse has finished.
In contrast, we can use the real-time power signal from the FPGA and exploit the
processing power of the ARM CPU to provide a total power data signal which is
ready at the same time as the raw voltage signal. This would be a big advantage for
experimentalists, as delivering the total power more quickly gives them more time
to plan their next pulse.
The implementation of the total power calculation on the KB5F diagnostic was low
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Figure 3.19: The same trace as Figure 3.18, zoomed to view only a few
ELMs. The lower bandwidth and extra smoothing of the BOLO/TOPI
measurement can clearly be seen: the true ELM power is likely to be
closer to the KB5F measurement.
priority, so wasn’t completed until near the end of the C36b campaign. By that time
channel 30 had started to show signs of being broken, including huge noise spikes in
most pulses and unreliable calibration measurements. Coupled with the suspected
delamination of channel 32, this meant that KB5F was reduced to only 6 working
channels, missing a substantial amount of the inboard view. Nevertheless, when
removing these channels from the analysis, it was possible to produce reasonable-
looking estimates of the total power. Figure 3.18 shows a comparison between
the power estimate of BOLO/TOPI, calculated by the inter-shot code with KB5V
channels, and that of KB5F, available immediately after the shot using a mixture of
the FPGA real-time power calculation and software calculation of the total power.
Unsurprisingly, considering the lack of complete coverage, the KB5F estimated total
power is slightly lower than the BOLO/TOPI estimate, with the exception of the
ELMs, which KB5F estimates to produce higher power. However, BOLO/TOPI is
smoothed more than KB5F, and KB5V was operating at a lower bandwidth of 200 Hz
as can be seen in Figure 3.19, so the true height of the ELM peaks is most likely
higher than the BOLO/TOPI prediction, and closer to the KB5F prediction. Both
estimates seem numerically reasonable: this was a high powered pulse, with 32 MW
of heating power during the time slice shown, so 10 MW of continuous radiation and
almost 30 MW of radiation during transients seems entirely feasible.
The extra smoothing of BOLO/TOPI also means the inter-shot trace has lower noise
than the real-time trace, which is not unsurprising. It is of course quick and easy
to apply smoothing to the KB5F trace if low noise is needed, yet the signal still
provides 1 kHz bandwidth to enable viewing high frequency transients if required.
Overall, the fast total power calculation should be considered a success, and the
ability to make this available immediately after the pulse (or in real time with small
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firmware modifications and extra infrastructure in place) is something the existing
bolometer system does not have.
3.2.6 Summary of JET tests
The installation of the bolometer electronics on JET to form the KB5F system
marked the first use of the new design on an operational tokamak. The development
of the software to interface with the JET GAP software for running each pulse
provided useful lessons which will be applied to the software development for MAST-
Upgrade. Successful operation of well over 1000 pulses provides confidence that the
diagnostic will perform reliably on other devices.
Despite the limited spatial resolution of the spare channels, we were still able to
produce useful data. We demonstrated improved signal quality compared with
JET’s existing analogue electronics, even at higher bandwidths. The first real-world
demonstration of the configurable drive frequency allowed us to improve the signal-
to-noise even further, and worked exactly as intended. The calculated power (the
real physics parameter of interest) was shown to be in good agreement with the
established JET diagnostic, both qualitatively and quantitatively through the use of
tomography, and the real-time power calculation produced reasonable data. This is
encouraging for future feedback control using the bolometer measurements. Finally,
the combined power of the FPGA programmable logic and ARM CPU were used
to produce a fast estimate of the total radiated power which was in reasonable
agreement with the post-processed, inter-shot estimate currently widely used; this
will be a welcome improvement for experimentalists and was not possible with the
existing JET electronics.
3.3 Installation on TCV
The bolometer system was installed in the summer of 2016 on the TCV tokamak [77].
This work was done in collaboration with Umar Sheikh at the École Polytechnique
Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL). The aim was to determine the effect of blackening
gold foil bolometers to reduce reflections by the foil, which in turn reduce the power
measured by the bolometers. Blackening was done by coating two channels of a
4-channel bolometer sensor with a thin vapour deposited carbon film. More details
on the experiment itself can be found in [78].
TCV did already have a bolometer diagnostic, but there were no spare channels
available for these tests. Electronics suitable for operating the resistive bolometers
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of blackened and unblackened bolometer meas-
urements performed on TCV. The blackened (coated) bolometers show
a 15 % to 20 % increase in the measured power compared with the un-
blackened ones. Reproduced from [78].
was required, and Umar made contact after reading about the development of the
BOLO8 system in the proceedings of the 1st EPS Conference on Plasma Diagnostics
(ECPD)[79]. TCV provided the opportunity to test the adaptability of the system
to a new tokamak experiment environment, as well as forging new contacts between
CCFE and EPFL.
The electronics used at TCV was loaned to EPFL by D-TACQ, and I supplied the
FPGA firmware, software and technical expertise. It was originally intended to use
the BOLODSP architecture, as described in Section 2.4, but this was not ready
in time for experiments. Instead, the Xillybus firmware, described in Section 2.3
and previously demonstrated by operation on JET (Section 3.2) was used, with a
collection of scripts run manually to arm, trigger and read back data from the device
in place of the GAP interface for which the JET software was designed.
The experiments were successful, and the data collected by the bolometer system
was used to demonstrate an approximately 15% increase in measured power with
blackened bolometers, compared with the unblackened reference bolometers viewing
the same line of sight. This is shown in Figure 3.20, taken from the publication
resulting from the collaboration [78] and which shows the power calculated with the
new system’s voltage measurements and calibration procedure.
As a result of these successful tests, EPFL have ordered two D-TACQ units, which
will use the BOLODSP architecture, for an upgrade of their resistive bolometer
diagnostic.
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3.4 Lab-based measurements at PPPL
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (in Princeton, NJ, United States) are using
the D-TACQ BOLO8 for the NSTX-U resistive bolometer diagnostic. The bolometer
diagnostic on NSTX-U is managed in collaboration with Oak Ridge National Labor-
atory (ORNL), with Matt Reinke as the Responsible Officer. After initially working
with Matt on the tests in York (Section 3.1), I visited PPPL on two occasions to
do further lab-based testing of the bolometer sensors and electronics, since the lab
was able to provide testing equipment unavailable at CCFE which could be used to
better characterise the new system.
In return for the provision of lab equipment to perform these tests, I helped PPPL
to integrate the BOLO8 system into the NSTX-U shot cycle. This involved working
with Greg Tchilinguirian to specify the MDSplus [80] data tree to store the BOLO8
data, and develop software scripts to handle the various stages of the NSTX-U
shot cycle (arm, calibrate, trigger, readback). Since the MDSplus data acquisition
framework is used at a range of tokamaks, including TCV, this work will reduce
duplication of effort should the system be installed on additional tokamaks.
In this section, we focus only on the tests carried out. Chief among these was the
measurements of the absolute accuracy of the bolometer sensitivity. This involved
first calculating the sensitivity from calibrations, then calculating the absorbed
bolometer power in a test shot where the sensor was heated by a 405 nm laser. By
comparing the power to the known input power from the laser, we evaluate the
accuracy of the sensitivity calculation.
Additional tests included measurements of the bolometer response to a fixed input
power when the drive frequency was varied, and when the cable length was varied.
The linearity of the laser/bolometer system was also studied by varying the laser
power at a fixed drive frequency.
3.4.1 Laser profile
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the absorbed power, it is necessary to know with
good precision the amount of power incident on the bolometer sensor. The laser
power was measured by a Thorlabs PDA36A Silicon power meter [81]. This power
meter has an area of 13 mm2, which is larger than the area of the bolometer sensor
(3.8 mm× 1.4 mm). This means we need to scale the power measured by the power
meter according the ratio of the areas of the power meter and bolometer sensor. In
this way, we ensure that we compare the power density, which is the quantity of
interest.
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Figure 3.21: Laser beam profile when defocussed to ∼ 20 mm diameter
visible spot size. The profile is well described by a Gaussian curve with
a small baseline offset.
The profile of the laser spot is not uniform, however. It would in theory be possible
to focus the laser down to a point, small enough to ensure virtually all the power is
incident on the absorbing area of both the power meter and the bolometer sensor.
Unfortunately, this proved to be extremely sensitive to small changes of alignment
(such as plugging and unplugging cables in the apparatus, or adjusting the power
meter gain), due to the combination of the small surface area of the bolometer sensor
and the comparatively large distance between the sensor and the laser (initially 20 cm,
then 60 cm in later experiments). For consistency the laser was defocussed to produce
a large spot size (∼ 20 mm diameter), which was much more tolerant of alignment
errors caused by small movements of the laser and sensor housing. Due to the non-
uniformity of the spot, it is necessary to measure the profile of the spot in order to
determine whether we need to account for the laser profile when scaling the power
measured by the power meter onto the smaller bolometer sensor, or if assuming a
uniform spot introduces an acceptably small error.
Figure 3.21 shows the laser beam profile. This was measured by placing a narrow
slit between the defocussed laser and the power meter and scanning the laser hori-
zontally, keeping the slit and power meter fixed, and recording the measured power
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on the power meter. The profile fits a Gaussian curve, with a standard deviation of
(3.92± 0.20) mm and a small (0.39± 0.13) mm baseline offset, likely due to ambient
light in the lab. The laser beam was visually far more uniform in the vertical direc-
tion than the horizontal direction, so any error resulting from assuming uniformity in
the vertical direction is significantly smaller than the error in the horizontal direction.
We therefore assumed a uniform beam vertically, for simplicity.
By integrating the beam profile over the dimensions of the sensors, of width w and
height h, we obtain the total power which would be absorbed on each:
P tot = h×
∫ w/2
−w/2
P (x)dx (3.4.1)
Note that P (x), the beam profile in Figure 3.21, is the power as a function of
horizontal position, but integrated along the vertical length of the power meter. We
should therefore use h = 1 for the total power measured by the power meter, and
h = hbol/hpm for the bolometer sensor.
If the beam spot was uniform, the ratio of the total power absorbed by the power
meter and the sensor would be equal to the ratio of their areas. Therefore, the
difference in the ratio of the total calculated powers and the ratio of areas gives
the fractional error which results from assuming uniformity. The laser power meter
sensor is a square, with area 13 mm2 and hence width and height
√
13 mm. The
bolometer sensor is 1.3 mm wide and 3.8 mm high. The ratio of total power to area
is:
P totbol /P
tot
pm
Abol/Apm
= 1.027 (3.4.2)
We can see that there is a <3 % correction to the power density when accounting for
the non-uniformity of the beam, compared with simply scaling the measured power
by the sensor area. This is a small effect, and there are likely to be more significant
sources of error in calculating the expected measured power on the bolometer. For
example, the absorption coefficient for the gold sensor is well known for the laser
wavelength, but it will depend on the roughness and cleanliness of the gold foil.
There is also the possibility of stray light reflecting off the metal housing of the
sensor, since the gold foils are slightly recessed into this housing. We have tried
to minimise these effects, for example by using a bolometer channel with as few
angled surfaces around it as possible to reduce reflections, but it is unlikely that we
have eliminated all such effects, and the errors introduced are extremely difficult to
quantify.
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3.4.2 Sensitivity calculation: manual calibration method
In order to calculate the power absorbed by the bolometer sensor, we first needed an
accurate measure of the sensitivity. This is calculated by calibrating the bolometer
sensor. The new bolometer electronics has a novel calibration procedure, whose
accuracy still needed to be properly measured.
To get an idea of the sort of sensitivity to expect from the new calibration method,
we first performed the calibration with the method used by previous generations of
electronics, which is described further in Section 2.1.4. Some tokamaks, such as JET,
have electronics which automate the calibration procedure, but can only calibrate
one channel at a time. In the tests we carried out, the procedure was performed
manually. We used a potentiometer to balance the bridge before applying additional
heating, a power supply to supply the two voltage levels, and a digital multimeter
to read the output voltage.
The bolometer sensor was connected to a specially designed circuit, in which the
sensor formed one of the 4 paths of the Wheatstone bridge, with the reference
resistors shorted out. This bridge was balanced with the potentiometer, until an
output voltage of −0.001 mV was measured for U1 = 0.5 V input voltage. The input
voltage was then increased to U2 = 5 V. After waiting several seconds for the bridge
to reach equilibrium, a voltage of 7.07 mV was recorded. The sensor resistance, with
the reference resistors shorted out, was Rm‖m = 601.1 Ω. The ohmic heating power
is given by POH = (U22 −U21 )/(4Rm‖m), where U1 and U2 are the low and high input
voltages respectively, and Rm‖m is the resistance of the sensor with the reference
resistors shorted out. Then the effective capacity C is [73]:
C = 2× dU
POH
× 1
U2
(3.4.3)
With the above measurements, we calculated an effective capacity of 0.2750(4) W−1,
where the value in brackets signifies the uncertainty on the final digit. Multiplying
this by the drive voltage gives the sensitivity: S = 5.459(9) VW−1 for a 20 V drive,
or S = 4.945(8) VW−1 for an 18 V drive as used in the BOLO8 system. Note
however that this calibration has been done with DC voltages, and so produces a
DC sensitivity. The bolometer system uses an AC drive voltage in reality, and so
corrections must be applied to this calculated sensitivity if it is to be used with AC
data [57]. In this work, the DC sensitivity was used as a benchmark figure, to be
compared with the sensitivity as calculated by the new AC method (Section 3.4.3).
The sensitivity depends on the drive frequency and the electrical properties of the
system such as cable resistance and capacitance, as will be seen in Sections 3.4.7
and 3.4.8, but should be close to the DC sensitivity.
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Figure 3.22: Cooling curves for the in phase (I) and quadrature phase
(Q) components of the bridge output voltage for a calibration. Both are
well described by an exponential decay with a single time constant, as in
Equation 2.3.5.
3.4.3 Sensitivity calculation: BOLO8 calibration method
The BOLO8 calibration method was the second sensitivity calculation method to
be evaluated, and has been described in Section 2.2.1. This was much simpler to
perform than the manual calibration method from the end user’s perspective, since
the method is fully automated. Due to its speed and simplicity, a calibration was
performed before every test shot during the lab testing, giving relevant calibration
parameters for a wide range of operating configurations.
Sections 3.4.7 and 3.4.8 describe in more detail the sensitivity calculation for a range
of cable lengths and drive frequencies. Here we give just one calibration example,
for test shot 1558. This was performed with a gold foil sensor, and 1 V bias voltage
applied for 1 second.
Figure 3.22 shows the cooling curves that were measured and fitted in order to obtain
the sensitivity. Clearly the fits represent the data very well. The small deviation
at the beginning of the time trace is due to filter ripple from the digital filtering,
but has no large effect on the fit. The fit error on ∆V for both curves is around
0.01 %, and by dividing by the applied ohmic heating power we calculate a sensitivity
of 4.050(58) VW−1 for 18 V amplitude drive voltage. As expected, this is slightly
lower than the DC sensitivity calculated in Section 3.4.2, due to AC effects. The
uncertainty on the sensitivity measurement has been calculated by considering the
RMS noise of the calculated heating power, which is dominated by noise in the current
measurement. This could in theory be reduced by smoothing the current trace; there
would be no loss of information since the heating power is simply averaged over the
entire heating period. If we average the sensitivity values calculated over 13 shots
used in the laser power scan (Section 3.4.5), we get 4.048(16) VW−1.
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A bonus of this method is that we measure the cooling time as well. This was
calculated to be 0.095 921(6) s for this shot, and 0.095 942(15) s when averaged over
the same 13 shots as the sensitivity. A good test of the accuracy of the cooling time
is in the ability to measure a square wave for the absorbed power when the laser is
set at a constant power and repeatedly switched on and off. We shall demonstrate
this in Section 3.4.4.
Note that the uncertainty on the power measurements depends both on the uncer-
tainty in the calibration measurements and also on other factors such as the size
of the sensor, the reflectivity of the foil (and indeed any reflections from the metal
housing of the sensor) and the laser profile. Whilst the calibration results seem
surprisingly accurate, actual power measurements will have higher uncertainties as
a result of these additional sources of systematic error.
3.4.4 Absolute power accuracy
A key test of the new system is its ability to provide an absolute measurement
of power. Whilst it is sufficient for many experimental programmes to measure
relative changes in power, it is necessary for some experiments to know the absolute
amount of radiation, for example in power balance studies. We therefore performed
a relatively simple test to give an indication of the uncertainty in the measurement
of the absolute power.
The test consisted of setting up the laser with a low frequency square wave intensity:
on for maximum power for 1 second, then off for 1 second. The laser power was first
recorded with the power meter. This was set up at the same distance from the laser
as the bolometer sensor, to ensure the same power loss through scattering in the air
and beam divergence. Once the laser power had been measured on the power meter,
it was moved laterally until the beam was centred on one bolometer channel, and
the same test was repeated.
By using an on/off waveform, rather than a constant one, we can ensure that we
are correctly measuring the true absorbed power without any systematic offset. The
periods when the laser is off should read exactly 0 absorbed power. Furthermore, by
using a slow waveform we can see just how constant the measured power is, which
both gives an indication of whether the calculated cooling time is correct and shows
the level of noise present in the measurement.
With the laser defocussed to produce a spot size comparable to that in Section 3.4.1
and driven with a 0.5 Hz square wave voltage supply, we measured the absorbed
power on the silicon power meter. We recorded the measured voltage both when the
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Figure 3.23: Power meter responsivity for a selection of wavelengths.
We have extrapolated from the responsivity values supplied by the man-
ufacturer at a number of wavelengths (blue crosses) to calculate the
responsivity at the wavelength of the laser used for these tests (orange
dot).
laser light was on and when it was off, and subtracted the latter from the former, to
ensure we are measuring only light from the laser and not background light.
In order to convert the voltage reading V from the power meter into an absorbed
power Ppm, we need to know the responsivity R, which is a function of wavelength,
and the gain factor G:
Ppm =
V
G×R(λ) (3.4.4)
The gain factor can be looked up in the PDA36A manual, for all possible gain
settings. In contrast, the responsivity is a continuous function of wavelength, so
must be calculated explicitly.
Figure 3.23 shows a subset of the responsivity values for a selection of wavelengths,
taken from a spreadsheet provided by the manufacturer [82]. Using a cubic spline
interpolation across all these data points, we calculate the responsivity at the laser
wavelength of 405 nm to be 0.066 AW−1, which is shown as an orange dot on the
figure.
With a gain of 40 dB, we measure 0.1176 V from the power meter when the laser
is off, and 8.84 V when the laser is on. Using Equation 3.4.4, we calculate an
absorbed power of 0.86 mW on the power meter, or a power density of 66.3 Wm−2.
We therefore expect the power incident on the bolometer sensor to be 0.328 mW,
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Figure 3.24: Calculated power using the BOLO8 calibration for a slowly
flashing, defocussed laser beam. The square wave form of the laser power
has been reproduced well, and the power measured when the laser is
on (0.207(7) mW) is very close to what we expect the bolometer sensor
to measure (0.205 mW), based on measurements from the silicon power
meter and accounting for the detector area and the reflectivity of gold at
the laser wavelength of 405 nm.
assuming a uniform intensity. However, the bolometer sensor is made of gold foil,
which has a reflectance of 0.376 at 405 nm [67], and so only 62.4% this power will
be absorbed. We therefore expect to see 0.205 mW measured by the bolometer.
Figure 3.24 shows the measured power using the bolometer. We take the average
of all points when the laser is on (considered to be those where P > 0.8Pmax),
and subtract the average of all points where the laser is off (P < 0.2Pmax), to get
the net power absorbed from the laser by the sensor. We estimate the uncertainty
on this calculation using the sum in quadrature of the standard deviations of the
laser-on and laser-off periods. This gives the power absorbed by the bolometer as
0.207(7) mW, in excellent agreement with the expected power.
3.4.5 Laser power scan
We also performed a simple test of the linearity of the system. By adjusting the supply
voltage of the laser’s waveform generator, we could increase the laser power. Accord-
ing to its data sheet, the laser power output is linear with the supply voltage [83],
so we expect to measure a linear response on the bolometer.
We used the same waveform as in Section 3.4.4, again to ensure that there was no
systematic offset in the measurements. Similarly, the mean difference in measured
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Figure 3.25: Power measured by the bolometer as a function of the
modulation voltage applied to the laser. The relation is almost linear,
though a small quadratic term was needed for the best fit.
power when the laser was on and off was used to measure the absorbed power from
the laser by the bolometer sensor.
Since the absolute power density was not needed, the laser was focussed to a bright
spot instead of a diffuse one with approximately constant power density. This meant
the absorbed power was higher, and therefore allowed us to measure the bolometer
linearity over an order of magnitude change in the measured signal. Since the laser
was rated to 5 mW and the bolometer has approximately 60% absorption at 405 nm,
we expect to measure a maximum of 3 mW at 1 V, decreasing linearly to 0 W at
0 V.
Figure 3.25 shows the power measured by the bolometer as the modulation voltage
applied to the laser was varied. The laser data sheet implies a linear relationship,
but a better fit was obtained with a quadratic polynomial of the form P = c0 +
c1V + c2V 2, with c0 =−0.080(3) mW, c1 =3.35(1) mW/V and c2 =−0.17(1) mW/V2.
There is thus a small non-zero offset, and a slightly quadratic relationship, though
the quadratic coefficient is only 5% of the magnitude of the linear coefficient, so
overall the system is quite linear.
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The laser data sheet does not say how precise the linear relationship between supply
voltage and output power is, so it is not possible to say definitively whether this
deviation from linearity is due to the laser or the bolometer system. It is fair to
assume that it is a combination of both, though we cannot say for certain from this
test that the bolometer system’s linearity holds to anything better than 5%.
3.4.6 Laser frequency scan
A further test of the accuracy of the cooling time estimate can be made by varying the
frequency of the square wave laser waveform. As the frequency of the laser increases,
there is less time for the sensor to heat up and cool down, which reduces the maximum
measured amplitude. However, the calculated absorbed power using the bolometer
formula 2.1.9 (with the cooling time accounted for) should be independent of the
laser frequency.
For this test, the laser was again focussed in order to provide the largest possible
signal. The power calculation was performed using a Gaussian deconvolution filter
with a bandwidth of 1 kHz (the maximum laser frequency used in the test) for all
laser frequencies. This does increase the noise level on the measurements compared
with the best possible case, particularly for the lower frequency shots, but ensures
consistent processing across all laser frequencies.
We again used the difference between averaged “laser on” and averaged “laser-off”
measurements to calculate the laser power. We treated “laser on” as all data within
80% of the maximum measurement in the time trace, and “laser off” as all data
lower than 20% of the maximum measurement. Whilst this works reasonably well
at low frequencies, where the measured power is a well-defined square wave, it is
less successful at higher frequencies approaching the filter cut-off frequency. This
is because the higher harmonics of the square wave are suppressed, and the power
starts to look more like a sine wave.
Figure 3.26 shows the calculated power using this on/off averaging method. The
power is reasonably constant over two orders of magnitude in laser frequency, but
does show strong frequency dependence at higher frequencies. This is partly due to
the difficulties already mentioned regarding the processing method for calculating
the power in this way.
The effect of the FIR filters, both the windowed-sinc filter on the FPGA and the
Gaussian deconvolution filter used in post-processing, also contribute to the frequency
response. Both have cut-off frequencies of 1 kHz, so we expect attenuation by
approximately a factor of 4 for the 1 kHz measurement: a factor of 2 attenuation
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Figure 3.26: Laser power absorbed by the bolometer sensor, as a function
of laser frequency, with a square wave laser pulse. Although the power
is reasonably constant over 2 orders of magnitude, the 1 kHz filter band-
width reduces the calculated power at the highest frequency and there is
a small increase in the measured power at around 102 Hz, likely due to
filter ripple in the FPGA’s low-pass filter.
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Figure 3.27: Time traces showing the calculated power for different laser
frequencies at the same laser power. The calculated average power, as
shown in Figure 3.26, is shown as a black horizontal line in each plot.
This agrees well with a visual estimate of the power in all but the highest
frequency cases, where the attenuation of higher harmonics of the square
wave means the signal looks more sinusoidal and so there is no flat top
to average over.
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in each of the FPGA filter and the deconvolution filter. Additionally, filter-induced
ripple in the signal contributes to a slight over-estimation of the mean on and off
powers in the 20, 50 and 100 Hz traces, as can be seen from Figure 3.27. This
ripple mainly comes from the FPGA’s windowed-sinc filter, since this type of filter
prioritises good frequency-domain performance over minimising ripple. Finally, there
is some irregularity in the amplitude in the 1 kHz trace, which is likely to be due to
the limited sample rate of the output providing too few points to well resolve the
maxima and minima of each laser cycle.
It can be seen from Figure 3.27 that the power calculation using the mean on/off
method becomes less accurate at frequencies approaching the filter cutoff frequency.
Recall that this method requires both that the power measurement when the laser
is on is sufficiently flat and that the measured power drops to zero when the laser
is off. This is clearly not the case for the 500 Hz and 1000 Hz traces because of the
suppression of higher order harmonics of the square wave.
It is also possible to exploit our a priori knowledge of the laser waveform shape and
use spectral methods to determine the laser power. We know that the waveform is
a square wave, centred around Plaser/2 and with amplitude (half height) Plaser/2. If
S(t) is a square wave with amplitude 1 and offset 0, then the laser power is given
by:
P = Plaser2 (S(t)− 1) (3.4.5)
The Fourier series of the waveform described by Equation 3.4.5, for a laser of fre-
quency Flaser, is:
P˜ (f) = 4
pi
Plaser
2
∞∑
n=1,3,5...
1
n
sin (2pinFlaserf) (3.4.6)
Therefore, if we take the Fourier transform of the measured power, the amplitude of
the peak at Flaser (n = 1), is:
|P˜ (Flaser)| = 2Plaser
pi
(3.4.7)
We can therefore trivially calculate the laser power from this amplitude. Figure 3.28
shows the amplitude of the relevant peak for each laser frequency. Figure 3.29
compares the calculated laser power using the on/off mean method and this spectral
method. There is good agreement between both methods at intermediate frequencies,
and at the highest frequencies the mean on/off method over-estimates the power
compared to the spectral method, because the off mean power is not zero.
At the lowest frequency of 0.5 Hz, the spectral method overestimates the power
compared with the on/off method, and its estimation is unreasonably high. Further
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Figure 3.28: Spectra of laser frequencies, with laser frequency peak high-
lighted. The calculated peak height agrees well with the visual estimation
for all frequencies. The attenuation of higher harmonics of the square
waves at the higher frequencies, which caused problems for the on/off
averaging method, can also be clearly seen.
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Figure 3.29: Comparison of on/off mean and spectral methods of calculat-
ing laser power at different laser frequencies. There is good agreement at
intermediate frequencies, and at higher frequencies the spectral method
suggests the calculated power falls of more than the averaging method.
At the lowest frequency the spectral method appears to overestimate the
power compared with the on/off method.
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Figure 3.30: Comparison of on/off mean and spectral methods of cal-
culating laser power at different laser frequencies, after removing the
systematic offset from the 0.5 Hz spectrum. There is now good agreement
between the two methods at all but the highest frequencies, where we
expect the spectral method to be more accurate.
inspection revealed the presence of ripples in the spectrum at 0.5 Hz and its harmonics
in the measurements of all laser frequencies; the amplitude at 0.5 Hz was the same
in all other shots. It therefore seems that there is an additional amplitude offset
at 0.5 Hz which is not present (or significantly smaller) at higher frequencies. By
subtracting from the 0.5 Hz laser amplitude the mean amplitude of the spectra at
0.5 Hz from all the other traces, we can remove this systematic offset. The result is
shown in Figure 3.30. There is now much better agreement at the lowest frequency,
and the roll-off at higher frequencies is still more pronounced in the spectral method
than the on/off mean method, as expected.
Generally, the laser power is fairly constant over 2 orders of magnitude in frequency:
it is within 10% from 0.5 Hz to 200 Hz, before the filter roll-off starts to become
apparent at 500 Hz. However, there is a noticeable upwards trend in the measured
power before the roll-off. Whilst this could be due to a slight over-estimation of the
cooling time of the sensor, which is exacerbated at higher frequencies, it is more likely
that it is caused by filter ripple produced by the FPGA’s windowed-sinc low-pass
filter. Using a different type of low-pass filter (such as a Gaussian filter) may improve
this, at the cost of poorer performance in the frequency domain.
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3.4.7 Cable length scan
This section, and Section 3.4.8, are more concerned with the physical setup and
operation of the diagnostic. We have already seen in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 that
AC effects affect the sensitivity of the diagnostic. These tests were performed to
quantify those effects.
We first investigated the effect on the calibration of increasing the cable length.
A series of calibrations was performed, with the cable length increased by joining
multiple lengths of cable together. The cable used was off-the-shelf CAT-7 cable,
the same type as is to be used in the MAST-Upgrade installation. Since the cable
has a finite resistance and capacitance, it attenuates both the AC excitation voltage
applied to the sensor, and also the output voltage from the sensor. A longer cable
has higher resistance and capacitance, and hence a greater attenuation. This means
that for a given bridge imbalance (i.e. for a given absorbed power), the bolometer
signal will be smaller with a longer cable.
The DC method of calibrating the sensor to calculate the sensitivity, as described
in Section 3.4.2, does not account for cable attenuation with an AC drive, since
this attenuation is not present at DC. Corrections to the DC sensitivity to account
for AC effects have been derived [57], but they require knowing to high precision
the resistance and capacitance of each individual cable. Not only is this difficult to
measure, but these quantities may change over time, or if the cable is stressed or
otherwise moved, which can conceivably happen between successive calibrations.
The BOLO8 calibration method is an AC method, and so intrinsically includes such
effects. We therefore expect to measure different sensitivities for different cable
lengths: these will be accurate reflections of the sensitivity of the bolometer sensor
during operations.
Figure 3.31 shows the variation of sensitivity with cable length, normalised to the
shortest available cable length. As expected, the sensitivity decreases with increasing
cable length. The effect is more pronounced for the higher 30 kHz drive frequency,
which is also expected. The attenuation is significant: failing to account for it after
performing a DC calibration would introduce a systematic error on the order of 15%
for an 18 kHz drive frequency, and 30% for a higher frequency drive of 30 kHz.
Figure 3.32 shows the calculated power for each of these cable lengths, using the
calculated sensitivities and cooling times, when the bolometer was illuminated with
the same 0.5 Hz laser waveform used in Section 3.4.4. The variation in calculated
power over cable length is now only around 3%, significantly lower than the 15–
30% variation in the sensitivity, which demonstrates that the calibration procedure
successfully accounts for cable attenuation automatically.
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Figure 3.31: Sensitivity as a function of cable length for two different drive
frequencies, normalised to the sensitivity for the shortest cable length. In
both cases the sensitivity decreases as the cable length increases, due to
AC attenuation effects in the cable. The sensitivity falls off at a higher
rate at the higher frequency, as the AC attenuation effects are more
pronounced.
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Figure 3.32: Calculated power as a function of cable length, using the
mean on/off method. There is small variation in the calculated power,
but it is much lower than the variation in the sensitivity. This suggests
that the new calibration method is successfully accounting for AC effects.
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3.4.8 Drive frequency scan
Finally, a test was performed to measure the effect of drive frequency on the sens-
itivity and hence the measured power. One of the advantages of the new BOLO8
system over older bolometer electronics is the ability to vary the frequency of the
AC excitation voltage. This allows the system to operate in a region of the spectrum
away from strong sources of electrical noise, and was taken advantage of during JET
operations, described in Section 3.2.2, to avoid a strong noise source at 20 kHz. How-
ever, changing the drive frequency to reduce measurement noise is only advantageous
if the measurement itself is still accurate. We were interested to see if there was any
systematic error involved in moving away from the design frequency of 20 kHz.
For these tests, we focussed the laser to produce a larger signal (again, relative
power between shots is the most interesting quantity here) and modulated it with
a slow, 0.5 Hz square wave voltage supply. We then scanned through the available
range of drive frequencies supported by the system, from 5 kHz to 45 kHz. At each
frequency in the scan a calibration was performed with the laser off, then the laser
was turned on and the bridge output voltage measured and used to calculate the
power. We used the on/off averaging method described in Section 3.4.4 to calculate
the absorbed power on the bolometer sensor.
Figure 3.33 shows the power calculated during this scan, normalised to the laser
power output at the same distance and focus measured by the silicon power meter.
Due to the reflectivity of gold, as mentioned in Section 3.4.4, we expect this ratio to
be around 63 %. Even though (with the exception of the 5 kHz measurement), all
drive frequencies are within a few percent of this expected value, there is a noticeable
trend for higher measured power peaked at around 20 kHz.
This measurement bump can also be seen in the sensitivity calculated for each drive
frequency. Following similar logic to Section 3.4.7, the attenuation of the signal due
to cable resistance and capacitance is greater for higher frequencies, and so we expect
to see a steady, monotonic drop in the sensitivity as the drive frequency increases.
Indeed, this is what we see if we plot the voltage amplitude with the laser turned
on, as can be seen in Figure 3.34. However, Figure 3.35 shows that the sensitivity
does not uniformly decrease: it plateaus at approximately 20 kHz. This suggests
that there is some frequency dependence in the calibration procedure.
In fact, the peak is likely to be at 19.3 kHz, which is the resonant frequency of the LC
filter isolating the offset DAC from the measurement ADC. Recall from Chapter 2
that the BOLO8 hardware contains LC notch filters on the two differential inputs
to the main ADC, which are intended to isolate the offset DAC from the bridge
by providing a high impedance at the expected drive frequency of around 20 kHz.
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Figure 3.33: Power measured with the bolometer sensor as a function of
drive frequency, normalised to the power measured by the power meter.
Due to the reflectivity of gold, we expect this ratio to be around 63 %.
Whilst this is true at around 20 kHz, the ratio falls off either side of this
frequency, with a more dramatic fall off at lower drive frequencies.
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Figure 3.34: Peak bolometer output voltage as a function of drive fre-
quency. The peak voltage reduces at higher drive frequencies due to AC
attenuation effects in the cable.
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Figure 3.35: Variation of calculated sensitivity with drive frequency.
Whilst there is an overall decrease in the sensitivity as the drive frequency
increases, it does not match that of the peak bridge voltage shown in Fig-
ure 3.34. In particular, there is a flattening off of the sensitivity around
20 kHz to 30 kHz.
The offset DAC has an output impedance of 50 Ω; this acts as a voltage divider to
reduce the bridge voltage if the offset DAC is not properly isolated. Although the
Schottky diodes provide good isolation during measurement mode (when they are
reverse biased by the negative voltage output by the offset DAC), they do not of
course isolate the offset DAC during the heating phase of the calibration. During
heating, we instead rely on the LC notch filter to both reduce the noise output by
the offset DAC and prevent it from loading the circuit. The effectiveness of the notch
filter varies significantly with frequency (the notch is around 10 kHz wide), and so
different drive frequencies will result in different amounts of loading the bridge.
Recall that the calibration method involves applying a DC voltage (and hence
current) to ohmically heat the sensor’s measurement resistors. This DC heating
is applied in addition to the ohmic heating by the AC drive voltage. If there is a
different amount of AC heating during the DC heating phase (due to bridge loading)
and the cooling phase (when the diodes prevent bridge loading), then the simple
estimation of the net applied heating power (POH = 2VDCIDC during heating, and
POH = 0 during cooling) is not completely accurate.
Figure 3.36 illustrates this effect. It shows the ratio of the measured output voltage
amplitude of the bolometer sensor, with a fixed bridge imbalance, when the off-
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Figure 3.36: Ratio of bolometer output voltage amplitudes with forward
and reverse biasing, for the same bridge imbalance. Away from the
19.3 kHz peak impedance of the LC filter, the finite output impedance of
the offset DAC loads the bolometer bridge circuit and acts as a voltage
divider to reduce the voltage measured by the ADC. By normalising to
the reverse-biased voltage measurement (when the offset DAC is isolated),
AC cable attenuation effects have been removed.
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Figure 3.37: LTspice circuit to model the bolometer sensor and BOLO8
system. The bolometer sensor is represented by a slightly unbalanced
Wheatstone bridge, and the main and offset DACs by differential voltage
sources. The diodes and LC filters are also included.
set DAC was applying a forward bias to the diodes (Vf) and when it was apply-
ing a reverse bias (Vr). Normalising to the reverse bias voltage reading removes
other frequency effects, such as the cable attenuation. The overall trend of Fig-
ures 3.33 and 3.36 is remarkably similar, which strongly suggests that it is this
variation in the ohmic heating during the calibration that is responsible for the
variation in both sensitivity and therefore calculated power.
This effect has also been modelled using the circuit analysis software LTspice [84]. We
designed a circuit consisting of a slightly imbalanced Wheatstone bridge to simulate
the bolometer sensor, a pair of differential voltage sources to simulate the main and
offset DACs, and the Schottky diodes and the LC filters of the offset circuitry. The
simulated circuit is shown in Figure 3.37. No cable resistance or capacitance was
included as these values were not known for the cables used in our tests, so the
results should be compared to the Vf/Vr normalised data presented in Figure 3.36.
We simulated varying the drive frequency between 5 kHz and 45 kHz, to match the
lab tests, and measured the output voltage difference between the bridge and the
diodes, in the same place in the circuit that the main ADC on the BOLO8 measures
this voltage.
We also attempted to derive an analytic formula for the expected bridge output
voltage, as a function of both bridge imbalance and drive frequency. This extends the
simple Wheatstone bridge circuit of the bolometer sensor to include the offset DAC’s
output impedance and the notch filters, but neglects the diodes and the resistance
and capacitance of the cables. The effective circuit is shown in Figure 3.38, where
Vdr and Vm are the drive and measured output voltages respectively, Z1 to Z4 are
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Figure 3.38: The effective circuit used to derive the analytic formula for
the bridge output voltage during calibration. The bridge resistors have
impedances Z1 to Z4, whilst Z5 represents the output impedance of the
main DAC, which supplies the drive voltage Vdr. The impedance of the
offset DAC in series with the two LC filters is represented by ZOS, and
the bridge output voltage measured by the ADC is Vm.
the bridge resistors, Z5 is the output impedance of the main DAC and Zos is the
series impedance of the two LC filters plus the output impedance of the offset DAC:
Zos = Ros + 2
(
ωC + 1
ωL+RI
)
(3.4.8)
Here, Ros is the output resistance of the offset DAC, ω is the angular frequency of
the excitation voltage, C is the capacitance of the LC filters’ capacitors, and L and
RI are the inductance and internal resistance of the filters’ inductors respectively.
We derive the Thévenin voltage Vth and impedance Zth by considering the Thévenin
equivalent circuit, shown in Figure 3.39. Then the measured voltage is calculated
using a simple potential divider:
Vm = Vth
(
Zos
Zos + Zth
)
(3.4.9)
We can evaluate Equation 3.4.9 for the components used in the LTspice simulation.
Their properties were in turn taken from the data sheets of the BOLO8’s DACs
and LC filter components. Using the same resistance values as those in the LTspice
simulation, we can compare the analytic and numerical models to see whether the
analytic model is sufficient to describe the circuit.
Figure 3.40 shows the results of the comparison. The analytic model has the same
qualitative form as the simulation, but there is a substantial discrepancy between
them. Unlike the original LTspice model, the analytic model does not include the
diodes (which do have some finite resistance). However, a second LTspice simulation
with the diodes removed showed that the diodes do not have a significant impact on
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Figure 3.39: Thévenin equivalent circuit for bolometer sensor and BOLO8
system. The bridge resistors and the main DAC’s output impedance are
described by the Thévenin impedance Zth, and the Thévenin voltage Vth
represented the measured voltage difference across the diagonal of the
Wheatstone bridge measured by the ADC.
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Figure 3.40: Comparison of bridge voltages as a function of frequency
for the analytic model, LTspice simulations with and without Schottky
diodes, and the measurements of the ratio of the bridge voltage amplitude
with forward and reverse bias voltages (Vf/Vr) from PPPL. The LTspice
simulations agree well with the PPPL data, and the presence of the diodes
does not seem to have a significant impact on the voltage. The analytic
model does show the same qualitative behaviour: a peak at 19.3 kHz
which falls off either side, with a more rapid fall off at lower frequencies.
However, the fall off rate is much lower than for either the simulations or
the PPPL data.
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the measured bridge output voltage.
Also plotted on Figure 3.40 is the measured data Vf/Vr from Figure 3.36. Since the
normalisation by Vr removes the cable attenuation effects, we expect good agreement
(apart from a linear scaling due to the different bridge imbalance) with the predicted
curves. The agreement with the LTspice simulations is excellent, which demonstrates
that the circuit components’ parameters, as taken from data sheets, are suitable.
However, the disagreement with the analytic model suggests that this model does
not sufficiently capture all the properties of the complex bolometer/BOLO8 circuit.
These investigations do support the idea that the reduction in ohmic heating during
calibration due to the offset circuitry’s finite impedance is the cause of the variation
in sensitivity, and therefore in calculated power, with drive frequency. However, it is
not clear whether it is possible to derive an analytical correction factor for this effect.
A simpler option would be to use the data in Figure 3.33 as an empirical correction
factor to be applied to future measurements, though it is possible that no correction
would be needed anyway. Figure 3.33 shows that there is only around a 5% reduction
in the measured power between 10 kHz and 30 kHz, and even less in the 15 kHz to
25 kHz range in which the system is likely to operate, if shifting frequency is used
solely for noise reduction. Running the system with drive frequencies far from the
design frequency is unlikely to be routine.
3.4.9 Summary of PPPL tests
The tests at PPPL with the production ACQ2106/BOLO8 hardware demonstrated
first and foremost the suitability of the FPGA BOLODSP firmware design and
its ability to produce reliable data. It also confirmed that the greatly increased
operational flexibility made possible using FPGA technology does not come at the
cost of significantly reduced data quality. The new calibration method was shown
to be robust to changes in the physical setup of the diagnostic — specifically cable
lengths — and in the operation of the diagnostic at different drive frequencies. The
effect of varying the laser power and frequency was also in line with expectations.
Finally, the absolute accuracy of the system was demonstrated, which showed that
the calculated power was within a few percent of the expected power, based on
measurements with a silicon power meter. Absolute bolometer measurements are
difficult, but vital for the success of power balance studies, where the amount of power
radiated by the plasma must be accurately measured. As an added bonus, a missing
factor of two in the sensitivity calculation was discovered during testing, which had
initially been hidden during the JET tests (Section 3.2) by the étendue reflection
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correction, and would have been extremely difficult to locate once operations had
started on MAST-U.
Ultimately, these tests demonstrate that the ACQ2106/BOLO8 system is ready for
installation and operation on MAST-U, and is expected to produce high quality,
reliable data.
3.5 Implications for installation on
MAST-Upgrade
Delays in the completion of MAST-Upgrade meant that the planned installation and
commissioning of the bolometer system is not scheduled until after the completion
of this thesis. However, the tests done during the development of the new bolometer
electronics have proven the system is fit for purpose. Several interesting aspects of the
electronics and the sensors have been identified, such as the cooling time’s dependence
on pressure and the small variation of measured power with drive frequency, and
these will be taken into account when interpreting the MAST-U bolometer data.
Proving the reliability of the real-time power output is particularly important, since
we can now justify integrating the bolometer system into a future plasma exhaust
control system. This will really exploit the capabilities of the FPGA, and greatly
enhance MAST-Upgrade’s credentials as one of the most advanced tokamaks in the
world.
Integration of the diagnostic into the data acquisition systems of two tokamaks,
JET and NSTX-U, means that a lot of the development work needed to enable
the diagnostic to go through a shot cycle has already been completed. This will
certainly shorten the commissioning time required when the system is installed on
MAST-U. Successful demonstrations of the system on these high profile tokamaks
has generated interest from the wider fusion community and lead to the BOLO8
system being ordered for TCV and NSTX-U, with other labs also interested in the
technology.
Chapter 4
The Langmuir Probe diagnostic
In this chapter we describe the design of the divertor Langmuir Probe diagnostic. In
a similar manner to Chapter 2, we outline the underlying physics of the diagnostic
and its requirements. We then proceed to describe the system’s hardware, FPGA
firmware and associated software.
4.1 Principles
The Langmuir probe was one of the earliest methods employed to diagnose plas-
mas [29, 14]. In its most basic form, illustrated in Figure 4.1, it consists of an
electrode inserted into the plasma, to which a voltage is applied relative to the vessel
wall. The current is measured for a range of voltage biases, and from this several
plasma parameters can be inferred.
The relative simplicity of the probe hardware makes it an attractive diagnostic, and
indeed Langmuir probes are ubiquitous in magnetic fusion research. However, the
Plasma
Probe
Iprobe
Vbias
Vessel
Figure 4.1: Cartoon overview of the Langmuir probe principle. A probe
is inserted into the plasma, and a voltage Vbias is applied relative to the
vessel wall. The current Iprobe is measured for a range of bias voltages.
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requirement to physically insert the probe into the plasma means the technique
has several limitations. Firstly, the plasma conditions must be survivable by the
probe itself, which in tokamaks effectively means that Langmuir probes can only
be used in the edge and divertor regions. Reciprocating probes can be used to
measure more extreme plasma conditions for short periods of time [85, 86, 87], but
even these cannot measure deep into the core of the confined plasma without being
destroyed. The importance of edge effects in tokamak plasmas does mean though
that in practice this limitation does not dramatically reduce the usefulness of the
Langmuir probe.
Secondly, the probe interacts with the plasma into which it has been inserted, and
therefore alters the local plasma conditions. Care must be taken in interpreting the
data from the probe, since we must relate the measurements of the local perturbed
plasma to conditions in the unperturbed plasma farther from the probe. In fact, the
successful interpretation of the data from the probe is typically equally as challenging
as the development of the probe hardware and acquisition of the data itself.
Several arrangements of Langmuir probes can be used to infer plasma parameters.
The most common technique is to sweep the voltage of a single probe whilst measuring
the current, and to calculate plasma parameters using the measured current as a
function of the applied voltage, known as an “IV characteristic”. This is described
in Section 4.1.1. Other techniques, such as using two or three closely-located probes,
can provide measurements on time scales of turbulent fluctuations [88, 89], but these
suffer from inaccuracies due to plasma conditions being different at each of the
different probes. For the MAST-U system, the method of sweeping the voltage on
individual probes is used. We shall therefore confine our discussion to this method.
4.1.1 The IV characteristic
The form of the IV characteristic is primarily determined from the theory of the elec-
trostatic sheath [90, 14, 29]. The theoretical form is shown on the left of Figure 4.2,
and can be explained qualitatively as follows.
At very negative voltages, all electrons are repelled by the probe, and ions are
collected. The current is limited by the rate at which ions can reach the probe:
this is the ion saturation current Isat. As the voltage increases, fewer electrons
get repelled, which reduces the net current. Eventually, few enough electrons are
repelled that the ion and electron currents balance and there is zero net current.
The voltage at which this occurs is the floating potential Vf . If the probe were
floating (i.e. isolated from the vessel ground), electrons would naturally collect on
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Figure 4.2: Left: a theoretical IV characteristic, showing the ion sat-
uration current Isat, floating potential Vf , plasma potential (or space
potential) Vs and the electron saturation current. Taken from [90]. Right:
a real-world IV characteristic from a probe in an inductively-coupled
discharge, taken from [91]. The form mostly follows the theoretical form,
but the electron current does not saturate and the ratio of electron to
ion saturation currents is much smaller.
the probe (due to their greater mobility) and charge it up negatively until it reached
this potential.
As we increase the voltage still further, the charging effect of the electron collection
is gradually cancelled out by the applied voltage. When the probe voltage reaches
the same value as the voltage in the plasma far from the probe (the plasma potential
or space potential Vs), there is no repulsion of either electrons or ions, but the higher
mobility of the electrons due to their lower mass means that the current drawn by
the probe is dominated by the electron current. The ratio of the current at this point
(the electron saturation current) to the ion saturation current is given by
√
mi/me,
where mi and me are the ion and electron masses respectively, which is simply the
ratio of the velocities of the electrons and ions [90]. A probe voltage any higher than
this will not see an appreciable increase in current, as the current is already limited
by the rate at which electrons are collected by the probe.
Current is of course the rate of flow of charge, I = qv. By considering the relative
velocities of the electrons and ions as they enter the sheath around the probe, we
can derive [14] an expression for the current drawn as a function of voltage up to
the plasma potential, for a Maxwellian plasma with an electron temperature Te:
Iprobe = Isat
(
1− exp
(
e(Vprobe − Vf )
kBTe
))
(4.1.1)
This model works well for probes in un-magnetised plasmas, but does not completely
describe the IV characteristic of a probe in a magnetised plasma. The effective area
of the probe depends on the magnetic field (through for example the Larmor radius
and cross-field diffusion), and this in turn affects the current collected. In particular,
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the ratio of the electron and ion saturation currents is greatly reduced compared
to the un-magnetised case. Additionally, the expansion of the sheath’s volume as
the voltage is increased above the plasma potential also increases the collection area
and so prevents the electron current from saturating. Both these effects can be
seen on the right of Figure 4.2, which shows an actual IV characteristic from an
inductively-coupled discharge (a plasma which is produced using radio frequency
waves and confined magnetically [92]). Note too that the presence of the magnetic
field in this case has actually resulted in a positive floating potential.
A complete discussion of the physical model of a Langmuir probe IV characteristic
in a tokamak plasma is beyond the scope of this work. The important point to note
is that a Langmuir probe diagnostic must be capable of producing such a curve, by
biasing the probe at a range of voltages and measuring the current at each of those
voltages.
4.1.2 MAST-U’s divertor Langmuir probes
As previously mentioned, MAST-U has a novel and highly flexible geometry which
includes an upper and lower Super-X divertor. The position of strike point for the
outer divertor leg can be varied enormously [39]. In order to maintain good spatial
resolution, whilst still providing coverage of all the regions of the divertor wall which
could be conceivably be in contact with the plasma, a large number of probes are
needed.
The MAST-U diagnostic consists of 4 arrays of probes, with two arrays each in the
upper and lower divertors. In each divertor, the two arrays are toroidally separated
by approximately 180°. The coverage of both upper and lower divertors enables
measurements of up/down asymmetry in the plasma, most likely due to imperfect
control of the plasma’s vertical position. The two separate toroidal locations enable
measurements of toroidal asymmetry.
In total, MAST-U’s 4 divertor Langmuir probe arrays will have approximately 850
probes. This represents a large increase on the 576 probes installed on MAST [93],
and substantially more than other tokamaks. Providing the electronics to sweep the
voltage across such a large number of probes, and to digitise the current from all of
the probes, is a significant challenge. If we were to simply connect up a separate
power supply and a current and voltage monitor to each individual probe, the system
would require an enormous amount of space and be extremely expensive. We instead
need a solution which minimises the amount of electronics required to bias and
measure the probes. The chosen solution is discussed in Section 4.2.
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4.2 Hardware
Langmuir probes do not typically require very specialised electronics. Often, a
waveform generator connected to an amplifier is used to provide the range of bias
voltages required to produce an IV characteristic, the probe voltage is digitised with
an ADC, and the probe current is measured using an ADC to measure the voltage
drop across a shunt resistor. Representative examples are described in [94] and [95].
Each probe generally requires its own set of electronics to supply the bias voltage
and to record this voltage and the corresponding probe current.
In order to address the challenge of measuring the huge number of probes in MAST
and MAST-U, as described in Section 4.1.2, bespoke electronics was required. A
modular solution was chosen for MAST, consisting of a power supply and amplifier
to supply the bias voltage, a voltage and current monitor and a multiplexer. The
use of the multiplexer means that one set of electronics was used for up to 16 probes,
significantly reducing the amount of electronics required at the cost of reducing the
rate of repeated sweeps for individual probes.
For the MAST-U probe diagnostic, the chosen solution is again modular, using a set
of 40 modules where each module is responsible for 16 probes to enable operation
of up to 640 probes in a shot. Similar to the original MAST system, each module
consists of a power supply, a high-power (±250 V, ±4 A), high-bandwidth amplifier
and a multiplexer. In addition to separate improvements to the design of the power
supply and amplifier made by the CCFE electronics group, we asked: can we enhance
the multiplexer by incorporating the probe multiplexing, measurement of the probe
currents and voltages and overall control of the module all in a single compact unit
using FPGA technology?
A schematic of the module, including the multiplexer unit designed to answer this
question, is shown in Figure 4.3. A DAC on the multiplexer converts a digital bias
voltage waveform into a low-voltage analogue signal in the range ±2.5 V. This is
sent to the amplifier, which amplifies the signal up to ±250 V, and the high voltage
signal is returned to the multiplexer. The voltage and current are digitised by 16-bit
ADCs, and the amplifier output is directed to a set of 16 switches (of which only 6
are shown in Figure 4.3 for simplicity), with the output of each switch connected to
an individual probe. The multiplexer controls which switch is turned on at which
point, enabling the voltage sweep to be applied to each individual probe in turn (the
sequence in which probes are turned on is completely configurable).
Additional 12-bit ADCs on the probe side of the switch measure the probe voltage
for each individual probe. When the switch is closed this should equal the voltage
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of a single MAST-U Langmuir probe electronics
module. The multiplexer generates a low-voltage version of the probe
bias waveform using a DAC, and this is amplified by the high-voltage
amplifier. The amplified signal returns to the multiplexer, where the
current (measured using the voltage drop across a 0.2 Ω shunt resistor)
and voltage are digitised by ADCs, and the amplifier output is connected
to one of 16 probes. Additional ADCs on the probe side of the switches are
used to measure the voltage when the probe is isolated from the amplifier:
in this case the floating potential is measured. The power supply is not
shown, but supplies power to both the amplifier and multiplexer. All
voltage measurements are with respect to vessel ground, though we have
omitted this in the figure to simplify the layout.
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measured by the amplifier, minus any very small voltage drop due to the small resist-
ance of the switch itself. When the switch is open so that the probe is disconnected
from the amplifier, this ADC measures the floating potential of the probe. This
means that the module can provide 12-bit floating potential measurements for all 16
probes simultaneously, in addition to 16-bit sweep measurements for one probe at a
time.
The DAC and all ADCs sample at 1 MSPS, and the amplifier has a bandwidth of
approximately 60 kHz. The high bandwidth is important, since the multiplexing
of up to 16 probes means we need to sweep each probe quickly in order to obtain
acceptable time resolution for each individual probe. When sweeping all 16 probes
with a 65 µs sweep time, as used by the previous MAST electronics, each individual
probe is swept once every 1.04 ms, which sets the time resolution for that probe. The
simultaneous floating potential measurements at 1 MSPS enable us to study high
bandwidth fluctuations, such as turbulent fluctuations, which could not be resolved
by sweeping the probes; we shall see examples of this in Chapter 5.
4.2.1 The multiplexer
The multiplexer functions as the controller for each Langmuir Probe module. As
well as digitising the current and voltages, producing the analogue bias voltage
waveform and synchronising the multiplexing of the probes with the bias waveform,
it is required to interface with the MAST-U data acquisition and central timing
infrastructure and to handle configuration of the module. To provide the capability
to perform all of these tasks whilst keeping the system low-cost and compact, the
multiplexer uses FPGA technology.
Like the bolometer system described in Chapter 2, the multiplexer features a Xilinx
Zynq chip: a powerful combination of FPGA programmable logic and a dual-core
ARM CPU. An off-the-shelf Avnet MicroZed board [96] mounted on an FMC carrier
card is used, which contains a Zynq 7Z010 FPGA, Gigabit Ethernet, multiple Pmod™
connectors and an LPC FMC connector to provide sufficient I/O ports to connect
the various hardware components of the multiplexer to the FPGA. The Zynq chip
used in the multiplexer features fewer FPGA logic resources than that used in the
bolometer, because we have no need to perform complex signal processing on the
multiplexer.
A photo of the multiplexer is shown in Figure 4.4. The many components of the
multiplexer, including power supplies, switches, DAC, ADCs and FPGA board fit
neatly into a 1U, 19-inch unit. This is paired with a crate containing the power
supply and two amplifiers (so there are two multiplexers per crate) to create a
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Figure 4.4: A photo of the multiplexer unit. The red boards front right
are the MicroZed and FMC carrier, and the 16 switch boards can be
seen at the back in two rows of 8. The rear left board consists of power
supplies to the various components of the multiplexer, and the DAC and
16-bit ADCs are on the front left board. The multiplexer fits in a 1U,
19-inch rack; a crate containing a power supply, two amplifiers and two
multiplexers fits in a 7U, 19-inch rack and provides 32 channels.
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compact, modular unit. By moving much of the complex control logic onto the
FPGA, the cost and footprint of the system are greatly reduced.
4.3 FPGA design
In common with several other FPGA-based diagnostics at MAST-U, including the
initial version of the bolometer design, the Langmuir probe multiplexer’s FPGA
firmware uses the Xillybus IP core to transfer data between the FPGA programmable
logic and ARM processor. The deterministic timing offered by the FPGA means
that we implement all the functionality which needs precise synchronisation in the
programmable logic. This includes the SPI interfaces with the DAC and all 18 ADCs
(two 16-bit ADCs to measure the current and voltage output by the amplifier and
16 12-bit ADCs to measure the voltage on the output of the switches), with the
sampling synchronised to an external master clock to ensure a common time base
with other plant systems.
The voltage waveform sent to the DAC is stored in a RAM on the FPGA, with
successive values being retrieved every 1µs. This fixed readout rate was chosen to
keep the FPGA design as simple as possible. The RAM can contain up to 65 536
entries, so the maximum length of the bias voltage waveform is 65.536 ms; this is
limited by the available FPGA memory and is sufficient for MAST-U’s needs. The
length of the waveform is configurable, meaning the waveform shape, voltage range
and period can be independently varied to produce the desired waveform. This
provides good flexibility, and enables the system to use waveforms most suitable to
the expected plasma conditions in a wide variety of shots.
Similarly, the probe switching sequence is stored in a smaller RAM on the FPGA.
This RAM can contain up to 64 entries, which is expected to be more than sufficient
for a system with up to 16 probes. The sequence consists of a series of 16-bit bit-
fields, where each bit corresponds to one probe. A value of 1 means that the switch
for that probe is closed and so the probe is connected to the amplifier. A value of
0 means that the switch is open, so the probe is disconnected from the amplifier.
In principle, more than one probe can be connected to the amplifier simultaneously
by setting more than one bit to a value of 1, but the difficulty in interpreting the
resulting data means this feature is unlikely to ever be used.
The switching of probes is synchronised with the waveform generation. The FPGA
first reads the value in the switch sequence from the sequence RAM, and sets the
switches appropriately. It then reads the first value from the voltage waveform RAM
and sends it to the DAC. Every 1µs, it reads the next value from the waveform
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RAM and sends it to the DAC, until it has reached the number of samples equal to
the waveform length which has been configured. It then reads the next value of the
switch sequence, sets the switches and returns to the start of the voltage waveform
to repeat the process. This means every probe in the sequence has the same voltage
waveform applied to it, and the same voltage waveform is used throughout each
shot. The waveform and switch sequence can of course be different across different
multiplexers, and both can be changed on a shot by shot basis.
Although the FPGA firmware is capable of working with arbitrary waveforms, there
are some restrictions imposed by the hardware. To avoid damage to the electronics,
the voltage should be at 0 V when the switches are changed, else sudden changes
in resistance can cause large current spikes which can destroy the amplifier. The
waveforms should therefore be designed to include several µs at the beginning and end
at 0 V. In addition, there is a time delay in the signal passing through the amplifier,
measured empirically to be about 7µs, so the FPGA also includes a configurable
delay between outputting the voltage on the DAC and changing the values of the
switches to ensure that the end of the waveform and the change of switch value
coincide to the nearest µs.
The FPGA also records the 6 kHz clock used for the MAST-U power supplies. These
are switched-mode power supplies, and each time they switch a large amount of
noise is induced in any nearby electronics, including the probes and their cabling.
This means that any IV characteristics measured during the power supply switching
will be swamped with noise and rendered unusable, so this signal provides a simple
means of masking off these IV characteristics during post processing. The power
supply clock is sampled at the same 1 MSPS as the voltage, current and switch traces
to provide a common time base to ease post-processing of this data.
Each of these functions is implemented by a module in the FPGA design. Like
the bolometer’s Xillybus-based FPGA design, the FPGA also implements the FIFO
interface required to stream the ADC measurements to the processor’s RAM. In
addition to these measurements, and the MAST-U power supply clock, the value of
the switch sequence is recorded with the same time base as the ADCmeasurements, in
order to accurately determine which probe is being swept for any given ADC sample.
A control interface and clock module closely modelled on the bolometer Xillybus
design are also included. Since their functionality is identical to that described in
Section 2.3 (with the exception that only a single 120 MHz clock is output by the
clock module for use with the ADCs and DACs), they are not described here.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the interaction between the modules in the FPGA design, many
of which have the same functionality as those described in Section 2.3. The only
changes are the SPI interfaces to the DAC and ADCs, and the module responsible
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Figure 4.5: The modular design of the FPGA firmware for the multiplexer,
showing the logical flow of data between modules. Like Figure 2.8, many
of the two way connections between modules are omitted for clarity.
Again, all logic on the FPGA chip is inside the dashed box, and the
external interfaces to the DAC and ADCs, the multiplexer switches and
the DATAC and timing networks are shown.
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for sending the waveform to the DAC and synchronising the switch sequence with
this waveform.
4.3.1 Web server with CherryPy
We exploit the convenience and simplicity of programming a CPU to implement
most of the control functionality of the multiplexer using software running on an
Ubuntu-based Xillinux Linux distribution on the MicroZed. The operating system is
fundamentally the same as that used in the original design of the bolometer system,
described in Section 2.3, but does not require the modifications which needed to be
made to run on D-TACQ’s ACQ2106 hardware, since the MicroZed is supported out
of the box by Xillinux.
The interface with MAST-U’s central data acquisition infrastructure is handled using
HTTP, in a similar manner to the Jetblack interface implemented for installation
of the bolometer on JET and described in Section 2.3.2. No existing software was
available for the MAST-U interface, meaning the software needed to be written
from scratch. The experience of working with Jetblack led to the adoption of
CherryPy [97], a Python web framework, since Jetblack itself is based on this
framework.
This design means the system functions as an HTTP server, which receives requests
from the MAST-U data acquisition (DATAC) software and runs different functions to
service each request. At the beginning of each shot, a PREPARE request is sent, which
causes the system to cease any data collection still running from the previous shot
and return to an idle state in preparation for the upcoming shot. This is followed
by an ARM request. The software ensures the DAC is set to output 0 V, then runs a
short “setup shot” which energises all of the switches by turning them off and on;
this ensures they properly isolate the probes from the amplifier when opened. Since
this must be done within about 30 s of the MAST-U shot starting, the system waits
for a configurable amount of time after receiving the ARM request, to account for the
time delay between receiving this request and the trigger to start the measurement
(this time delay is around 2 min in MAST-U, but is often set to 0 s for lab testing to
speed up repeated tests). After the switches are energised, the DAC is reset to 0 V
again and the amplifier is enabled. The system is now fully armed, and waits for the
hardware trigger from the MAST-U central timing system which signifies the start
of the data collection and probe biasing window.
Data is read into the DDR RAM on the MicroZed, rather than being stored on the
SD card containing the operating system files. This has two advantages. Firstly, the
large volumes of data acquired (approximately 40 MB/s for shots lasting up to 5 s)
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would require a large number of writes to the SD card, rapidly using up the finite
number of writes available in each block in the card’s flash memory and making
premature card failure more likely. By instead writing the data to DDR, we avoid
wearing out the SD card in this way, which improves the reliability of the system in
the long term. Secondly, the rate at which data can be transferred to and from the
DDR is far faster than the rate at which the data can be written or read from the
SD card, which we have found is limited to about 7 MB/s on the Zynq. This not
only allows us to acquire at the maximum sample rate, but it also speeds up read
back of the data after the shot.
Once the requested number of samples is collected, the multiplexer’s web server
notifies the DATAC software and read back commences. The DATAC software
makes a series of READBACK requests over the HTTP connection with unique query
strings for each individual channel, for example the measured current and voltages,
switch values and power supply signal. The multiplexer software sends the data as
the body of the HTTP response. Since the transaction is conducted using Gigabit
Ethernet, the read back time is relatively short (transfer rates of about 60 MB/s
are possible with the Zynq). Once read back is completed, the system waits for the
PREPARE request which signifies the start of the next shot. A shot can be aborted
at any time upon receipt of an ABORT request, which puts the system into the same
state as the PREPARE request.
In order to keep the FPGA design as simple as possible, functionality such as ensuring
the DAC output was reset to 0 V after each shot and cycling all switches in order to
energise them before each shot was implemented in software. In the case of zeroing
the DAC output a dummy shot is run, with the DAC waveform set to 0 V. To
energise the switches the same method of running a dummy shot is used, with the
switch sequence set to cycle through each probe individually for a few complete
cycles. Encapsulating these procedures into self-contained functions modularises the
software and makes it easy to understand what the software is doing for a reader of
the code. The software implementation is also simpler and more maintainable than
an implementation in FPGA programmable logic, and fully exploits the power and
flexibility of the Zynq FPGA/CPU technology.
4.4 Improvements over previous system
The new Langmuir probe electronics features multiple improvements over the previ-
ous MAST system. The use of FPGA technology allows each module to occupy a
significantly smaller footprint than the analogue system it has replaced. By moving
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much of the complex logic from an analogue circuit to a digital implementation on
the FPGA the system also becomes simpler and more maintainable, since when
adding functionality or fixing bugs it is much easier to simply re-program the FPGA
instead of producing a new analogue circuit. By running an embedded Linux oper-
ating system on the Zynq chip in the multiplexer, there is no need for a separate
PC and each module therefore becomes fully self-contained. This again reduces the
hardware requirements, which is particularly important for a diagnostic consisting
of 40 separate modules to operate a total of 640 probes. Implementing diagnostic
control and data read back using the industry standard HTTP protocol further eases
future development and maintenance of the system.
The digital control of the multiplexer switches enables greater operational flexibility.
The order in which the probes are swept is completely arbitrary, and it is possible
to sweep the same probe multiple times in a sequence if improved time resolution is
required for some probes but not others. The switch values are recorded digitally,
which completely eliminates any issues with noise pickup in the signal which records
this value and makes post-processing easier (previously an analogue voltage which
recorded the switch value was digitised by an ADC and the levels were discretised
in software).
The ability to make simultaneous measurements of the floating potential on all un-
swept probes is new to the diagnostic. This will enable us to provide high bandwidth
spatially resolved measurements of the floating potential, which will facilitate studies
of turbulent fluctuations in the plasma edge region. By observing the size of floating
potential fluctuations in nearby probes, we can also provide insight into the suitability
of IV characteristics for a given probe. For example, we can explicitly discard a
sweep when large floating potential fluctuations are measured nearby which show
that the local plasma conditions are not sufficiently stationary during an individual
sweep.
The self-contained nature of the system, with its industry standard HTTP interface,
make installing the probe electronics at a variety of institutions other than MAST-U
very practical. The high degree of configurability, particularly with the arbitrary
waveform and probe switching capabilities, also means that there is significant scope
for testing and optimisation of the operation of the system. We shall illustrate these
points in Chapter 5, where we describe the installation of the probe electronics on
two plasma experiments in order to test the wide range of functionality provided by
the system and begin to optimise the waveform and processing of the newly available
data.
Chapter 5
Results from the Langmuir Probe
system
In this chapter, we describe the installation of the new Langmuir Probe system
at two sites. A brief introduction to the set-up at each site is given, and the
results of measurements made using the diagnostic are discussed. The primary
purpose of these tests was to demonstrate the correct operation of the system and
its fitness for purpose in relevant plasma conditions, not to conduct in-depth physics
investigations or detailed characterisation of the probe electronics in the same depth
as the bolometer studies in Chapter 3. The tests also provided an indication of the
expected signal quality and useful information for optimising the operation of the
device on MAST-U, in particular the sweep waveforms.
5.1 Installation on the York Linear Plasma
Device
Much of the development of the Langmuir probe multiplexer and amplifier units
was done using resistors as the load through which currents was driven. Although
this is fine for verifying very basic functionality of the electronics, such as whether
the DAC and ADCs are operating as expected, the system also needed to be tested
with a more realistic load: a plasma. In particular, we needed to know whether the
system could produce IV characteristics sufficiently free of distortions and with noise
levels low enough to be used for calculating plasma parameters of interest.
A prototype amplifier and multiplexer were therefore installed onto the York Linear
Plasma Device (YLPD) at the York Plasma Institute [98], in collaboration with
Hannah Willett and Kieran Gibson. The YLPD produces a linear column of plasma
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B
Figure 5.1: Diagram illustrating the probe set-up on the York Linear
Plasma Device. The plasma, in purple, is confined by an axial magnetic
field B produced by the red coils. The grey probes are cylindrical in
shape and oriented parallel to the magnetic field. Only 6 of the 12 probes
used are shown, for clarity.
of diameter 2 cm to 3 cm in a relatively low magnetic field, compared to that of
MAST-U, of around 100 mT. The ion density is also somewhat lower than that
expected in MAST-U, at 1016 m−3 to 1018 m−3, but the electron temperature is
similar at up to 15 eV. The device features good diagnostic access, and being in
a university lab provides good opportunities to install and test equipment very
quickly without having to implement autonomous software control or integration
into complex laboratory systems. In addition, research underway at York examining
instabilities at the onset of detachment required an array of Langmuir probes to look
at spatial and temporal evolution of plasma fluctuations, but York did not have the
electronics necessary for operating this probe array. These factors made the YLPD a
good choice for some first-plasma tests of the MAST-U Langmuir probe electronics.
The electronics was connected to an array of 12 cylindrical tungsten probes, each of
which had a surface area of 2.5 mm2 and was aligned with its circular face normal
to the magnetic field. The set-up is shown in Figure 5.1. The axial magnetic field
is produced by a set of coils, of which two are shown in the figure. The plasma is
produced by a cathode at the left hand side of the device as shown in the figure
and flows towards the anode at the right hand side, downstream of the probes. The
probes were arranged at 2 mm intervals, and there were typically 4–6 probes in the
highest density central part of the plasma column with a few more in the lower
density outer region of the plasma column and a few outside of the plasma column
altogether.
This thesis is concerned only with the suitability of the data produced in these tests.
A detailed physics analysis of this data is left to our collaborators at York. We
therefore present only a small subset of the data gathered, which is sufficient to
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illustrate the features of interest from a diagnostic viewpoint.
5.1.1 Floating potential measurements
High speed simultaneous measurements of the floating potential are a capability of the
multiplexer electronics which was not present in the previous MAST system. It was
important therefore to evaluate how useful this data could be. The floating potential
measurements are most useful for measuring high frequency fluctuations, since these
cannot be resolved by sweeping the bias voltage and obtaining IV characteristics.
We looked for changes in the type of fluctuations seen in the floating potential
measurements as the plasma transitioned from an attached to a detached state.
This was accomplished by running three separate acquisitions during a Hydrogen
discharge which was seeded with additional Hydrogen gas to induce detachment. The
results can be seen in Figure 5.2, which shows the comparison of floating potential
measurements for different amounts of seeded gas.
The top plot shows the floating potential with no seeding, when the plasma was in a
fully attached state. Here there are generally small fluctuations on very short time
scales, which look like vertical stripes between 10 mm and 20 mm, and all fluctuations
are reasonably uniform. Once the gas seeding is increased, in the middle plot, we
see much stronger fluctuations, and at lower frequencies. In this shot the plasma
was fully detached, with strong radiative emission near the anode. The fluctuations
look more like dark purple blobs separated in time by light blue regions of smaller
Vf , and are particularly noticeable around 16 mm. Finally, the bottom plot shows a
partially detached plasma, achieved by reducing the gas seeding compared with the
middle figure. Here we see hints of some larger fluctuations, just visible as purple
blobs around the centre of the plasma column at around 16mm, which also occur
at frequencies lower than the fluctuations seen in the fully attached state. However,
it is now more difficult to distinguish individual “blobs” as the light blue regions of
smaller Vf between fluctuations can no longer be made out.
A complete analysis of the causes and behaviour of these fluctuations is out of
the scope of our discussion. However, the fact that we can identify changes in
the fluctuation behaviour under different detachment conditions with simultaneous
floating potential measurements indicates that this sort of measurement will be
useful in future analysis of detachment onset dynamics.
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Figure 5.2: Floating potential measurements in the YLPD with different
amounts of Hydrogen gas seeding, measured with 12 probes spaced at
2 mm intervals. Position on the y axis is taken as the vertical position of
the centre of each probe tip’s circular face, given relative to the first probe
in the array (not relative to the vessel wall or the plasma column). With
this coordinate system, the plasma column centre is at approximately
16 mm. Shot 8 has no seeding. Shot 9 has enough seeding to fully detach
the plasma. Shot 10 has less seeding than Shot 9, resulting in a partially
detached plasma. The change in the size and frequency of fluctuations
can be seen as the amount of gas seeding is increased from Shot 8 until
detachment is achieved, and reduces as the gas seeding is reduced again
afterwards.
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Figure 5.3: The voltage waveform used to sweep the probes and obtain
IV characteristics, as output by the amplifier and measured by the mul-
tiplexer. Periods of 0 V at the beginning and end are used to change the
probe switches safely, and the waveform is symmetric about the centre to
enable averaging the upward and downward parts of the sweep to remove
parasitic current.
5.1.2 Sweep measurements
Whilst floating potential measurements are simple to make and can be recorded at
high bandwidth, the floating potential on its own contains only limited information
about the plasma. In particular, it is not possible to measure the electron tem-
perature or density from floating potential measurements alone: for these a full IV
characteristic is needed. Furthermore, multiplexing through up to 16 probes requires
a very high sweep rate and places significant demands on both the multiplexer and
amplifier electronics, so it is important to test whether we can still produce useful
IV characteristics for multiplexed probes.
As mentioned in Section 5.1, the YLPD operates with plasma densities somewhat
lower than those expected in MAST-U. Since the current drawn by the probe is
proportional to the electron density [29], the current we measure in the YLPD will
be much lower than the currents in MAST-U that the system was designed for. To
account for this, the shunt resistor used to measure the current in the multiplexer
was temporarily changed from 0.2 Ω to 2 Ω, which increased the measured current
by a factor of 10, but restricted the range of the current measurement to ±0.5 A.
The voltage waveform used to sweep the probes in these tests was based on the
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Figure 5.4: Left: the IV characteristic in vacuum for probe number 4,
averaged over 3 groups of 50 sweeps, showing the induced current as a
function of bias voltage. There is a significant variation between the 3
groups of sweeps in the induced current at high negative voltages. The
current is much more consistent between the groups of sweeps for voltages
above about −20 V. The current in all 3 groups of sweeps is also highly
asymmetric. Right: the voltage gradient dV/dt, for the same 3 groups
of sweeps. Unlike the current, this is highly symmetric and consistent
across all 3 groups of sweeps.
waveform typically used with the original MAST Langmuir probe electronics, but
with the maximum and minimum voltages reduced to avoid sheath effects in the
lower densities of the YLPD. It is shown in Figure 5.3. The waveform has a period of
500µs, slower than the 65µs typically used on MAST, which was chosen to minimise
distortion in the current measurements seen with rapid sweeps using the prototype
amplifier during testing. The symmetry of the waveform enables averaging the
current in the upward and downward parts of the sweep, to cancel out the parasitic
current induced by the capacitance and the changing voltage in the system. This
of course only works if the parasitic current is of the form Ipar = CdV/dt and the
system has constant capacitance C.
In the past, analysis of the MAST Langmuir probes has assumed all parasitic current
is induced by capacitance. To test the validity of this assumption with the new
electronics we ran a calibration shot, consisting of 160 sweeps per probe, with no gas
in the vacuum chamber of the YLPD. Figure 5.4 shows the results for one particular
probe, though all 12 probes showed similar behaviour. Clearly the parasitic current
is not due solely to capacitance in the system, since it is highly asymmetric whereas
the voltage gradient dV/dt is symmetric. Furthermore, the induced current at higher
negative voltages seems to become more negative as we move through the calibration
shot, as shown by the 3 successive IV curves each averaged over 50 sweeps. This
is not due to any gradual time evolution of the voltage gradient, and its source is
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Figure 5.5: An IV characteristic for a probe near the centre of the plasma
column in a high power, high field, high gas discharge averaged over 10
sweeps. The different curves use different methods to remove the parasitic
current: subtraction of the current from the calibration sweeps (either
averaged over the same 10 sweeps or all sweeps from the calibration) or
averaging the upward and downward parts of the sweeps. Whilst there
is little difference above −20 V, the methods give significantly different
results below −20 V.
currently unknown. The 160 sweeps were run over 900 ms and the current at most
negative voltage in each group shifted by around 10 mA, making this a potential
source of systematic error on the saturation current measurements made during
plasma shots. In a machine like MAST-U, where the saturation current could be
tens or hundreds of mA, this error is not so bad, but it has a significant effect in the
low density YLPD.
In any case, it is clear that simply averaging the current from the first and second
halves of the symmetric voltage sweep is not sufficient to remove induced currents.
The consistency of the induced current for V > −20 V means a better method is
to simply subtract the average current of the calibration sweeps from the sweeps
done in plasma. The evolution of the current at highly negative voltages will, as
previously mentioned, add an uncertainty to measurements of V < −20 V. If the
current evolution is consistent between shots we may be able to reduce this error by
averaging calibration sweeps which were done at the same time relative to the start
of the shot as the sweeps of interest in the current shot. Once the system is installed
on MAST-U, we can evaluate how much the current changes over the course of the
device’s 5 s maximum shot length with the final production amplifier, probe heads
and cabling to see whether this is still an issue.
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With this information about the source of parasitic current and the methods of
removing it, we can begin to produce IV curves and infer useful plasma parameters.
Figure 5.5 shows an IV curve for a high fuelling, high field and high power discharge.
The curve has been averaged over 10 sweeps in order to eliminate intermittent spikes
in the current measurements which were present in the prototype amplifier. Three
different methods have been used to remove the parasitic current.
The first two methods involve subtracting an average IV curve from the calibration
sweep from the data. As previously mentioned, Figure 5.4 shows some time evolution
in the calibration IV curve. The blue curve in Figure 5.5 accounts for this by assuming
this time evolution is repeatable, and therefore subtracting the calibration current
from the cycles at the same time in the calibration data as in the measurement data
(in this case sweeps 40–50 were averaged in both shot and calibration data). The
orange curve relaxes this assumption, and simply subtracts from the measurement
data the current averaged over all sweeps during the calibration run.
Finally, the green curve does not use the calibration data at all, but assumes that
all parasitic current is induced by capacitance and can therefore be removed by
averaging the parts of the sweep with equal and opposite dV/dt. This is included
because it is the method used with the original MAST Langmuir probe data and
was the justification for using the symmetric voltage waveform shown in Figure 5.3.
It estimates the saturation current to be significantly more negative than either of
the two other methods. This is not surprising, since we can see from Figure 5.4 that
the average induced current for V < −20 V is significantly less than 0 mA at all time
ranges throughout the calibration, and therefore the current is not simply due to
capacitance in the system. Since the data in Figure 5.5 is taken for sweeps 40–50,
we expect that the up/down averaging method would be biased by around 7 mA at
the most negative voltages, which matches the difference between this method and
the matching-cycle subtraction method.
We can also determine which of the current-subtraction methods is the most accurate
by exploiting our knowledge of the YLPD plasma. Unlike a tokamak, the plasmas
produced in the linear device are typically in a steady state over long periods, apart
from small fluctuations. It follows therefore that the IV curves should be similar at
all times throughout our measurement period.
In Figure 5.6 we have plotted IV curves averaged over 10 sweeps at 3 different time
ranges in the 600 ms data acquisition window. We can clearly see that when we
subtract currents averaged from sweeps in the same time ranges in the calibration
data the curves are almost equal across all 3 time slices, but if we subtract the
current averaged over all of the calibration cycles the ion saturation current appears
to evolve throughout the shot. Since we know that the ion saturation current should
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of current-subtraction methods for the averages
of 3 sets of 10 sweeps, from the same discharge as Figure 5.5, at different
times throughout the measurement window. The left figure uses the
matching cycles method, whereas the right figure subtracts the same
current, averaged over all cycles for the same probe in the calibration,
from each measured IV curve. There is a noticeable trend in the ion
saturation current throughout the shot in the right figure, whereas in the
left figure it is almost the same for each curve.
not change over the course of this YLPD discharge, we can say that the most accurate
method for parasitic current removal is the matching-cycles subtraction method, at
least for the prototype electronics used at the YLPD.
5.1.3 Plasma parameters from sweeps
In Section 5.1.2 we discussed the effects which need to be considered to produce
representative IV characteristics using the multiplexed sweep data from the new
electronics. Now that we have a representative IV curve, we can test the ability to
extract useful plasma parameters from it, namely the ion saturation current Isat,
electron temperature Te and floating potential Vf . We use a simple 3-parameter
model based on the theory of an electrostatic sheath at the probe tip, where the
current is of the form [14]:
I = Isat
(
1− exp
(
e(V − Vf )
Te
))
(5.1.1)
Other more sophisticated models do exist, such as the first-derivative probe tech-
nique [99] and a 4-parameter fit which accounts for sheath expansion [100], but for
the purpose of proving the diagnostic’s fitness-for-purpose the 3-parameter model is
sufficient.
Figure 5.7 shows the result of a nonlinear least squares fit to this model, using the
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Figure 5.7: 3-parameter fit of the IV characteristic for a probe in the
middle of the plasma column in a high power discharge, averaged over 10
sweeps between 183 ms and 237 ms. The fit is performed on a subset of
the curve, to avoid the electron saturation region which is not considered
by the 3-parameter model, and appears to be in good agreement with
the data.
average of the sweeps between 183 ms and 237 ms in a high power, high field and high
density discharge. In order to avoid the fit being biased by the electron saturation
region, which is not considered by the model, we terminate the fit at a lower voltage
than the maximum of the sweep where we judge the electron saturation region to
begin. The voltage was chosen by eye to use as much of the data as possible whilst
avoiding the start of the region where the current begins to flatten off compared with
an exponential curve, as this indicates the start of the electron saturation region.
We can see that the fit appears to follow the general shape of the IV characteristic
well, and the calculated Te is consistent with what the YLPD typically achieves. The
floating potential also agrees well with the measurement made by the simultaneous
Vf ADCs when this particular probe was not being swept. The fit was however very
sensitive to the choice of voltage cut-off. The variation in the fit parameters with
this voltage cut-off dominates the uncertainties on the parameters, which we have
estimated as follows: Isat = (3± 1) mA, Vf = (−18± 4) V, Te = (11± 5) eV.
The ions enter the sheath around the probe at the sound speed, which is given by
the Bohm velocity vB =
√
(Ti + Te)/mi, where Ti and mi are the ion temperature
and mass respectively [14]. Assuming the electrons and ions have equal temperature,
we can therefore calculate the electron density by relating it to the ion saturation
current:
Isat = AprobeZinevB
= AprobeZine
√
2Te/mi
(5.1.2)
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The area of the probe surface projected onto the magnetic field Aprobe is 2.5 mm2,
which is simply equal to the circular cross section of the probe since the probes
are aligned parallel to the magnetic field. The ion atomic number Zi is 1 for the
Hydrogen plasmas we used, and the ion mass is the mass of Hydrogen. Solving
Equation 5.1.1 for ne gives an electron density of ne = (3.3± 1.3)× 1017 m−3. Like
the Te value, this is consistent with typical YLPD plasma parameters.
5.1.4 Summary of YLPD tests
The tests of the power supply, multiplexer and amplifier electronics on the YLPD
successfully demonstrated the fitness-for-purpose of the system. The high speed,
simultaneous floating potential measurements were shown to have sufficient resolution
to offer insight into the behaviour of plasma fluctuations at the onset of detachment.
By reducing the measurable current range to deal with the low ion saturation currents
on the YLPD, we were also able to obtain IV characteristics from which we could
calculate reasonable values for the key plasma parameters typically measured by
Langmuir probes: the electron density and temperature.
During the course of producing these IV characteristics, we identified that the para-
sitic capacitance is not symmetric when using a symmetric sweep voltage waveform,
and is therefore not simply due to the capacitance in the system. This allows us
to relax the constraint of a symmetric voltage waveform to ease parasitic current
subtraction, meaning we can design a more optimal waveform for use in future ex-
periments. We found a better method of parasitic current removal was to subtract
an averaged current measured with a probe in vacuum for the same voltage sweep,
but there was some variation in this “calibration current” over the course of the
measurement window, which may need to be accounted for. This knowledge will
inform development of the analysis codes for the Langmuir probe data on MAST-U.
Overall, both the multiplexer and power supply behaved as expected, and were
considered production ready. Excessive noise spikes in the current produced by
the amplifier were identified, and this enabled the electronics team at CCFE to
investigate and improve the amplifier performance as a result.
5.2 Installation on the COMPASS tokamak
The tests on the YLPD provided useful experience of plasma measurements with the
new diagnostic electronics, and highlighted areas of development both in analysis of
the data and in the design of the electronics itself. However, there are challenges
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and conditions present in operations on a tokamak like MAST-U that do not exist
with the YLPD. For example, the current in MAST-U is expected to be much larger
than that measured in the YLPD, and tokamak plasmas feature large transient
events such as ELMs which the linear device does not allow us to simulate. On an
operational level, a complex experiment such as a tokamak requires sophisticated,
automatic software control of the device for set-up and data acquisition, whereas
with the university lab-based YLPD it was sufficient to manually set up and run
data acquisitions.
To address these limitations with the York tests, the system was installed on the
COMPASS tokamak at IPP CAS in Prague, Czech Republic [101]. COMPASS is a
compact machine with major and minor radii R = 0.56 m and a = 0.2 m respectively,
and typically operates with ELMy H-mode plasmas in a lower single null divertor
configuration. The tokamak was initially owned and operated by UKAEA at Culham
Science Centre before being mothballed in 2002 and then transferred to IPP CAS,
where it achieved first plasma in 2008.
This transfer means CCFE has good links with IPP CAS, which makes it easier
to set up collaborations between the two institutions. The COMPASS team are
also strongly interested in diagnostic development, and it is possible to bring a new
diagnostic and install it on the machine quickly and with minimal administrative
overhead. These factors, along with COMPASS’s ability to produce plasma condi-
tions relevant to MAST-U, led to the collaboration with IPP CAS to test the new
probe electronics on COMPASS.
The work in this section was performed in collaboration with Matej Peterka, with
contributions from A Havránek, M Dimitrova and J Adámek. Parts of the work
have been published in the JINST journal, in the proceedings of the 2nd European
Conference on Plasma Diagnostics (ECPD 2017) in Bordeaux [102].
5.2.1 Experimental setup
The MAST-U electronics were over the course of the tests connected to probes
belonging to both of the existing divertor Langmuir probe arrays at COMPASS.
The first array consists of 39 dome-shaped graphite probes, spaced approximately
5 mm apart, which cover both the inner and outer strike points. The probe tips
have an effective area of between 7 mm2 and 8 mm2, depending on the magnetic field
geometry. This array is described in more detail in [103, 95]. The second, newer array
features two toroidally separated rows of 53 rooftop-shaped probes in conjunction
with an array of ball-pen probes and is described in [89]. The rooftop-shaped probes
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Figure 5.8: The arrays of Langmuir probes used for the COMPASS tests.
Left: the first array, consisting of 39 dome-shaped probes, reproduced
from [104]. Right: the second array, consisting of both rooftop-shaped
probes and ball-pen probes in two toroidally separated arrays, reproduced
from [89]. The red lines show the expected strike point positions, and the
magnetic field angle is also shown on both the high and low field sides.
have an area of 22 mm2 and are spaced approximately 3.5 mm apart. Figure 5.8
shows the arrangements of the two arrays.
For our tests, we used mainly a selection of 10–12 probes from the first array, located
just outside the radius of outer strike point moving radially outwards. Although our
electronics can handle up to 16 probes, we only had enough cabling to connect 12 of
these probes at once. We also took some data from a subset of the rooftop-shaped
probes from the second array, using alternating probes on the same toroidal row
These probes covered a larger radial cross section than the selection we used from
the first array as we could connect up to 16 of these probes, since they used different
cabling.
5.2.2 Floating potential measurements
We have seen from the tests on the YLPD in Section 5.1.1 that the simultaneous
floating potential measurements can provide information about high speed fluctu-
ations which cannot be resolved in the time taken to sweep the probes. In that
case, the fluctuations were typically small perturbations on an otherwise steady
state plasma. COMPASS plasmas are much more variable, and so lots of potentially
interesting phenomena can be observed with the floating potential measurements.
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Figure 5.9: Floating potential measured by 8 adjacent probes near the
outer strike point for an H-mode shot, plotted with the D-alpha signal
for comparison. The plasma breakdown at 960 ms can clearly be seen
by the sudden increase in floating potential from 0 V to over 20 V, and
is matched by an increase in the D-alpha signal at the same time. Also,
the transitions to and from H-mode at around 1070 ms and 1220 ms
respectively can clearly be seen, characterised by the reduction in the
D-alpha signal and the presence of ELMs (the sharp spikes in the D-
alpha signal), the times of the latter matching well with sudden periodic
increases in the floating potential.
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Figure 5.10: The floating potential for the same COMPASS shot as
Figure 5.9, zoomed to a region just before the L-H transition. Short-lived,
high frequency fluctuations can be seen which appear to move radially
outwards. The dashed vertical lines show the times these fluctuations
first appear on the probe at the smallest major radius, estimated by
eye. The dark blue blobs at 1058.5 ms and 1059.5 ms are artefacts from
interpolating the floating potential over the times that particular probe
was being swept.
Figure 5.9 shows the floating potential for an H-mode COMPASS shot, in which 8
probes from the first array were connected to the new electronics. Before 960 ms
there is no plasma and so the floating potential is 0 V. Breakdown is shown by
the sudden increase in the floating potential at 960 ms. The plasma is initially in a
limiter formation and so the floating potential remains close to 0 V until the X-point
is formed, which starts at around 1030 ms. The transition to H-mode at around
1075 ms is characterised by both a reduction in high-frequency fluctuations in the
floating potential and by the appearance of ELMs, the large periodic fluctuations
seen between 1075 ms and 1215 ms. The plasma transitions back into L-mode at this
point, as seen by the similarity of the fluctuations in the floating potential compared
with the period just before the start of H-mode, and by 1235 ms we again have a
limiter geometry, which causes the floating potential to remain close to 0 V until the
plasma is extinguished at around 1350 ms.
This description of the shot is supported by the EFIT video, the plasma current
measurements and also the D-alpha emission, with the latter also shown in Figure 5.9
for comparison. We can again clearly see the breakdown, the transition to H-mode
(characterised by reduced radiation and the presence of ELMs) and the subsequent
transition back to L-mode. This agreement is reassuring, and means we can be
confident that the data coming from the diagnostic is physical and not due to some
artefacts or errors in our software and FPGA firmware.
Zooming in to two particular regions in Figure 5.9, we see some interesting features.
Figure 5.10 shows the period just before the L-H transition, when the L-mode plasma
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Figure 5.11: The floating potential for the same COMPASS shot as
Figure 5.9, zoomed to show most of the H-mode region. The ELMs can
be seen as large positive spikes in the floating potential, and there is a
very repeatable inter-ELM evolution.
is in an X-point geometry. The strike point is at a major radius slightly lower than
the minimum plotted here, but we can see a reduction in the floating potential
as the major radius increases to around 0.515 m, which corresponds to the fall-off
in the plasma flux near the strike point (though precise quantitative descriptions
cannot be given using the floating potential alone). We can also see some structure
in the fluctuations, including a repeatable increase in the floating potential at the
start of each fluctuation followed by a large decrease. The fact that the fluctuations
in the plot appear slightly tilted from the vertical (indicated by the black dashed
lines) indicates some outwards radial movement of the fluctuations too. Like those
measured in the YLPD, these fluctuations occur on time scales too short to be
resolved by fitting an IV characteristic to a sweep. Indeed, they are actually likely
to show up as noise in the IV characteristic, and if the fluctuations are large enough
it will make that particular sweep unusable.
Interesting features are also present in the H-mode region, shown in Figure 5.11.
We can clearly see the ELMs, which are indicated by large, short-lived fluctuations.
The ELM frequency in this shot increases significantly after the resonant magnetic
perturbation (RMP) coil was turned on at 1090 ms, and we can also see at the lower
end of the major radius range the strike point appears to move outwards as the RMP
coil is turned on (indicated by the blue region in the figure). Another interesting
feature is the inter-ELM evolution of the floating potential, which appears to be
very repeatable. Just after the ELM, indicated by the short spikes of large positive
floating potential which show up as thin yellow vertical lines in Figure 5.11, the
floating potential it at its most negative. It then rises steadily until the next ELM,
where it jumps abruptly to highly positive values again. It is out of the scope of this
work to postulate on the reasons for this, but the fact that we can measure such
phenomena with such a simple measurement points to the success of the test.
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Figure 5.12: Floating potential for COMPASS shot 12987, using 16 of
the rooftop-shaped probes from the second probe array. The figure shows
the change in position and width of the strike point as the plasma current
was ramped up during the diverted plasma period.
Finally, Figure 5.12 shows the floating potential measured using 16 of the rooftop-
shaped probes in the second probe array. The wider coverage of the divertor region
means we can measure either side of the outer strike point with this probe array. In
this shot the plasma current was ramped up between 1100 ms to 1200 ms after being
held constant for the previous 50 ms once a diverted plasma had been achieved. We
can see how the outer strike point moves inwards to a smaller major radius at the
start of the current ramp (again confirmed by EFIT), and also that the width of
the strike point is reduced during the current ramp compared to the flat top. There
isn’t enough spatial resolution to tell if the width changes with changing plasma
current during the ramp, but there does appear to be a quantitative difference in the
floating potential at the strike point during the short H-mode phase from 1100 ms
to 1150 ms compared with the L-mode phase after that.
It should be noted that the measurements of the strike point location and width
presented here can also be obtained from fitting sweeps of the probes. The strike
point evolves on a timescale slow enough to be resolved by the sweeps, and fitting
the sweeps can give quantitative information about the temperature and density
(and hence the heat flux) in the strike point region whilst the floating potential
measurements give only qualitative information. However, we have already seen in
Section 5.1.3 that the fit parameters obtained from sweeps can be highly sensitive to
the voltage range chosen, and sweeps can be rendered useless by large fluctuations
such as ELMs occurring during the sweep. In addition, fitting IV characteristics for
all 640 probes measured during a MAST-U shot would take a very long time, whereas
the floating potential data is available almost instantly. The floating potential
measurements are a useful, reliable source in the control room for tracking where
the strike point was in the last shot, and so more useful for the machine operators
than relying on fragile fitting the IV characteristics.
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5.2.3 Sweep waveform
For the sweep measurements on COMPASS, we used the knowledge gained from
the sweep measurements on the YLPD to design a more optimal waveform. We
found in Section 5.1.2 that using a symmetric waveform was unnecessary as the new
electronics had sources of parasitic current in addition to that induced by capacitance
in the system. This meant that the parasitic current was not simply proportional to
the rate of change of the sweep voltage, and so averaging equal and opposite parts
of the sweep was not sufficient to remove this current. We could therefore remove
the redundant positive voltage region from the end of the sweep shown in Figure 5.3,
which reduced the rate at which we needed to sweep the voltage in order to cover
the full voltage range required.
Since COMPASS produces higher density plasmas than the YLPD, we could apply a
higher bias voltage to measure the saturation current without seeing as much sheath
expansion (and hence measuring an un-saturated ion current). We also wanted
to test the amplifier with the 65µs sweep period used previously on MAST and
anticipated for use in MAST-U. This meant producing a voltage waveform with
much higher voltage gradients than those used in the YLPD tests.
During testing of fast sweeps in development, we noticed significant distortion of the
voltage, and large induced currents as a result, when the voltage waveform passed
through 0 V. This distortion is insignificant in the data shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4,
due to the comparatively small rate of change of voltage, but it became a problem as
we aimed for shorter waveforms with larger voltage ranges in the COMPASS tests.
To mitigate this, we added several µs of steady 0 V output into the waveform at the
point in the middle of the sweep that the voltage crossed 0 V.
Figure 5.13 shows the resulting waveform, used for the majority of the COMPASS
test shots with some variation mainly in the maximum and minimum voltages used
on the different probe arrays. On the left is the waveform as it was designed, stored
in the FPGA and sent to the multiplexer’s DAC. Although stored as a series of
digital count values, it has been plotted in volts by considering the DAC output
range and the amplifier gain; this is in order to aid comparison with the actual
measured amplifier output voltage. The regions of constant 0 V at the start and end
of the sweep are used for the same purpose as in the YLPD sweeps: to enable safely
switching between probes. The region of constant 0 V during the downward sweep
where the voltage changes sign reduces current distortion caused by the amplifier.
The widths of these constant voltage regions are chosen as a compromise between
the need to reduce current distortion and the need to minimise the voltage gradient
in order to produce a sweep with a shorter period. The shorter the period of the
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Figure 5.13: The sweep waveform used on COMPASS, showing asym-
metry and a steady 0 V region when the voltage changes sign during the
down sweep. Left: the digital waveform stored on the FPGA and sent to
the DAC, expressed in units representing the expected amplifier output
voltage. Right: the actual voltage output by the amplifier, which has
been smoothed by the amplifier’s limited bandwidth.
sweep, the higher the time resolution for each individual probe. Even with a sweep
of 65 µs, multiplexing through 16 probes means that each probe is only swept once
every 1.04 ms, and this gives the effective time resolution of each probe.
On the right of Figure 5.13 we can see the actual voltage output by the amplifier, as
measured by the multiplexer’s ADC. The amplifier bandwidth is limited to approx-
imately 65 kHz, and this causes the sharper edges of the waveform to be rounded.
In particular, this means that the maximum and minimum voltages specified by the
input waveform are slightly larger than those actually achieved. The flat 0 V region
is not truly flat either, but it does still have a lower voltage gradient than the rest
of the sweep which helps to reduce the current distortion.
The parasitic current induced by this voltage waveform is shown in Figure 5.14. This
data was taken from a COMPASS shot which failed to achieve plasma breakdown, so
this provided a good reference with steady state conditions in the vessel. Each current
trace has been averaged over the sweeps in a 5 ms time window (approximately 5
sweeps), for 3 different time windows throughout the shot. Although there is still
some distortion around 0 V and an asymmetry between the up and down sweeps,
these are nowhere near as dramatic as those seen on the YLPD (Figure 5.4).
Importantly, the induced current appears to be consistent in all 3 time windows
throughout the shot. The improvements to the amplifier and the new waveform
have greatly reduced the variation in the induced current which was seen on the
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Figure 5.14: The parasitic current measured by a probe from the first
COMPASS array in the absence of plasma, using the voltage waveform
in Figure 5.13, averaged over 3 different 5 ms intervals. Although there is
still some current distortion around 0 V and a noticeable lack of symmetry
in the up/down sweeps, this is much less pronounced than that seen in
Figure 5.4 from the YLPD tests. The current is also consistent across
the 3 time windows.
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Figure 5.15: The measured current in the same 3 time windows as Fig-
ure 5.14 after subtracting the average current from 800 ms to 950 ms.
There appears to be no long-term evolution in the parasitic current.
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YLPD. COMPASS plasmas typically start at 950 ms and last for 300 ms to 400 ms,
so the induced current’s consistency means that we can simply subtract the average
current measured in the 150 ms before the start of the plasma from the rest of the
shot. This eliminates the need to have a vacuum calibration shot for each waveform,
which was the case in the YLPD tests. Figure 5.15 demonstrates this, showing that
subtracting the averaged pre-plasma current from the sweeps in the 3 time windows
shown in Figure 5.14 produces no saturation current drift. All that remains is the
random noise on the measurement, which (when smoothed over 4 to 5 sweeps) has
an RMS of around 7 mA for negative voltages and around 30 mA near 0 V.
5.2.4 Sweep measurements
In Section 5.2.3 we discussed the development of a more optimised sweep waveform,
and showed that subtracting the current measured in the short period of a shot
before the plasma was sufficient to remove unwanted sources of current. With this
in place, we could produce some IV characteristics and examine whether they would
be suitable for MAST-U.
Figure 5.16 shows the IV characteristics produced from a particularly interesting
series of sweeps. We have plotted here 6 successive sweeps for 4 adjacent probes
from the first array, performed during the inter-ELM period of an H-mode plasma.
Probe 025 is closest to the outer strike point, and the major radius increases with
increasing probe number. The time of each sweep, given as the average time of
the whole pass through all the probes being multiplexed in this shot, is shown as a
vertical line of the same colour in Figure 5.17, which shows the D-alpha signal and
the two ELMs either side of this inter-ELM period.
We see a number of notable features. Firstly, the ion saturation current and the
(un-saturated) electron current decrease as we move to larger major radii, which
gives some information about the width of the strike point. In addition, the current
in both the ion and electron saturation regions reduces for all probes throughout the
inter-ELM period, which provides information about the evolution of the heat flux
between ELMs.
Of most interest from a diagnostic viewpoint is what looks like a hysteresis loop in
the positive voltage region, which is seen in all 4 probes. The loop does not appear
to be caused by plasma fluctuations on the time scale of an individual sweep, since it
persists not only across multiple probes but across multiple sweeps of the same probe.
It is therefore likely to be a diagnostic effect. The most likely explanation is that
the high rate of change of current in this region (up to 200 kA/s nearest the strike
point) is near the limit of what the amplifier can provide. The current therefore
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Figure 5.16: A series of IV characteristics for 4 probes near the outer
strike point, in the inter-ELM period of an H-mode plasma. Different
colours represent subsequent sweeps, the times of which are shown in
Figure 5.17. Probe 025 is nearest the outer strike point, and probe 028 is
at a major radius approximately 20 mm larger. The reduction in both ion
and electron currents both temporally through the ELM cycle (from the
blue to the brown curves for each probe) and spatially across the probes
can be seen, as well as an unexpected loop in the electron current region.
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Figure 5.17: D-alpha signal, showing the times of the sweeps plotted in
Figure 5.16. The average time of each sweep sequence in Figure 5.16 (i.e.
the mean time in the range between the start of the first probe sweep
and the end of the last probe sweep) is shown as a vertical line of the
same colour as the sweep.
lags behind the voltage, appearing smaller than it should be during the up sweep
and larger during the down sweep, which gives rise to the loop. This hypothesis is
supported by the fact that the loop is narrower for smaller currents, where the rate
of change of current is smaller.
It should be possible to mitigate this effect through further optimisation of the
waveform. The ion saturation current is significantly smaller than the electron
current, so we can change the rate at which the voltage is swept through each of
these regions. By designing the waveform to sweep slowly in the V > 0 V region
(for a low dI/dt), we can minimise the demands on the amplifier. The much lower
magnitude of the ion saturation current means that we can sweep the V < 0 V
region much more quickly without issues with the current slew, whilst still keeping
the overall waveform length short enough for acceptable time resolution.
The experimental programme and subsequent engineering shutdown of COMPASS
following our tests, along with the need to return the electronics to CCFE to aid
in the assembly of the rest of the multiplexers for MAST-U, meant that there was
little opportunity to test this proposed solution. Nevertheless, it is important to be
aware of, and the knowledge gained will be used to optimise the design of sweep
waveforms for MAST-U.
5.2.5 Summary of the COMPASS tests
The COMPASS tests have demonstrated that the system is suitable for operation in
a tokamak environment. We have shown that we can measure L-mode fluctuations
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in the floating potential with sufficient precision and time resolution to illustrate
plasma behaviour, with the simultaneous floating potential measurements revealing
the radial motion of those fluctuations. We have also demonstrated the ability
to track the position and width of the strike point, with minimal data processing
required, using simultaneous floating potential measurements. The fast availability
of this data can be used to aid machine operators in the experiment control room.
We have demonstrated the successful removal of parasitic induced current during
high speed, high voltage sweeps by using the average current measured just before
the plasma in each shot. We have further shown that improvements to the electronics
since the YLPD tests have eliminated the drift in the parasitic current throughout the
data acquisition window. We have therefore provided a reliable, repeatable method
to remove unwanted current from the measurements without requiring dedicated
calibration shots which promises to be more accurate than the method of averaging
up and down sweeps which was employed previously on MAST.
We have also discovered an interesting phenomenon in sweeps with a very high rate
of change of current. The current lags behind the voltage in these sweeps, which
produces an IV characteristic which appears to have a hysteresis loop. It is expected
that this phenomenon can be mitigated by designing a waveform which results in a
lower rate of change of current in the electron current region. This knowledge will
be taken into consideration when designing the sweep waveforms for MAST-U.
Finally, although not shown here, sweep data from the second probe array was
also gathered. This data was used to define the parameters used for fast electron
temperature and heat load measurements using the rooftop-shaped and ball-pen
probes. The work has been published in the journal Nuclear Fusion [89].
5.3 Implications for installation on MAST-U
The successful testing of the Langmuir probe electronics on both the York Linear
Plasma Device and the COMPASS tokamak has provided multiple benefits to MAST-
U. By demonstrating that the system produces valid and useful data for a range of
plasma scenarios we have significantly reduced the risk that the system will not work
as expected when it is installed on MAST-U. The software which was developed
to integrate the diagnostic into COMPASS’s data acquisition and control system
has now been tested through a tokamak shot cycle, and was written in such a way
that it can be easily adapted to MAST-U’s requirements. This will accelerate the
commissioning process for the diagnostic when it is installed on MAST-U.
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Improvements made to the electronics based on data gathered on the YLPD were
proven to have been successful with the installation on COMPASS. We have un-
covered several important features of the system which must be taken into account to
maximise the diagnostic’s capabilities on MAST-U. For example, we have refined the
method of removing parasitic current from the sweep measurements and made steps
towards producing an optimal sweep voltage waveform to fully utilise the arbitrary
waveform generation capabilities of the new FPGA-based electronics. We also have a
better understanding of the limits of the diagnostic’s capabilities, such as the extent
of the current distortion from the amplifier as it transitions from positive to negative
voltages, the smoothing of waveforms due to the amplifier’s limited bandwidth and
the issues with a very high rate of change of current.
Armed with this knowledge, we are well positioned to fully exploit the capabilities
of this advanced new Langmuir probe diagnostic. We have a more compact system
featuring improved operational flexibility and enhanced measurement capabilities
compared with MAST’s previous Langmuir probe diagnostic. In conjunction with
the unprecedented number of probes installed on the MAST-U tokamak, we will be
able to provide high quality data for both physicists and experiment operators.

Chapter 6
Conclusions
Harnessing the power of nuclear fusion to provide a clean, safe and reliable energy
source is of key importance. The very challenging conditions involved require a
thorough understanding of the physics behind fusion plasmas, and this cannot be
achieved without a suite of high quality plasma diagnostics. Current and future
tokamak experiments require accurate, fast measurements by diagnostics using reli-
able hardware which needs to be compact enough to fit in amongst the plethora of
equipment required to operate the plant. These diagnostics should also be flexible
enough to adapt to evolving requirements as our understanding of the physics of
fusion plasmas is improved.
Whilst it is difficult to meet these demands using traditional analogue hardware, the
power and flexibility of FPGAs provides an invaluable tool in the diagnostician’s
arsenal. We are able to exploit the programmable nature of the FPGA to implement
complex functionality in a digital circuit, which greatly improves the compactness
of the design and reduces the cost. The ability to re-program the FPGA enables
enhancements to be made even after the diagnostic has been developed, installed
and commissioned, offering flexibility that other technologies cannot match. We
have demonstrated that this technology can be exploited to provide high quality
diagnostics to the MAST-Upgrade tokamak.
6.1 Summary
We have presented the design of a new FPGA-based bolometer system. Using a
modular hardware platform provided by D-TACQ solutions, the system is capable
of supplying an AC excitation voltage to the bolometer sensor’s Wheatstone bridge
and digitising the output voltage from the bridge. The FPGA performs AC syn-
chronous detection in quadrature in order to extract the voltage output due to the
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temperature-induced bridge imbalance and filter out the myriad sources of electrical
noise in the tokamak environment. The voltage can then be analysed by post-shot
software to calculate the power incident on the bolometer sensors and hence infer
the emission profile of the plasma. Using a specially designed deconvolution filter
for each bolometer sensor, the system is also able to output a measure of the power
incident on that sensor with around 1 ms latency and 1 kHz bandwidth directly from
the FPGA, which could be used in a feedback loop for real time control in the future.
The new hardware also enables a new calibration method, which is more relevant
to the measurements made during shots. By applying a DC voltage to ohmically
heat the sensor whilst also supplying the AC excitation voltage, we can measure the
bridge imbalance with the same AC circuit effects which are present in measurements
made during shots. This removes the need to apply difficult-to-calculate correction
factors to the calibration parameters obtained, and therefore reduces sources of
systematic error in the measurements. The calibration procedure can be performed
simultaneously for all channels and takes only a few seconds, meaning it is possible
to calibrate the bolometer sensors before every shot if desired. This allows us to
obtain a large number of calibrations and therefore provides better statistics for the
calibration parameters we are interested in.
The system has been tested in several locations. Tests with a sensor in vacuum at
York University provided feedback to enable us to improve the signal processing part
of the FPGA firmware, increasing the number of bits to avoid discretisation errors.
We also found a significant variation in the sensitivity and cooling time calibration
parameters at pressures which are likely to be encountered in the MAST-U diver-
tor, and this knowledge will be used when analysing the bolometer measurements
during MAST-U experiments. The installation of the system on the JET tokamak
demonstrated that the new electronics produces measurements in good quantitative
agreement with the existing and well trusted bolometer diagnostic, but with a better
signal-to-noise ratio even at higher bandwidth.
Tests carried out at TCV and PPPL using original and revised firmware respectively
have shown that the system can be rapidly integrated into other experiments, and
this has led to the purchase of the bolometer electronics by these institutions. The
PPPL work was used to quantify the performance of the bolometer system, and we
demonstrated the ability to provide absolute power measurements to within a few
percent of the expected values. We also demonstrated the consistent performance
of the system across a wide range of operating regimes, such as input power, drive
frequency and cable length.
Overall, we have shown the new system to be more capable than previous generations
of bolometer electronics whilst delivering improvements in compactness, flexibility
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and ease of integration at a significantly lower cost. Recall the original research
question, which we described in Section 2.2: could we produce significantly more
compact, lower cost bolometer electronics, with improved operational flexibility,
using FPGA technology. The work we have presented here suggests that this is
indeed the case: a 48-channel system now fits in a 1U, 19-inch rack rather than
several cubicles, the cost per channel is about a fifth of the older analogue electronics
and we now have the ability to vary parameters such as the drive frequency and filter
bandwidth. We also sought to investigate the potential for digital signal processing
on the FPGA to enable the bolometer electronics to become part of a control loop.
The successful calculation in real time of the power measured by each individual
bolometer sensor indicates the feasibility of this use case.
Next, we presented the design of the new Langmuir probe electronics. In a similar
manner, much of the functionality that was previously performed with analogue
electronics was implemented using FPGA technology, resulting in significant cost
and physical footprint savings in addition to the improved flexibility. The new
system combines an arbitrary waveform generator, voltage and current measurements
and probe multiplexing in a single unit, all controlled by a Zynq ARM/FPGA
combination. Connected to a high voltage, high bandwidth amplifier and a power
supply, we have a highly capable electronics module which provides multiplexed
biasing and measurement of up to 16 Langmuir probes. A suite of 40 such modules
will be able to operate up to 640 Langmuir probes, giving excellent time and spatial
resolution of heat and particle flux measurements in MAST-U’s novel Super-X
divertor. We have achieved our aim of producing a more compact multiplexer
unit (which also fits into a 1U, 19-inch rack), and the use of the combination of CPU
and FPGA on the Zynq chip has enabled us to integrate all of the functionality onto
the multiplexer unit that we initially described in Section 4.2.
Demonstration of the correct functioning of the prototype electronics was achieved
on the York Linear Plasma Device. The new ability of the system to measure the
floating potential simultaneously on all probes was used to investigate the behaviour
of fluctuations at the onset of detachment, which will aid understanding of this
extremely important phenomenon. Experience gained during the tests was also used
to improve the calibration procedure of the probes.
An improved set of probe electronics was then installed on the COMPASS tokamak,
to prove the system was fit for purpose with measurements of relevant tokamak
plasmas. Again, the ability to make high speed simultaneous floating potential
measurements was used to observe the behaviour of fluctuations in the divertor
plasma, and the evolution of the plasma in the scrape-off layer during the inter-
ELM cycle was demonstrated by obtaining a series of IV characteristics. The tests
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highlighted issues which were due to plasma conditions not available on the York
Linear Plasma Device but may be relevant to MAST-U, and the knowledge gained
from this will be used to influence waveform design and operation of the probes
during the first MAST-U campaigns.
Overall, the design and implementation of these two systems has improved the
quality of MAST-U’s already world class suite of diagnostics. The bolometer work
on TCV and JET has been published in two separate proceedings papers in the
Review of Scientific Instruments journal, and the Langmuir probe work in York and
on COMPASS has been published in the JINST journal. This raises the profile
of the work being done and highlights the potential of FPGAs to the wider fusion
community.
6.2 Future work
The most immediate task for both of the new diagnostics is commissioning on MAST-
U. Upgrade work on the tokamak is currently expected to finish in early 2018, and
work to integrate both systems into MAST-U’s data acquisition infrastructure will
need to be completed during the commissioning and restart phases of the device.
Fortunately, both the bolometer and Langmuir probe systems have been tested on
other tokamaks, and so much of the commissioning work will involve simply adapting
the diagnostics’ control software to MAST-U’s requirements rather than writing code
from scratch.
The two diagnostics provide complimentary information regarding some of MAST-
U’s key research activities. Both are important in the study of detachment, and
are going to be crucial to validating the predictions of the performance of the new
Super-X divertor. The Langmuir probe waveforms and data analysis will need to
be optimised to provide reliable, accurate measurements of heat and particle fluxes,
since the reduction of the heat flux is a key prediction of the Super-X. This work will
be lead by Sarah Elmore and James Harrison at CCFE, but detailed knowledge of
the electronics system and the FPGA’s capabilities will be required to fully exploit
the new diagnostic.
For example, further investigation of the “hysteresis” shown in Figure 5.16 is re-
quired, to properly determine whether this is a plasma effect or an electronics effect.
Focussed, lab-based benchmarking of the electronics, similar to the detailed bench-
marking tests of the bolometer system performed in Section 3.4, would be extremely
useful in improving our understanding of the complex electronics of the new system.
Using a diode as the load, which has a similar I-V curve to a plasma, could provide
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insight into the behaviour of the electronics in regions with extremely high rates
of change of current without the added complexity of plasma effects. Additionally,
some circuit modelling of the electronics could both aid our understanding of this
behaviour and also provide a means to correct for it if it is indeed an electronics
effect. We showed in Section 3.4.8 that modelling the bolometer circuit accurately
reproduced the behaviour we saw in the lab and could even be used to provide
an empirical correction factor to power measurements if needed; it is worthwhile
performing a similar analysis of the probe circuit to see if we can achieve the same
thing.
The use of FPGA technology in Langmuir probes has caught the attention of de-
velopers of similar systems. Whilst this thesis was being written, several meetings
took place between CCFE and researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology (MIT) which looked into the feasibility of using an FPGA to improve the
design of their Mirror Langmuir probe (MLP) diagnostic. This promises to greatly
simplify the design of this exciting diagnostic, which provides extremely high res-
olution measurements of the ion saturation current, floating potential and electron
temperature [105]. Early discussions suggest that an FPGA is both capable and well
suited to this application, and a collaboration has been initiated between CCFE and
MIT to bring together MIT’s knowledge of the MLP and CCFE’s FPGA expertise.
There are a large number of investigations to be carried out with the bolometer.
Although the calibration and bolometer voltage measurements have been shown to be
accurate and reliable in air and vacuum, the tests in York (Section 3.1) showed that
the neutral pressure in the vicinity of the bolometer sensors can have a significant
impact on the measurements. We need a good understanding of this effect and a way
to reliably account for it in order to make accurate measurements of the radiation
in the divertor.
We may for example be able to use a bolometer channel screened from plasma
radiation, but experiencing the same neutral pressure as channels exposed to the
radiation, as a neutral pressure gauge. This channel would run a series of calibrations
throughout the shot, and we could produce a time history of the cooling time of the
channel (and hence an estimate of the neutral pressure) for each shot. The variation
of this cooling time could then be applied to the assumed cooling times of the other
bolometer channels in the same array. This would unfortunately reduce the number
of channels available for radiation measurements in MAST-U, and require significant
modification of the FPGA firmware and software. It may however be unavoidable,
if the neutral pressure has a significant effect on the bolometer calibrations and we
cannot get reliable neutral pressure measurements from the pressure gauges already
available in MAST-U.
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In addition to the neutral pressure issues, Umar Sheikh’s work with the system
at TCV showed that unblackened bolometers, such as those installed in MAST-U,
may underestimate the radiated power by as much as 20 % due to radiation being
reflected rather than absorbed by the sensor [78]. As a result, detailed comparisons of
bolometer measurements with simulations must be made to ensure we are accurately
accounting for this effect.
Once we can be sure that all the physics involved in measuring the radiated power is
understood, the bolometer system can be utilised with confidence. Studies of power
balance will be important, to ensure that we understand where the power is leaving
the plasma. The bolometer will also be extremely useful in studies of detachment,
which is characterised by strong radiating emission. The divertor bolometer’s lines
of sight will enable us to accurately reconstruct the emissivity profile in the divertor
chamber and track the position of the detachment front. This will allow us to
benchmark analytical models of the sensitivity of the detachment front to control
parameters (as presented in [40]) and therefore optimise the radiative cooling of the
exhaust plasma to further reduce the divertor target heat flux.
Looking further ahead, the ability of the FPGA system to calculate the power in
real time could be exploited to enable high quality detachment control. Preliminary
investigations have shown that it is possible to estimate the position and extent of
the detachment region (and by extension the position of the detachment front) in
real-time using the signal processing capabilities of the FPGA [106]. This means
we can use bolometer measurements as part of a system for real-time control of
the detachment front. By optimising the position of the detachment front we can
maximise the amount of radiative cooling in the divertor without contaminating the
core plasma, to enable high performance core plasmas with greatly reduced heat
loads on the divertor target. This will help to solve the divertor exhaust problem
described in Section 1.3.3, a key aim of the MAST-U project in general, and will be
extremely important in the quest for a viable commercial tokamak reactor.
6.3 Final word: the potential of integrated
FPGA diagnostics in fusion
We have seen in this work that the use of FPGA technology enables us to make
diagnostics more compact, adaptable and smart enough to function as standalone
units to provide improved modularity. This is hugely beneficial for fusion research,
where the ability to quickly add new diagnostics or improve existing ones enables
experiments to produce a wider range of high quality data. By using generic hardware
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which is specialised with custom firmware, consistency can be achieved between
different diagnostics (and even different experiments) which can help to reduce costs
and speed up the time between the conceptual design of a diagnostic and the finished
product producing good science.
We have also seen that the high performance digital signal processing capabilities
of FPGAs can enable us to transform diagnostics into part of a control or feedback
loop. As we move from experimental to commercial reactors, the role of diagnostics
will change from physics studies to inputs for controllers, so the ability to provide
this sort of functionality puts FPGAs in a strong position to be heavily utilised in
future fusion machines. Combined with their low cost and modularity, FPGA-based
diagnostics have an important role to play in fusion’s quest to provide a significant
part of humanity’s future energy needs.
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